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Iraq caught in US-Iran showdown
amid concerns over ‘rogue militias’
► Washington accused Tehran’s proxies in Iraq

of being responsible for the rocket attack on
Baghdad’s Green Zone as part of a “campaign”
stretching from Iraq to the Strait of Hormuz.

Mamoon Alabbasi

London

T

op Iraqi politicians, including pro-Iran figures, said
they do not want Iraq to become a battleground in any
conflict between the United States
and Iran but many said they were
concerned that “rogue” pro-Tehran
militias may not keep to Baghdad’s
desire to stay neutral.
Such concerns are likely to become more pressing after Washington accused Tehran, using proxies
in Iraq, of being responsible for the
May 19 rocket attack on Baghdad’s
Green Zone as part of a “campaign”
stretching from Iraq to Yemen to
the Strait of Hormuz. No group had
claimed responsibility for the attack.
The United States also accused
Iran of being behind the May 12
tanker bombings near the United
Arab Emirates and the Trump administration announced plans to
send an additional 1,500 troops to
the Middle East.
Both Iraqi Prime Minister Adel
Abdul-Mahdi and Iraqi President
Barham Salih said they were in contact with US and Iranian officials to
defuse tensions between Washington and Tehran that might spill into
Iraq.
Abdul-Mahdi said the Iraqi government is “transferring messages”
between the United States and Iran
to ease tensions. “We don’t stand
by one side against the other,” Abdul-Mahdi said.
Salih said that Iraq had “enough
of wars” over the past four decades. “Iraqis do not want to see this
country yet again turn into a zone
of proxy conflict,” Salih told CBS
News.
Abdul-Mahdi and Salih met with
other Iraqi politicians, including

leaders of pro-Iran militias, to make
sure that no attack is staged against
US interests in the country. Iraq
hosts more than 5,000 US troops.
Salih confirmed there are proIran armed groups outside government control. “We do have problems with some rogue elements and
the government is intent on putting
those people under control,” said
Salih. “We are telling everybody,
cool it. This is not the place to have
your battles.”
A source close to Abdul-Mahdi
told Al-Monitor that the Iraqi prime
minister “received assurances from
the [Popular Mobilisation Forces]
that it will not target US troops in
Iraq but this will not stop other
groups affiliated with Iran from targeting US interests in the country.”
The United States had, a few days
earlier, ordered the evacuation of
non-essential diplomatic personnel over unspecified threats it said
were linked to Iran-backed militias
in Iraq. The US warning prompted
American energy company ExxonMobil to evacuate its employees
from an oil field in southern Iraq.
Iraq’s major Shia militia leaders,
including those backed by Tehran, distanced themselves from
the Green Zone rocket attack and
warned against turning Iraq into
a battlefield between the United
States and Iran.
Shia cleric Muqtada al-Sadr said
any party that drags Iraq into the
US-Iran conflict “would be the enemy of the Iraqi people.” He said
such a conflict “would mark the
end of Iraq” at a time “we need
peace and reconstruction.”
Head of the Iran-backed Badr
Organisation, Hadi al-Amiri, called
on Iraqis to work “to keep Iraq and
the region away from war. If war
breaks out… it will burn everyone,”
he warned.
The leader of the Iran-backed
Asaib Ahl al-Haq militia, Qais al-

Security issues. A member of Iraqi federal police forces stands guard at a checkpoint in Baghdad, May 20.
									
(AFP)
Khazali, said he was opposed to any
action that “gives pretexts for war”
because they would only “harm
Iraq’s political, economic and security conditions.”
The Kataib Hezbollah militia said
the rocket attack was “unjustified,”
suggesting a third party was seeking to provoke war.
It is unclear whether the position
of the major pro-Iran Iraqi militia
leaders is based on their keenness
on self-preservation or it’s because
they were not instructed by Tehran
to attack US interests in Iraq at this
point.
“The stakes are so high that Iranian proxies cannot act without an
explicit green light” from Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps,
analyst Karim Bitar told Agence
France-Presse.

By blaming Iran for the rocket attack, the United States suggested
that it does not believe Tehran’s denial of responsibility. It also appears
that Washington does not distinguish between major armed groups
and “rogue militias.”
Iraqi military officials say they
fear a US military operation against
Iran would prompt Tehran to retaliate inside Iraq. “Iraqi forces
are worried that American forces
could be targeted by factions loyal
to Iran,” a general at Iraq’s Defence
Ministry, who spoke on condition
of anonymity, told the Associated
Press.
Iran itself fears being attacked
from Iraq. Sayed al-Jayashi, a senior
member of Iraq’s National Security
Council, told the New York Times
that Iran’s only request from Iraq

was to prevent the United States
from using Iraqi territory to attack
Iran.
Some experts noted that Iran, despite its wide encroachment in the
country, does not call all the shots
in Iraq.
“Despite Tehran’s considerable
influence in Baghdad, its ambitions in Iraq have repeatedly been
thwarted,” wrote Aaron Magid in
Foreign Policy. “To claim that Iran
single-handedly dominates Iraq ignores the competing influences of
multiple global powers, including
the United States.”
Mamoon Alabbasi is Deputy Managing Editor and Online Editor of
The Arab Weekly.
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Viewpoint

‘Deal of the century’ gets off to rough start
Manuel
Langendorf

The United Arab
Emirates and Saudi
Arabia both
announced plans to
participate in the
Manama workshop.

A

fter more than two
years of diplomacy,
little is known about
the content of the
Trump administration’s “Deal of the
Century” to resolve the IsraeliPalestinian conflict.
This could be about to change
after the White House announced
that Bahrain would host an economic workshop dubbed “Peace
to Prosperity.” Its stated goal is to
“galvanise support for potential
economic investments” in the
Palestinian territories that could
be enabled by a potential peace
agreement.
The workshop, scheduled for
June 25-26 in Manama, constitutes
the first phase of the much-anticipated peace plan that is expected
to be followed by a political part
focusing on issues such as borders,
refugees and the status of Jerusalem.
Jared Kushner, senior adviser to
US President Donald Trump and his

son-in-law, has been tight-lipped
about details of the plan but has
said that a large part of it would
focus on improving the economic
situation of Palestinians and the
wider region. However, Kushner, in
a statement released May 19, said
“economic progress can only be
achieved with a solid economic vision and if the core political issues
are resolved.”
Continuing its opposition to
the Trump administration’s peace
efforts, the Palestinian leadership
rejected the Manama workshop.
Palestinian Prime Minister Mohammad Shtayyeh said the cabinet had
not been consulted beforehand.
One apparent goal of the meeting
in Bahrain is to secure the buy-in
of Palestinian business leaders.
Their support, however, looks in
doubt because key members of the
Palestinian business community
said they would not attend.
“The Bahrain workshop is a terrible idea for many practical reasons,
including the fact that… invest-

ing in a politically volatile place is
simply too risky for business,” said
Nour Odeh, a political analyst and
former Palestinian government
spokeswoman.
The United Arab Emirates and
Saudi Arabia both announced
plans to participate in the Manama
workshop. Riyadh, state news
reports said, is sending its minister
of economy and planning. The UAE
Foreign Ministry said in a statement that the workshop “aims to
lift the Palestinian people out of
misery and to enable them for a
stable and prosperous future.”
Bahraini Foreign Minister Sheikh
Khalid bin Ahmed al-Khalifa said
in a statement that Manama supported the “brotherly Palestinian
people” in their quest for a state
with East Jerusalem as its capital.
The planned meeting had “no other
purpose” than Bahrain’s continued
support for the Palestinians.
While endorsing the meeting
in Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates have also

made clear their support for a Palestinian state with East Jerusalem
as its capital.
The Trump administration is
hoping that the prospect of largescale investment intended to raise
living standards in the Palestinian
territories and the wider region will
get the Palestinian leadership to the
negotiating table. As the immediate
reaction to the Manama workshop
has shown, this could be a gamble.
This is especially the case, as the
plan of Kushner and Greenblatt
will, media reports indicate, not
explicitly call for the creation of
an independent Palestinian state,
thus likely deepening the crisis in
Palestinian-US relations.
“Any solution to the conflict in
Palestine must be political… and
based on ending the occupation,”
Shtayyeh said.
Manuel Langendorf is a writer
focusing on the MENA region.
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Iran threatens war with ‘all its
means,’ US stresses ‘deterrence’
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

I

ran seems to be getting ready
for a military conflict that could
involve attacks by its proxies
against the United States and
Washington’s allies in the Middle
East.
Tehran raised the stakes in its
dispute with Washington by declaring it had quadrupled its uranium-enrichment production capacity, a move that could soon send
the country’s stockpile of enriched
uranium beyond limits set by the
2015 nuclear accord.
Relations between Washington
and Tehran went into crisis a year
ago when US President Donald
Trump pulled out of the nuclear
deal and imposed tough sanctions.
Both the United States and Iran
accuse each other of aggressive behaviour that destabilises the Middle East. Tough rhetoric and a military build-up raised concerns over
the possibility of another war in the
region. Iranian President Hassan
Rohani rejected the idea of talks
with the United States and called
for his government to be given
more power to run the sanctionshit economy in an “economic war.”
Following a missile attack on
the heavily secured Green Zone in
Baghdad, site of the US Embassy,
Trump said on Twitter that “if Iran
wants to fight, that will be the official end of Iran.”
The US president has sent an additional aircraft carrier group and
bombers to the Gulf amid concerns
by his officials over possible Iranian plans to attack US assets or allies
in the region.
Following a briefing for lawmakers May 21 in Washington,
the Trump administration played
down the idea of an impending war
with Iran. US Acting Defence Secretary Patrick Shanahan said: “We’re
not about going to war.” He added
the administration’s goal “is to prevent Iranian miscalculation.”
“We do not want the situation to
escalate,” Shanahan said. “This is
about deterrence, not about war.”
US President Donald Trump announced the deployment of 1,500
troops to the Middle East. “We

want to have protection in the Middle East. We’re going to be sending
a relatively small number of troops,
mostly protective,” he said May 24.
US Navy Vice-Admiral Michael
Gilday, director of the Joint Staff,
accused Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) of direct responsibility for the May 12 attacks
on tankers off the United Arab
Emirates coast.
“The attack against the shipping
in Fujairah, we attribute it to the
IRGC,” Gilday said.
Gilday also blamed the May 19
rocket attack in Baghdad’s Green
zone on Iran-backed “proxy” factions.
Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Java Zarif, speaking May 25,
said: “Increased US presence in
our region is very dangerous and
a threat to international peace and
security and must be confronted.”
Far outstripped by the US military in terms of hardware, air
power and technology, Iran would
probably rely on instruments of
“asymmetric” warfare to attack
its adversaries, analysts said. The
term describes unconventional
means, such as ambushes, terror
attacks and disruption of electronic
systems. The threat by Iran’s leaders to close the Strait of Hormuz to
stop oil exports from the Gulf by
tanker falls into that category.
There are signs that Iran has
started to implement an “asymmetric” strategy.
Analysts said sabotage of oil
tankers in the Gulf near the United
Arab Emirates and drone attacks by
Iran-backed Houthi rebels in Yemen on sites in Saudi Arabia were signals from Iran that it would spread
a possible war with the United
States, throughout the region.
Saudi-owned media accused the
Houthis of targeting Islam’s holiest
city, Mecca, after Saudi Arabia and
its allies said they had intercepted
two missiles over the kingdom.
Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz
Al Saud invited Gulf and Arab leaders to convene emergency summits
May 30 in Mecca to discuss implications of the attacks.
Given the military superiority of
the United States against Iran, hardliners in Washington are certain that
a war would be over fast and end
with a resounding Iranian defeat.

A show of force. Iranian soldiers make their way to the Gulf through the Strait of Hormuz, April 30.
“Well, if Iran struck out militarily against the United States or
against our allies in the region,
then I would certainly expect a
devastating response against Iran,”
US Senator Tom Cotton, a Republican from Arkansas, said in an interview with US broadcaster PBS.
“Two strikes: the first strike and
the last strike.”
Not everyone is so sure. Iran,
a country of 81 million people
with about 500,000 men under
arms, owns thousands of “shortand medium-range ballistic and
cruise missiles capable of striking
targets as far as Israel and southeast Europe,” the Centre for Strategic and International Studies in
Washington said in a report this
year. It was “the largest and most
diverse missile arsenal in the Middle East.”
Mohammad Saleh Jokar, a deputy IRGC commander, said recently
that “even our short-range missiles
can easily reach (US) warships in
the [Arabian] Gulf.” The US news
magazine Newsweek reported that
a wargame by the US military in
2002, which simulated a conflict

in the Gulf, saw the side using Iranian tactics launch massive cruise
missile attacks that would have destroyed many US warships had the
attack been real.
In addition to conventional
weapons, Iran could be expected to
employ other means in a war with
the United States, said Maysam
Behravesh, an Iran expert at Lund
University in Sweden. One option
would be to employ partner and
proxy forces, such as the Houthis,
pro-Iran militias in Iraq or Hezbollah in Lebanon to inflict damage on
the United States and allied assets
throughout the region.
“It will undoubtedly be costly
for both sides, including the US
and perhaps more so for its allies
in Iran’s backyard that will fall prey
to the fight,” Behravesh said via email. “Iranian military does not
have superior firepower and lags
far behind in aerial capabilities,
so it will most probably utilise all
within its means to maximise the
costs of conflict for the invading
party.”
This would “include not only
targeting US military bases and as-

(AFP)

sets in the region but also engaging
Saudi and Emirati critical spots,
directly and through its proxies if
retaliating against US forces proves
difficult,” he wrote. “This is the
kind of tactic Iran used at some
points during the Iran-Iraq War of
1980s.”
Other analysts warned of electronic warfare by Iran. Keith Alexander, a retired US Army general,
and Jamil N. Jaffer, of cybersecurity company IronNet, said the United States should be aware of “the
threat that Iran’s growing cyber capabilities pose to the United States
and our allies in the region.”
In an analysis for the Hill, a
Washington publication, Alexander and Jaffer said: “Iran almost
certainly will wage a low-level war
against us and our allies again in
cyberspace and soon.”
Two years ago, Iran was accused
of having been the origin of a malware attack against computer systems at Saudi state oil company
Aramco.
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
correspondent.
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Iran’s ‘asymmetric capabilities’ likely to determine military strategy
Sabahat Khan

S

ince the revolution in
1979 cut it off from its
traditional supply
base of Western
defence technology,
Iran has pursued a
military strategy
characterised by self-reliance
and asymmetry, undergirded by
a proxy network for strategic
depth.
Iran found itself in a war with
Saddam Hussein’s Iraq within
a year of its revolution and that
conflict, which lasted eight years,
left a lasting effect on how Tehran
shaped its defence strategy.
Iran’s missile programme
became central to its strategy of
asymmetric defence and its ballistic and cruise missiles advance
with longer ranges, more accuracy
and, most important, the ability to
be produced locally.
The Iran-Iraq War created lessons that altered how Tehran
approached defence at sea.
The Strait of Hormuz connects

oil-producing Arab states and Iran
to the world. Its strategic value
cannot be understated and it occupies a key role in how Tehran
aims to bring together the elements of its defence strategy.
Specifically, Tehran prizes its
potential ability to implement anti
access-area denial (A2AD) of the
Gulf by blockading the Strait of
Hormuz. Ostensibly, Iran’s goal
would be to generate wide-scale
disruption to freedom of navigation in the Gulf rather than pursuing a quick military victory, which,
in the bigger picture, lies beyond
its capabilities.
The more Iran prolongs any
military confrontation in Gulf
waters, the more it limits costs to
itself and raise costs for its rivals.
By slowing any potential offensive
to buy time, Iran can activate its
regional proxies to spread conflict
across a much wider area.
To achieve its A2AD goals in
the Gulf, Iran would seek to avoid
direct confrontation and keep its
naval forces light and dispersed,
maximising the use of surprise at
tactical levels.
Naval mines are likely to figure
heavily. The threat of casualty

remains in place once mines are
deployed and, in Iran’s case, a first
line of defence could be gained as
well as an important psychological
advantage. Naval mines have accounted for around 77% of US ship
casualties since World War II.
With their simplest configurations costing less than $1,000,
naval mines allow weaker forces
to challenge more conventionally
superior forces, particularly in
constricted littoral environments
such as the Gulf.
During the Korean War, the
initial landing of US troops was
delayed for a week as North Korea
disrupted American military
logistics and damaged 11 US warships. In the Tanker War phase of
the Iran-Iraq War, an Iranian mine
costing less than $2,000 inflicted
damage amounting to as much as
$96 million to the US Navy’s USS
Samuel B. Roberts frigate in the
Gulf.
Naval mines can be deployed on
the surface, in the water column
or on the seabed and can be contact mines or fitted with specific
triggers.
Drifting mines, floating on
the water and moving with the

current, are the simplest type
of mine. They are the easiest to
counter but also the easiest to
deploy in volumes. Moored mines
are more sophisticated because
they float underwater. The most
dangerous are rising bottom mines
that are fired from the seabed
against passing vessels with specific magnetic, acoustic or pressure
signatures.
Iran is believed to possess an
inventory of sophisticated naval
mines but the geodynamics of the
strait, which is 33km wide at its
narrowest point, and, more important, probably no more than 50
metres deep, makes it particularly
vulnerable to mining, even with
rudimentary devices.
The effectiveness of mine-laying
platforms can also prove more
important than the sophistication
of naval mines themselves. Iran’s
stealthy Russia-made Kilo-class
submarines can lay 24 mines per
sortie but its fleet of indigenously
built Ghadir-class and Nahangclass “midget” submarines, which
lay up to 16 mines per sortie, are
ideal mine-laying platforms.
Additionally, Iranian forces are
likely to utilise unconventional

mine-laying platforms, such as
hundreds of fast boats that are
agile and difficult to detect,
open-decked ships that offer large
staging areas and even disguised
merchant vessels.
Iranian mine-laying forces could
be supported by fast craft and
missile boat teams equipped with
anti-ship missiles, rocket launchers and heavy machine guns to
harass and stage low-intensity
attacks from multiple directions to
disrupt interception operations.
Those light forces are augmented by anti-ship and surface-to-air
missiles as well as anti-aircraft
guns positioned on coastal and island bases in and around the strait.
The result of this layered, asymmetric approach by Iran to defence at sea creates a complex and
highly challenging environment
for larger, more capable forces to
freely operate in, especially at the
early stages of a potential confrontation.
Sabahat Khan, based in Dubai,
maintains a cross-disciplinary
focus in international security,
defence policy and strategic
issues.
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US-Iran Showdown
Half of American adults expect war with Iran ‘within next few years’
Uncertain
trajectory.
Chairman
of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff
General Joseph
Dunford (C)
arrives at a
closed briefing
for Senate
members in
Washington,
May 21.

Claude Salhani

H

alf of Americans
asked said the
United States will
go to war with
Iran “within the
next few years,” a
Reuters/Ipsos poll

indicated.
The poll results stated that
American respondents said they
were more concerned about Iran
as a security threat to the United
States than they were last year;
however, few said they would be in
favour of a pre-emptive attack on
the Iranian military.
Although, if Iran attacked US
military forces first, about 80%
said the United States should respond militarily in a full or limited
way, the May 17-20 poll said.
Tense relations between Washington and Tehran worsened in
May after US President Donald
Trump hardened his anti-Iran
stance and reimposed all sanctions
on Iranian oil exports following
his decision a year ago to pull the
United States out of a 2015 international nuclear accord with Tehran.
Responding to what it said were
very credible threats, the United
States dispatched a US Navy task
force, spearheaded by the nuclearpowered aircraft carrier USS
Abraham Lincoln. Iran denied that
it was planning attacks against US
interests.
Nearly half — 49% — of poll
respondents said they disapprove
of how Trump has handled relations with Iran and 31% said they
“strongly” disapprove. Overall,
39% of those asked said they approved of Trump’s policy.
The survey indicated that 51% of
those asked said the United States
and Iran would go to war within

(AFP)

the next few years, up 8 percentage points from a similar poll
published last June. In this year’s
poll, Democratic and Republican
participants were both more likely
to see Iran as a threat and say war
was likely.
Slightly more than half of the
respondents (53%) said they considered Iran as either a “serious” or
“imminent” threat, up 6 percentage points from a poll last July. In
comparison, 58% of poll participants characterised North Korea
as a threat and 51% characterised
Russia as a threat.
Despite their concerns, 60% of
those asked said the United States
should not conduct a pre-emptive

attack on the Iranian military,
while 12% advocated for striking
first.
If Iran attacked, however, 79%
of those asked said that the US
military should retaliate. The poll
said 40% of respondents indicated
they favoured a limited response
with air strikes and 39% said they
favoured a full invasion.
Both the United States and Iran
have said they do not want war,
although there have been bellicose
statements from both sides.
Despite Trump’s decision to
withdraw from the nuclear agreement, the poll indicated that 61%
of those asked said they supported
the 2015 deal between Tehran and

world powers to curb Iran’s potential pathway to a nuclear bomb in
return for sanctions relief.
Gulf allies and US government
officials have said Iran-backed
groups were responsible for recent
attacks on shipping and pipelines
in the Gulf.
Trump has said he would like to
negotiate with the leaders of Iran
but the country’s president, Hassan Rohani, rejected talks and said
“economic war” is being waged
against Iran.
What the poll reflects in part is
the blame placed on Iran by senior
US administration officials such as
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo. “It
seems like it’s quite possible that

Iran was behind the attacks,” he
said.
Mid- to long-term wariness about
the risks of war between the United
States and Iran reflects the unease
of Americans, beyond the attitude
of the administration, about the
nature of the regime in Tehran.
Perceived as religiously and
politically extremist, Iran’s ruling
mullahs and their revolutionary
allies are not considered to be the
best guarantors for peace at home
and abroad.
Claude Salhani is a regular
columnist for The Arab Weekly
and a senior fellow at the Institute
of World Affairs in Washington.

The stakes for Iraqis in the US-Iran showdown
Majid
al-Samarrai

N

o one in the
Middle East
wants a war
between the
United States and
Iran, nor does any
Iraqi want his
homeland to be a battlefield.
Iraq’s war wounds are fresh,
especially those from the war
with Iran. The latter’s objective
was to occupy Iraq and it got what
it wanted almost for free after the
US-led occupation of Iraq in
2003.
It is no longer a secret that there
was close coordination between
Tehran and Washington before the
invasion as testified by former US
Ambassador to Baghdad Zalmay
Khalilzad. US President Donald
Trump has often criticised his
predecessors for handing over Iraq
to Iran by supporting former Shia
dissidents and giving them power
in Baghdad after fragmenting Iraq
and its army.
US officials were aware of the
modest political capabilities of
those in the new administration in
Iraq, yet they excluded the participation of non-sectarian Sunni Arab
political elites opposed to Saddam
Hussein.
They were also aware that most
of the Shia leaders were loyal to
Tehran, especially the Dawa Party.
That party has been allowed to
rule Iraq for 13 years and all it has
to show for that are total failure,
corruption, looting of the country’s
wealth, chaos, the tyranny and
cruelty of sectarian injustice and
the invasion by the Islamic State.

Iraqi citizens cannot believe the
news of another deployment of
US naval forces in the Gulf and the
possibility of a war between the
United States and Iran.
Those who know the leadership
of Iran’s mullahs, however, point
out that what had happened was
that the United States was once
again the victim of deception by
Tehran.
In fact, Tehran had hidden its intentions to monopolise Iraq and its
political and economic capabilities
for itself to the point that it was
harming the United States’ higher
interests. Through the multitude of
its agents and armies of competing
loyalists in Iraq, Iran has dominated Iraq and de facto confiscated
the billions of dollars’ in US investments in Iraqi infrastructure and
security, military, political, economic, cultural and media instruments that Iran used as weapons
directed at Washington.
At the same time, Tehran was
under the illusion that methods for
preserving its gains in Lebanon,
Syria and Iraq would be through
opening an ideological confrontation with the United States and
Israel, based on the theory of
exporting its revolution.
Iran would keep this confrontation alive through its agents and
proxies with total disregard for
the welfare and security of local
populations that are offered as
sacrificial lambs at the altar of
and to the glory of the doctrine of
velayat-e faqih.
The reality, however, says this
ideological marketing of the conflict against America and Israel is
a big lie.
For example, former Iranian Defence Minister Mohammad Forouzandeh had said that “there is no
ideological animosity between

Iran and Israel and all that there is
in this furore is the fact there is no
acceptance of any regional military
superiority in the Middle East
beyond the military superiority of
Israel, be it Iranian or otherwise.”
In the game of alleged ideological war, Tehran is suggesting that it
is the leader of the camp opposed
to global arrogance and some of its
foolish supporters have bought it.
In reality, Tehran is secretly
begging its agents in Iraq and the
region to mediate on its behalf
with Washington to the extent
that the Baghdad government has
believed that it could play the role
of mediator and sent officials to
Washington to carry out this task.
At the same time, the Iranian
Supreme National Security Council
scolded the head of the National
Security Committee in the Iranian
parliament, Hishmatullah Falahat
Bisha, because he had called for
US-Iranian negotiations in Qatar
or Baghdad. Such a statement and
reaction reveal that the Iranian
regime is desperately clinging to
the smallest straw to save itself but
doesn’t want anyone to know it.
Iran has crossed all common
sense lines of behaving like a
normal state bound to respect the
sovereignty of other states and
its game of war and expansion by
proxy is no longer acceptable.
The Gulf countries have a vested
interest in protecting their national
security, which is being directly
threatened and they have the right
to choose the steps to secure the
interests of their people. Iraq, in
particular, is exposed to serious
risks because of this bias towards
Tehran.
Iran’s game is to forcibly extract
from the United States recognition
of Iranian power in the region. It
is trying to do that by pursuing

two tracks. The first is the nuclear
and Shia ideological standards,
agreement from which Trump
it is not permissible for Iraqis to
withdrew. The second is to rely on
become tools for others in a war
its agents to build military logistic
that is not theirs.
points inside Iraq. This strategy
Is it not this position of indewas exposed in Syria by Israeli
pendence that will spare Iraq new
strikes on Iranian targets without
disasters? It’s a perfectly natural
an Iranian response.
position and easy to apply. Those
US Secretary of State Mike
pro-Iran armed militias must obey
Pompeo showed Iraqi Prime
the positions of the government
Minister Adel Abdul-Mahdi
of Iraq and this government
documented evidence
has declared its neutrality
proving the installation
in conflicts between
of sites for mediumforeign parties.
At this sensitive
range missiles and
Besides, we don’t
stage, the real
held him responknow why these
winner would be the
sible for handling
dogmatic entione who stands by
and monitoring
ties do not obey
the security and
the pro-Iranian
instructions and
protection of his
militias in Iraq and
guidance of the
homeland first and
preventing them
global Shia authorfrom embarking
ity in Ali al-Sistani,
not by a third party.
on any misguided
who asked his followadventure.
ers and Iraqi politicians
to stay out of any bias
Pompeo told Abdultowards either the US or the
Mahdi that he does not expect
Iranian side. I guess they only
any bias from his government
hear the voices of their masters in
in favour of Washington but also
Qom and Tehran. Aren’t the Shia
said the Iraqi government should
authorities of Najaf closer to the
observe neutrality — in other
Iraqis than others?
words not to be biased towards
With all due respect to all reliTehran, either.
gious doctrines and their followNo one doubts that Israel would
ers, do any of them call for burnjump on any conflict to strike at
ing one’s homeland, which should
sites in Iraq that it deems a threat
be the number one target of any
to its security.
loyalty and is the main source of
Dismissing the diplomatic posiall material and power blessings
tions of the Iraqi presidency and
that have touched these dogmatic
the Iraqi government, which call
politicians?
for a “positive dialogue” to resolve
At this sensitive stage, the real
the crisis, the real issue is finding
winner would be the one who
out the extent of the bias on the
stands by the security and protecside of Iraq’s national interests by
tion of his homeland first and not
armed factions loyal to Tehran.
by a third party. This is not an
Will they abandon their loyalty
option or an effort, it is a national
to the Iranian regime and refuse to
commitment.
execute its military and logistical
requests when things turn sour?
Majid al-Samarrai is an Iraqi
Let’s hope so, because, by all legitimate Iraqi nationalist standards
writer.
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Arab states exercise
restraint as US-Iran
tensions simmer

New level of sophistication. Remains of a UAV-X drone flown by Yemen’s Houthi rebels on display in
Hodeidah. 									
(AP)

Houthi attacks
signal new chapter
in drone warfare
Alessandro Arduino

Shanghai

F

or the first time since the
Yemeni
conflict
began
in 2015, weaponised unmanned aerial vehicles,
commonly referred to as drones,
have been deployed by the Houthi
forces.
The Iran-backed Houthis are
using unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) in an unconventional manner to offset the Saudi-UAE coalition’s overwhelming military advantage. Re-engineered Chinese
commercial drones and military
UAVs, militarised Qasef-1 model,
have been deployed as scouting
platforms and to harass the coalition’s anti-missile systems. A 2018
UN report stated that the Houthis
drones share near-identical design
and construction characteristics
with the Ababil-T model, manufactured in Iran.
In addition, UAVs have been
used in targeted killings, as happened in January during a Saudiled military parade in Aden.
In mid-May, the Houthis’ drone
warfare reached a new level of sophistication.
Oil tankers and pipelines were
targeted by remote-controlled
bombs that forced Aramco to suspend pipeline operations. Two
Saudi, one Norwegian and one
Emirati tankers in international
waters near the Strait of Hormuz
were hit during a coordinated
drone strike.

The time remaining to
regulate, mitigate or control
autonomous weapon
systems, especially with
regards to UAVs guided by
artificial intelligence, is
running out.
The Houthis claimed responsibility for a drone attack that hit
two Aramco oil drilling pumping
stations west of Riyadh. Despite
the Saudis claiming there was no
disruption in East-West pipeline
oil production, the Brent crude index indicated that the cost of a barrel increased slightly more than $1
in one day.
Those attacks showed the purpose of the armed drone attacks has
taken a different trajectory: economic warfare, writing a new chapter in the history of drone warfare.

The threat to deploy UAVs
to block strategic waterways,
through which much of the world’s
seaborne oil passes, is a concrete
possibility.
In addition to the Strait of Hormuz, other naval choke points
such as the Strait of Malacca could
be targets of attacks by UAVs or
unmanned submarine drones. International insurance groups have
begun to factor in these types of
risks.
The cost of disruptions caused by
drones, whether real or imagined,
adds to the list of issues, including
risk assessment, prevention and
mitigation, that the energy sector
needs to urgently address.
Re-engineered
Chinese-made
commercial drones are in widespread use by militant groups in
Syria. In Yemen, the UAV race between low-tech drones and military-grade UAVs created a financial dilemma in the search to find
a cost-efficient solution to deal
with low-cost remote-controlled
threats.
Almost three decades ago, the
US programme to use drones in
assassinations in Iraq and Afghanistan wrote the first chapter in the
book of aerial drone warfare doctrine.
Recent attacks on economic targets have started a new chapter
in drone war history. The main
difference in the UAV attacks in
Syria by terrorist groups and the
latest Houthis attack is that, in the
latter case, the remote pilot was
not required to be close to the target.
The level of sophistication
reached in the Yemeni conflict is
related to the capability to control
the drone’s flight pattern to a target
several hundred kilometres into
Saudi territory. The need for the
drone’s remote operator to be close
to the target has been superseded
by commercial satellite links.
Since the last decade, drones
have become increasingly recognised as a game changer on the
conventional battlefield as well as
in the struggle against terrorism.
The upper hand once held by national armies has been reversed
in favour of insurgents in terms of
economic efficiency.
Widening
the
conflict
to
economic targets, which in
arms control theory is called a
“countervalue” strategy — as opposed to “counter-force,” which
focuses on military targets — is going to exponentially increase the

cost to defend them.
Take, for example, the economic
consequences generated by nothing more than the rumour that
drones had been spotted in Britain’s Gatwick Airport. The ensuing panic resulted in more than
140,000 passengers stranded for
days and the cancellation of more
than 1,000 flights.

The main difference in the
UAV attacks in Syria by
terrorist groups and the
latest Houthis attack is that,
in the latter case, the remote
pilot was not required to be
close to the target.
In this respect, the effectiveness
of a countervalue drone strategy
will be multiplied by the psychological effect that this type of attack induces. In Afghanistan, the
targeted killing programme led by
the United States has already generated a new kind of post-traumatic stress disorder that is related to
the distinctive hum of the propeller on the Predator UAV.
When the sound of an approaching UAV is heard, the local population is aware that some kind of
guided bomb is going to hit shortly.
This was precisely the terror effect
during the blitz of London that was
generated by the interval between
silence that followed after the V-1
“buzz’’ bomb’s ram jet stopped
and the inevitable explosion, the
location of which was unpredictable.
The Syrian conflict and the Yemeni civil war have ignited the race
to integrate commercial components available on the open market
with military-grade parts, which
when coupled with commercial
satellite communications has resulted in a new level of design and
operational sophistication.
The predicted new wave of a
swarm of drones launched in a coordinated attack against countervalue targets has not happened —
yet. This chapter, unfortunately, is
going to be written in the not-toodistant future.
The time remaining to regulate,
mitigate or control autonomous
weapon systems, especially with
regards to UAVs guided by artificial
intelligence, is running out.
Alessandro Arduino is the
author of “China’s Private Army.
Protecting the New Silk Road,”
Palgrave-Macmillan, 2018.

nian regime is not only a threat
to Arab countries but a direct
menace to its own people. Today,
some 80 million Iranians strugIman Zayat
gle to make ends meet. They
have seen their currency depreciate to beyond 148,000 rials to
espite bellicose
the US dollar, with many losing
statements from
their life’s savings. The unemthe United States
ployment rate is 12% nationwide
and Iran, neither
and up to 25% for youth, the
side wants a war
Statistical Centre of Iran said.
that could underWith this in mind, Saudi Arabia
mine regional security and
and its allies have exercised
upend the oil market. Saudi
restraint. Their enemy is the
Arabia and its Arab allies feel
Iranian regime and its militias,
the same way.
not the Iranian people, who risk
Despite all parties’ interest in
paying for their government’s
avoiding war, many have locked
horns and added fuel to the fire,
blunders if the situation spirals
heightening the risk of igniting
out of control.
an unintended conflict. This
This shows that we are
is true of everyone except
dealing with two differSaudi Arabia and its Arab
ent models. One is a
allies, which have discriminal state bent on
played remarkable
launching attacks
The Iranian threat
restraint in the face
by proxies, militias
should be a source
of military threats.
and sleeper cells
of concern for all
Even after ento undermine
countries, not only
during attacks on
regional security
Saudi Arabia, hence
its oil installations
and expand its
the need for a
by Iran-backed
influence. The
united front.
Houthis, Riyadh
other respects the
played it cool. Abu
interests of regional
Dhabi, after seeing
allies and partners
ships sabotaged near the
and steers clear of rogue
Fujairah coast, did the same.
practices and criminal dealWhile their reactions were
ings.
depicted by Iran and Qatar as
Arab states could also be showsigns of weakness, they were,
ing restraint because they unin fact, impressive displays of
derstand Iran’s strategy not as an
statesmanship, based on cooperattempt to ignite war but merely
ation and respect for their allies
to gain leverage with Washington
and partners in the region.
in future negotiations.
Indeed, unlike Tehran, Arab
If this strategy worked for
countries have conducted themthe North Koreans in dealing
selves responsibly, uniting to dewith the United States in 2017, it
fend their interests and refusing
won’t necessarily yield the same
to engage in useless provocation.
results for Tehran, which has
Iran, with its image tarnished
created a longer list of regional
across the world, is bent on
adversaries.
dragging Saudi Arabia and its
Still, for Arab countries,
partners into a dirty game of atrestraint remains the wisest
tacks and counter-attacks. Such
option. It not only shows their
a game, Iranians know, can blur
desire to spare the Arabian
the lines between right and
Gulf region the dangers of
wrong and victim and agwar but reflects a more
gressor, giving Tehran
sophisticated underEmergency
a greater advantage.
standing of regional
Arabs understand
dynamics, includsummits in Mecca will
that Tehran’s
ing the relationbe critical to
provocations are
ship between Iran
coordinating foreign
meant to escalate
and the United
policies, cementing
its showdown
States.
alliances and
with Washington
However,
addressing Iran’s
and that any imrestraint does not
aggressive behaviour.
mediate response
necessarily mean
could push the region
inaction. Saudi moves
towards undesirable
show that the kingdom
consequences. For them,
is ready to put up a united
the Iranian regime is already
front against Iranian aggression,
isolated, at home and abroad,
specifically against the “war
and the equation should remain
on oil” doctrine that was first
the same to ensure it continues
adopted in 2005.
to face the same amount of presWe have seen this strategy
sure.
play out with attacks on tankers,
Arab countries are satisfied
the targeting of oil installations
with Iran’s status and have no
in neighbouring countries and
desire to shake things up. Any
a recent claim by the Islamic
change could provide Iran with
Revolutionary Guard Corps to
a glimmer of hope and ease the
have complete control over Gulf
pressure on its crumbling regime
waters north of the Strait of
and potentially salvage its
Hormuz, through which about
crumbling economy, issues the
one-fifth of the global oil supply
regime is trying to divert from by
flows.
provoking its regional nemeses.
The threat should be a source
This is nothing new. Since
of concern for all countries, not
the founding of the Islamic
only Saudi Arabia, hence the
Republic in 1979, Iran’s mullahs
need for a united front. It is withhave frequently provoked other
in this context that the kingdom
nations and engaged in foreign
has invited Arab and Gulf leaders
conflicts to advance their revoluto a series of emergency summits
tion, no matter the cost in lives
May 30 in Mecca.
and resources. This was seen
These meetings will be critical
in the Iran-Iraq War (1980-88),
to coordinating foreign policies,
Iran’s involvement in the Syrian
cementing alliances and addresscivil war and its support of Shia
ing Iran’s aggressive behaviour.
militias in Iraq, Lebanon, Yemen,
Bahrain and elsewhere.
Iman Zayat is Managing Editor
The trend shows that the Iraof The Arab Weekly.
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Security concerns. A US Marine Corps officer carries
his gear across the flight deck of the USS Lewis B. Puller
upon embarkation in the Arabian Gulf, May 11. (Reuters)

Challenges of a permanent
state of war in the Gulf region
its gains in the region and prevent
any implosion. This implies that
the Arab and the Gulf countries
Khattar
will be exposed to a strategic threat
Abou Diab
extending from the other side of
the Arabian Gulf to Yemen and the
whole of the Middle East.
This is why some highlighted
the importance of establishing a
regional security organisation in
the Arabian Gulf that is not meant
to replace the Gulf Cooperation
Council.
The Organisation for Security
ince the beginning of
and Co-operation in Europe, estabthe 1980s, the Arabian
lished in accordance with the 1973
Gulf zone has been
Helsinki Accords at the height of
living in a continuous
the Cold War, could be taken as a
state of crises and war
model for a framework for settling
and the security of the
differences and respecting member
concerned Arab
states’ interests and sovereignty.
countries has been subjected to
However, access to this outcome
tests of all kinds. There is a
would be severely hampered by the
growing challenge to those
very nature of the regime in Tehran
nations considering recent
and its decision-making circles, as
developments, such as the attack
was manifested by Saudi Arabia’s
on commercial ships off the Port
experiences with it from the era of
of Fujairah and the bombing of
Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani to the
Saudi oil installations.
era of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.
The US reaction towards Iranian
Therefore, the mandatory and
impudence is not reassuring bevital relationship with Washingcause Iran continues to provoke
ton, despite the vicissitudes
and strike at the heart of
of changing administraneighbouring countries
tions and the speciwith impunity, either
Some Arabs rightly
ficity of the Trump
directly or through
wonder if Trump is
phenomenon, is
its proxies, agents
fooling them. Others like
not sufficient to
and sleeper terto advance “conspiracy”
secure immediate
ror cells loyal to
or “collusion” theories in
and future guaranTehran.
which Westerners,
tees. The situation
What is even less
Persians and Israelis have
necessitates diverreassuring is that
ganged up on
sifying and building
competing internathe Arabs.
stronger relations
tional players in the

S

oil game and its energy
corridor do not consider
Arab interests and overlook
Iran’s destabilising role to the
global economy.
The coming months are going to
be a delicate period because until
the summer of 2020, when the US
presidential campaign is in full
swing, Iran will do all it can to gain
time, sometimes through extortion and blackmail and other times
through feigning to be negotiating
with US President Donald Trump
either directly or through hidden
intermediaries.
Iran’s main goal is to preserve

with the main international players from China
to Russia and European and
Asian countries to create a safety
net because the stakes involved are
not the security interests of specific
states but the economy and security of the whole world.
Arab countries have been paying
a heavy price for the “permanent
state of war” that has prevailed in
the Arabian Gulf region since what
I consider to be the First Gulf War —
the 1980-88 Iran-Iraq War — to the
Second Gulf War (1990-91) following the invasion of Kuwait and the
Third Gulf War in 2003 following

the US-led invasion of Iraq.
This series of wars was followed
by the intensification of Iranian
intervention in the Arab world, the
Iranian nuclear crisis and the war
against terrorism after the emergence of the Islamic State in 2014
and the war in Yemen in recent
years.
At least since the 1960s, US policy
in the Middle East has been based
on protecting Israel, securing the
flow of hydrocarbon imports and
the war on terror.
The strategic assessment by the
Obama administration led to the
gradual withdrawal of the United
States from the region because
of the United States’ sufficiency
in hydrocarbon needs after the
production of shale gas and oil and
because the main stage for restructuring of the global system calls for
a stronger presence in Asia and the
Pacific. In this context, as in the negotiations with Iran on the nuclear
file, concerned Arab parties were
dropped or neglected.
The decision-maker in Washington, after completing the military
withdrawal from Iraq in 2011,
was forced or chose to redeploy
US troops there in the summer of
2014 to fight terrorism. Soon after,
the deployment of US troops was
expanded to areas of Syria and US
military presence was beefed up in
many countries.
Looking at the pattern of US wars
in the region, we find that Washington does not sustain its dominance and credibility for long. The
winners from the collapse of the
regional Arab regimes were Israel,
Iran and Turkey, while Washington
exploited Arab fears and invested
in the structural weakness of the
Arab system.
Of course, saying this does not
remove the responsibilities of
the Arabs themselves. Rather, it
requires them to rearrange their
cards and whatever is left of the
elements of their economic, strategic and political strength before it
is too late for them. The target is to
avoid that the Arab parties become
the real losers in times of war and
peace and in situations of no war
and no peace.

result is the dilemma of permanent
Some Arabs rightly wonder if
anxiety and a state of war without
Trump is fooling them. Others like
war.
to advance “conspiracy” or “colluIn the meantime, Arab energies
sion” theories in which Westerners,
will continue to be drained by wars
Persians and Israelis have ganged
with agents of Iran, such that any
up on the Arabs.
real confrontation in the Iran-US
Political decisions, however,
rivalry is going to be on Arab land
must be based on facts and an unand at the expense of Arab citizens
derstanding of the balance of world
and their countries.
powers and on giving priority to
national interests and linking
When the Arabs enacted a
them to effective alliances
partial oil embargo foland on investing in the
lowing the 1973 war,
right place because
Washington placed
The US reaction
countries, whether
the region on its list
towards Iranian
large, medium or
of priorities, leadimpudence is not
small, are not charing to the US invareassuring because Iran
ities and they play
sion of Baghdad in
continues to provoke
for their interests
2003.
and strike at the heart of
in the first place.
The linking
neighbouring countries thread was the
In light of the
with impunity.
escalation on the
Arab-Israeli conflict,
banks of the Gulf,
hence the series of
Europe fears the dangers
the peace agreements
of having a widespread conof Camp David, the Madrid
flict erupt in the area as a result
Conference and the Oslo Accords.
of the policy of brinkmanship or
This time, the formal confronthe possibility of the outbreak of an
tation with Iran or at least the
unplanned war because of an error
appearance of limiting its influence
of judgement or Iranian recklessin the region is being linked with
ness, both directly or through
the Trump team’s vision of a final
Iranian proxies, in reaction to
solution between the Israelis and
Washington’s attempts to economithe Palestinians. It is a sensitive
cally strangulate Iran.
turning point, because European
European fears are compounded
opposition is virtually ineffective,
by Trump’s provocative style in
while there are US-Russian-Chinese
escalating crises or in negotiations.
contacts to develop consensus on
Europe, the losing international
the subject and on the distribution
pole in the tripartite domino game
of interests and spheres of influby the United States, China and
ence.
Russia, has found itself caught
At this crucial turn, the escalabetween the American hammer
tion in the Arabian Gulf puts the
and the Iranian anvil since the
region on a hot plate and increases
unilateral US withdrawal from the
dangers to its security. It is usenuclear agreement. It failed to stop
ful to remember that the end of
Iran from beginning to pull out of
the Cold War coincided with the
the nuclear deal. Russian President
Second Gulf War and the assertion
Vladimir Putin’s statement that
of American unilateralism.
he is not prepared to play the role
Could the current escalation lead
of the fire brigade in the United
to the formation of a troika of the
States-Iran rivalry effectively anstronger international players withnounced Russia’s neutrality.
out the need for war? All that is
Iranian Foreign Minister Mohamneeded are sporadic confrontations
mad Javad Zarif’s tour of Japan,
now and then to ease the tension
India and China shows Tehran’s
and facilitate the demarcation of
desperate efforts to loosen its ecoborders and deals.
nomic strangulation. The Iranian
supreme leader recently declared
Khattar Abou Diab is a professor
that Iran will not go to war but
of geopolitical sciences at the Paris
Tehran refuses to negotiate. The
Centre for Geopolitics.
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The Mecca
summits

T

he summits that Saudi Arabia has
called for at the end of the month
come at a critical juncture.
Arab League and Gulf Cooperation Council summits are to take
place May 30. An Organisation of
Islamic Cooperation summit is
scheduled for May 31.
If the concomitance of these meetings is
exceptional, so are the challenges facing the
Arab region, the Muslim world and the Gulf
Cooperation Council.
Saudi Arabia and other Arab Gulf countries
are entitled to the support of the assembled
Arab and Muslim countries as they face the
continuing threats of Iran and its proxies.
Iran’s immediate provocations and long-term
designs put peace and security in the region
and the world in jeopardy.
Tehran’s risk-laden manoeuvres are pushing
brinkmanship to its utmost limits.
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates
have exercised laudable restraint despite
brazen provocations constituted by the May 12
and May 14 attacks in the Gulf. Iran’s behaviour, however, is testing everyone’s patience
because there is a large consensus that Iran and
its proxies were behind the attacks against
vessels off the Emirati coast and Saudi oil
installations.
US Navy Vice-Admiral Michael Gilday,
director of the Joint Staff, dispelled any doubt
about the responsibility of Iran’s role in recent
attacks, accusing Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps (IRGC) of direct involvement.
“The attack against the shipping in Fujairah,
we attribute it to the IRGC,” he said.
Gilday also accused Iran-backed “proxy”
forces of carrying out the May 19 rocket attack
in Baghdad’s Green Zone.
He said Iran was embarked on a “campaign”
stretching from Iraq to Yemen to the Strait of
Hormuz.
Republican US Senator Lindsey Graham said
top administration officials’ saw the attacks as
“coordinated and directed by the Iranian
government, the ayatollah.”
The US public is increasingly aware of the
long-term threat to peace that the Iranian
regime constitutes.
Even if divided about the way US President
Donald Trump is handling the crisis, Most
Americans polled stated pessimism about the
odds of war and peace with Iran. A Reuters/
Ipsos poll indicated that 51% of respondents
said the United States and Iran would go to war
within the next few years, up 8 percentage
points from a similar poll published last June.
Iran was described by 53% of those asked as
either a “serious” or “imminent” threat, up by
6% from last July.
Iranian bellicosity and the provocations of its
proxies fuel fears of confrontation.
Attempts by Iran-backed Houthis at striking
Saudi targets have continued. A suspect missile
attack targeted Baghdad’s Green Zone on May
19.
Iranian leaders boast of quadrupling their
production capacity of low-enriched uranium.
They threaten freedom of navigation in the
strategically situated Strait of Hormuz.
“Everything north of the Strait of Hormuz is
under our control,” senior IRGC commander Ali
Fadavi was quoted as saying.
“(Movements of) American battleships in the
region are under the complete control of Iran’s
army and the Revolutionary Guards,” Fadavi
added.
As US economic sanctions seem to be taking
their toll on Iran, the Tehran regime seems to
see provocative actions as its way to intimidate
the United States and Arab Gulf nations and
maybe escape the tightening effects of the
sanctions. Such provocations are only likely to
produce the opposite results and the challenges to regional peace and security are real.
As it hosts three summits in Mecca at the end
of the month, Riyadh is showing its determination to meet such challenges. Saudi Arabia
seems determined to associate its neighbours
in the Gulf and the Arab region as well as fellow
Muslim nations in shaping a common strategy.
The summits are expected to project a wide
Arab-Islamic consensus against the politics of
aggression and sectarian strife. As they
threaten the Gulf region, Iran’s policies are
triggering reactions in the United States and
elsewhere in the West. They are also a matter of
concern to the Arab and Muslim world, as the
Mecca summits are expected to show.
The stakes are high, not just for Saudi Arabia
and the Gulf region but also for Arab and
Muslim nations and the rest of the world.
Taking place in the holiest of holy places and
at the holiest time of the Islamic year, the
summits carry a powerful message that cannot
be missed by Tehran and other extremists in
the region.

© Yaser Ahmed for The Arab Weekly

In any decisions about Iran, interests
of the region should matter

S

ince Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al
Saud’s call for emergency Arab and Gulf
Cooperation Council
summits in Mecca, the
conflict with Iran has taken on a
different tenor.
It is assumed and hoped that
the aftermath of these three
meetings — the previous scheduled Organisation of Islamic
Cooperation summit included
— will be different than what has
been the case. Iran will read this
development in a different light
that would rearrange details
and priorities of the crisis in an
unprecedented way.
Riyadh will not be settling for
the kind of positions that traditionally have been stated at the
Organisation of Islamic Cooperation meetings. Saudi Arabia has
decided that the situation has
become urgent and needs to be
addressed with historic boldness and that the countries of
the region must take a position
on a matter that is at the core of
strategic security.
It is unacceptable for the
Arabs to be looking at the escalating tensions in the region
as though they were neutral
bystanders. It is no longer permissible for the countries of the
Gulf and the Arab region to be
on the receiving end of decisions of war and peace made in
distant capitals or peace decisions and agreements concocted
behind the scenes without
regard to their views and
opinions or without considering the concerns of countries of
the region and the fears of their
people, whether in matters of
war or peace.
Iran has been a major Arab
concern since the establishment
of the Islamic Republic in 1979,
while the rest of the world considered it a normal development
and rushed to establish relations
with it.
Iran has consistently been a
threat to Arabs and has achieved
what Israel has been unable to
do. Iran is at the heart of their
divisions, schisms and fragmentation.
It is enough to contemplate
the state that Yemeni society,
which has reverted to pre-republican divisions, has reached.
It is enough to look at the
abhorrent sectarianism that has

Mohamad Kawas
War in our region should not be a result of American
moods, whims and internal agendas.
gripped the Iraqis in a way that
region’s security in exchange for
their country had never expebilateral agreements simmerrienced since its creation in the
ing over a low flame behind the
1920s. It is enough to look at the
apparent ruckus, agreements
situation in Lebanon, where the
revealed by the mediations
Iranian regime bred schism even
between Washington and Tehran
inside various communities and
orchestrated by Oman and othwhere divisions have become
ers. If war is necessary, then
surreal and limitless, going
the Arabs must have a say in its
beyond the traditional political
conduct and outcome.
and sectarian lines. It is enough
The decision of an American
to consider the Syrian disaster
war against Iran is being played
to see how Iranian cancer has
out according to internal US
destroyed man, infrastructure
calculations: debates between
and country.
Republicans and Democrats and
US President Donald Trump
a tug of war between the US Cononly recently discovered Iran.
gress and the White House.
He used it as one of the headWar in our region should not
lines of his first presidential
be a result of American moods,
campaign and is now enlisting
whims and internal agendas. The
it permanently as a battle horse
Arabs should not be a mere numfor his next campaign. The
ber in US files put on the negotiaUnited States, which has long
tion table during the inevitable
used the Iranian case and colcoming negotiations with Iran.
luded with the Iranian regime,
The normalisation of Arab-Irahas woken up to the true nature
nian relations must not be taken
of this regime. Nobody in the
for granted or be an annex in an
region was fooled.
agreement between Washington
Over the past four decades,
and Tehran. No internationalWashington has woven explicit
US-Iranian agreement, like the
and hidden understandings and
nuclear deal of four years ago,
agreements with Tehran, not
should be accepted without
the first of which was the 2015
having the stance of the Gulf
nuclear agreement. Year after
nations and the Arabs tabled
What is required
year, the United States acin.
of the Gulf and the
crued a pattern of retreat
The three summits,
when it came to Iran.
both the regular and
Arab summits is to
The Gulf countries and
urgent meetings, are
bring in positions that
the Arabs know that
a historic occasion
would anticipate what
the tension between
that could set the
Turkey and Iran have in
Iran and the United
foundations for a new
store for the regular
States is a circumstanregional order. If the
session of the Islamic
tial aberration within a
current crisis provides
summit.
disappointing historical
for additional factors for
context.
the formation of this new
The convening of the three
international system, then
history calls on all the countries
summits in Mecca comes
of the region — Arab, Gulf and
exactly two years after the
Muslim — not to be absent from
same summits took place with
the developments that would
Trump’s presence in Riyadh.
reshape and remap this world.
The first summits expressed
What is required of the Gulf
the willingness of the Arab and
and the Arab summits is to bring
Muslim world to cooperate with
in positions that would anticithe United States on issues of
pate what Turkey and Iran have
progress, technology, peace and
in store for the regular session of
counterterrorism. The upcomthe Islamic summit.
ing summits should face WashThe urgency inherent in sumington and its leader with what
moning emergency summits
the region wants from America
should not be lost on people in
in the context of its “belated”
the neighbourhood and should
crisis with Iran.
be understood by them before
It is not acceptable for war to
being understood by those with
break out in our homes without
agendas that are distant from
the people of the region being
those of the region.
heard. The summits should
accordingly not be directed
Mohamad Kawas is a Lebanese
against Iran only but rather
writer.
against the selling out of the
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Algeria’s crisis raises questions about role of the army
Hamid Zanaz
The army is structurally unable to give up the privileges it has accrued
because of its tangled interrelationships with some political parties.

S

state who was not the direct
ince the so-called
product of the army, not
Border Army, also
because he did not want to be
known as the Oujda
part of it but he had been reGroup, occupied Aljected by the Moroccan Army
geria with the force
because of his small stature.
of arms at the dawn
Bouteflika remained in
of the country’s independence
power for 20 years and left
and usurped power from the
only when the Algerian people
civilian “Temporary Governfuriously forced him out in
ment of the Algerian Republic,”
disgrace, despite the army supthe country has lived under a
porting him for a fifth term as
closed system that never gave
president.
much importance or attention
Next the army, honouring a
to the principle of power sharconstitution that it had never
ing, which had never been an
honoured before, appointed
item on the ruling junta’s agenAbdelkader Bensalah as inda. The ruling clan viewed
terim president. It is clear,
civilians possessing technihowever, that the
cal or cultural skills
office of the Army
solely in terms of
In Algeria today,
Chief-of-Staff
how they could
neither the existing
be exploited to
leadership nor the current Ahmed Gaid
Salah is the de
conceal milicircumstances and
facto leader of
tary rule.
prevailing mindsets are
Algeria since it
Since then,
favourable for a decisive
reluctantly rethe idea of
break to occur and for the
moved Boutefrevolutionary
Algerian Army to return
lika under
legitimacy has
to its barracks .
popular pressure
been instituted
February 22.
as the foundation
Historian of the
of the Algerian state.
Algerian revolution
There is no other politiMohamed Harbi once said:
cal legitimacy outside the
“Algeria is not a country with
circle of the figures of the said
an army; it is rather a country
revolutionary legitimacy. Only
occupied by its army.” That
those who had participated in
quote is still valid today but
the Algerian liberation revolucan we characterise the Algetion have the right to assume
rian political regime of the past
public responsibilities, politi57 years as a military dictatorcal or other.
ship?
Each successive government
Military rule is when the milclaimed to embody the aspiraitary usurps political authortions of the people, accusing
ity through a coup and then
any opposition of being treadirectly rules the state. On the
sonous to the revolution even
other hand, when the military
when the dissidents were parexerts influence or control over
ticipants in or leaders of that
public affairs but is not always
revolution. Many were exiled,
directly involved in the poimprisoned or eliminated.
litical process, that would not
In 1994, it was the turn
constitute full military rule.
of General Liamine Zeroual
That was Algeria’s case,
to become president but he
except during Houari Boumehad to resign five years later
diene’s rule and during the war
because of harassment and
against terror and the so-called
the overbearing intrusion of
Black Decade in the 1990s.
his military comrades. In 1995,
Outside of that, the Algerian
the generals chose Abdelaziz
Army exercised guardianship
Bouteflika for president. He
over governmental activity but
was the only Algerian head of

did not rule directly.
In this sense, we can call the
Algerian political system semimilitary even if its most important and powerful institution
is the army. Historically, the
latter was composed of three
military groups: the internal
army, which bore the burden
of armed rebellion against the
coloniser; the army composed
of those defecting from the
French Army to the revolutionary struggle; and the “Border
Army,” which was encamped
on the Algerian borders with
Morocco and Tunisia during
the revolution.
In a historical first, this time
it was the Algerian people who
demanded the removal of the
president. For three months,
they have been demanding
through unrelenting demonstrations and marches a transition towards a democratic
system and a civilian state.
The following question
arises for the first time in the
history of modern Algeria: Can
the army play a role in ensuring the transition to a real
civilian democratic system and
then withdraw and return to
its original duties?
For numerous and complicated reasons, one must be
very optimistic to answer this
question with a “yes.” The
military considers itself Algeria’s guardian and justifies this
role by invoking the legitimacy
conferred to it by liberating the
country from France and saving the republic a second time
by waging a war on Islamist
terror for a whole decade and
winning it.
Except for the Islamists
whom the army deprived of
establishing an Islamic state,
Algerians acknowledge those
roles of the army and say the
army is the only state institution that has remained cohesive and guaranteed security
and national unity. Do such
justifications entitle the army
to the prerogative of appoint-

ing and removing presidents
forever?
At a time when Algerians are
peacefully trying to establish a
democratic state based on the
rule of law and in which the
army will only be one republican institution among others,
Gaid Salah says the army is an
institution that is above the
people and above the state, as
demonstrated by his negative
attitude towards the popular
movements and demands of
millions of demonstrators.
The same demonstrators have
come to believe that the army is
the enemy that protects the system, as shown by the signs and
slogans hoisted and shouted in
recent marches.
The Algerians have also
become convinced that the
military establishment, even
if it has somewhat wavered
under the pressure of the “smile
revolution” and at least under
the leadership of Gaid Salah, is
not ready to give up its political
guardianship over the Algerian
people and will not meet all of
their demands.
The army is structurally unable to give up the privileges
it has accrued because of its
tangled interrelationships with
some political parties, such as
the National Liberation Front,
as well as with some businessmen and because of decades
of control over most of the
political and economic aspects
of the state — without forgetting
foreign influences and meddling, of course.
In Algeria today, neither the
existing leadership nor the current circumstances and prevailing mindsets are favourable for
a decisive break to occur and
for the Algerian Army to return
to its barracks and function
as a constitutional institution
that protects the security of the
homeland without any paternalistic tendencies.
Hamid Zanaz is an Algerian
writer living in France.

Trump’s Middle East peace plan would
be brilliant — for post-WWII Europe

U

problem by focusing exclusively
on the socio-economic issues,
reflects the Trump’s administration’s lack of understanding
of the scope of the conflict, of
its political complexity and of
the negative elements that will
strive to see any peace initiative
that excludes them fail. As may
be the case with Iran.
Since the countries of the Middle East obtained independence
from colonial powers around
the time between the two world
wars, there has been an ongoing
struggle for political dominance
of the region. From the time he
assumed power in 1952 and until
his death in 1970, it was Egypt’s
larger-than-life President Gamal
Abdel Nasser who emerged as
the uncontested leader of the
Arab world.
Since then, and especially
following Egypt being shunned
by the rest of the Arab world as
a result of President Anwar Sadat’s historic visit to Jerusalem
and his addressing the Israeli
Knesset, the role undertaken by
Nasser was left vacant.
For a while, Syria’s Hafez
Assad saw himself as the only
viable candidate but Damascus

got itself involved in too many
issues that diverted the struggle
to regain occupied Arab lands
from Israel. While it is true
that Syria once held the key to
an eventual resolution to the
Middle East crisis, it has to be
reminded that a key has a dual
function — it can open a door or
it can lock it. Syria chose to play
hardball and continued to keep
the door locked.
In the ensuing events, Syria
lost that key and, in the darkest
days of its civil war, it lost that
privilege to two countries that
rushed to its aid, Russia and
Iran.
It was revealed several
months ago that the Trump
administration was preparing an
initiative to bring peace to the
region. The White House would
not release details, saying only
that the initiative should be approached with an open mind.
It is official that the White
House is convening several Arab
countries for a “workshop” June
25-26 in Bahrain, headquarters
to the US Navy’s 5th Fleet.
The event is a “workshop,”
rather than any of 17 names previously used, such as proposal,
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The Israeli-Palestinian conflict that began as a dispute over real estate has over the years morphed
into a religious conflict, a conflict of cultures and different political agendas.

S President Donald
Trump’s longanticipated Middle
East peace plan
prepared by White
House senior adviser and the president’s son-inlaw, Jared Kushner, is brilliant,
if only it were intended for the
Europeans in the closing days of
WWII and not aimed at pacifying the Middle East today.
Trump and his son-in-law are
businessmen and, as such, it is
only natural for them to look
at the conflict and its solution
through a business and financial
lens. However, the world of politics is a very different beast than
that of bankers, loan managers
and real estate moguls and often
exists outside the norms of logic
or common sense.
That is partially why finding
a viable and lasting solution to
the Israeli-Palestinian dispute
has taken so long and failed
in multiple attempts by very
capable negotiators to find
common ground between the
antagonists.
In thinking they can solve
the issue by circumventing the
political aspect and address the
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resolution, mission, conference,
accords, memorandum, summit, initiative and consensus.
The main reason is that the
invitations have been extended
to ministers of finance, rather
than foreign ministers.
Indeed, this is a novelty in
which peacemaking in the
Middle East is concerned. Not
having the principals partake in
the event — presidents, prime
ministers, emirs, et cetera — in
case the meeting flops saves the
top leadership face.
This is what Kushner and
Trump are attempting to establish in the Middle East today.
The problem is that the Middle
East, as we are aware, is not
Europe.
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict
that began as a dispute over real
estate has over the years morphed into a religious conflict, a
conflict of cultures and different
political agendas.
Shibley Telhami, a non-resident fellow on foreign policy
at the Centre for Middle East
Policy, said: “Trump’s approach
to the Middle East ignores the
past, the future and the human
condition.”
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Libya’s Islamic militants brag about
receiving new Turkish weapons
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

L

ibyan Islamist militias went
all out to display armoured
vehicles received from Turkey, prompting fears across
the country that Ankara might be
repeating in Libya the role it played
in Syria’s war by funnelling weapons to jihadists.
Islamist militias aligned with the
UN-backed government in Tripoli
posted on social media pictures of
military vehicles as well as photos
of a foreign-flagged ship that unloaded the military equipment at
Tripoli as part of a shipment from
Turkey that was divided between
several militias and other armed
gangs, statements and video by militia leaders indicated.
One of the Islamist militias’ leaders dubbed an armoured vehicle
“the Beast” as his gunmen cheered
standing by it and chanted “Allahu
Akbar.”
Islamist militias are locked in a
battle over the control of Tripoli
with anti-Islamist Field-Marshal
Khalifa Haftar’s Libyan National
Army (LNA). The LNA has been
fighting since April 4 to seize control
of the Libyan capital from militias.
Militia commander Salah Badi
touted the lethal power of the Turkish armoured vehicles. “The Beast
is here. The battle of Tripoli will
be reversed in our favour in two
weeks,” he said in the video.
The Badi-led Samoud Brigade
and a militia called Brigade 33, commanded by Bachir Khalfallah, were
among Islamist groups that announced sharing of military equipment.
They said the shipment from
Turkey included anti-tank missiles,
anti-air missiles, assault rifles and
ammunition.
Last November, the US Treasury
sanctioned Badi, accusing him of

undermining Libyan security by attacking groups aligned with the UNbacked government in Tripoli.
In a statement, the US Treasury
said the Samoud Brigade militia
used Grad rockets in densely populated areas during clashes in Tripoli
in September 2018.
Badi, a former Libyan Army officer, led an Islamist militia during the
revolt in 2011 when NATO-backed
Islamist rebels toppled Libyan
strongman Muammar Qaddafi.
Libyan media said Badi returned
from a long stay in Turkey to join
the fight of Islamist militias against
the LNA.
Military experts said the vehicles
depicted in the video resemble Turkey-made Kirpi armoured vehicles.
Spokesmen for Turkey’s military
and Foreign Ministry did not respond to media requests for comment about the shipment but Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
said in April that his government
would stand by Tripoli authorities
as they ward off the LNA’s offensive.
Fathi Bashagha, interior minister
for the Tripoli-based government,
visited Turkey in April to activate
“security and defence agreements”
between the two governments.
Bashagha, a former air force fighter
pilot, was a prominent figure in the
Misrata militia in 2011.
Despite the open display of the
shipment of arms from Turkey,
Libyan government officials tried
to distance themselves from the deliveries, insisting that “such action
does not represent the approach of
the Turkish state.”
Leaders across the Libyan divide
complained about Turkey’s role in
fanning the conflict by providing
weapons and funding to armed militias.
Last December, the Tripoli-based
government and Turkey agreed to
open an investigation into a consignment of arms that arrived from
Turkey and was seized at a port near
Tripoli, the UN-backed Libyan lead-

“The Beast.” An armed militiaman poses in front of an armoured vehicle delivered by Turkey to Libya’s
Tripoli government.
							
(Facebook)
ership said.
The government released the
statement following talks in Tripoli between Libyan Prime Minister
Fayez al-Sarraj and Turkish Foreign
Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu. The
statement quoted Cavusoglu as saying Ankara rejected such actions
and that they do not represent the
policy of the Turkish state.
The weapons were seized by
customs in Khoms, 100km east of
Tripoli.
The consignment sent from Turkey contained 3,000 Turkey-made
pistols, as well as hunting rifles and
ammunition.
Another cargo of 2.5 million
rounds of Turkey-made ammuni-

tion was seized at the same port
one day earlier. The Tripoli-based
government and its rivals in eastern
Libya issued complaints about Ankara funnelling weapons to Islamists in the area.
Last June, the United Nations renewed an arms embargo on Libya
for another year.
Analysts in the Maghreb said
publicity about the shipments was
meant to highlight the role of Erdogan-led Turkey as the main backer of the Islamists in North Africa.
They argue that was part of Turkish efforts to offset the loss of influence in Cairo after the reversal of the
gain by Muslim Brotherhood in 2013
when anti-Islamist President Abdel

Fattah al-Sisi ascended power.
The LNA Navy said it put its forces
on alert to prevent further military
shipments to the Islamist militias,
warning Turkey against docking
ships at any port in western Libya.
“The comprehensive embargo
imposed on all Libyan ports in the
west of the country was implementing an order from the LNA’s general
commander to deny supply to the
militias in western Libya,” the navy
said in a statement, adding that Turkey shipped 40 armoured vehicles
in the transfer that was praised by
Islamist militias’ leaders.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.

Viewpoint

UN envoy to Libya pessimistic as LNA promises quick takeover
Michel Cousins

The willingness of
Turkey and others to
pour arms into Libya
was one of the main
reasons for Salame’s
conclusion that the
country may be
heading for a
protracted civil war.

U

N Special Envoy
to Libya Ghassan
Salame’s recent UN
Security Council
briefing on the situation in the country
was marked by almost unmitigated pessimism, a sharp contrast
to previous sessions.
Because of the offensive by the
Libyan National Army (LNA), led
by Field-Marshal Khalifa Haftar,
Libya was, Salame said, on the
brink of civil war that could be
long and bloody and may result in
partition.
The level of mistrust between
the Libyan factions was such that it
“will take years to mend and that’s
only if the war is ended now,” he
said.
Salame warned that the conflict
was enabling the Islamic State,
also known by the Arabic acronym
Daesh, to grow in southern Libya
because of the power vacuum
there.
“In the south of Libya, the black
flags of Daesh are appearing,” he
said. Since the LNA had pulled
north towards Tripoli, “Libyan
forces that had, in the past, courageously defended their country
against these terrorist groups are
now busy fighting each other.”
The consequences of a Libyan
descent into full-scale civil war
would affect its neighbours and
other Mediterranean countries, he
predicted.
In a speech May 23, the day after
he briefed the Security Council, at
the International Peace Institute

in New York, Salame was even
blunter, saying that Libya was
“committing suicide.”
The country was rich, he pointed
out: “The truth is that Libya can
pay for its own suicide.”
Almost all foreign governments
that have involved themselves in
the Libyan crisis concur that there
can be no military solution and that
there must be an immediate ceasefire and a return to the political
process led by the United Nations.
The message was given to the
head of the UN-backed Presidential
Council Fayez al-Sarraj by Italian
Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte
in Rome, by German Chancellor
Angela Merkel in Berlin, by French
President Emmanuel Macron in
Paris, by British Prime Minister
Theresa May in London and by the
European Union in Brussels as he
tried to rally European support.
Haftar was told the same thing
when he met with Conte on May 16
and Macron on May 22.
There was similar pessimism as
Salame’s in a farewell statement
May 23 from US Ambassador to
Libya Peter Bodde, who declared
himself “saddened by the deepening divide that is undermining
prospects of a better future for all
Libyans.” He warned that “military
posturing only risks propelling
Libya back towards chaos.”
Haftar and Sarraj have decisively
rejected the appeals for a ceasefire
and each other.
Sarraj told Macron that there
would be no ceasefire until the
LNA withdrew to its pre-April 4

positions, a demand he repeated to
ambassadors to Libya at a meeting May 22 in Tunis, and that he
would no longer negotiate with
Haftar or President of the House
of Representatives Aguila Saleh.
Sarraj said he no longer considered
that they represented the east of
the country.
Haftar, after speaking with Conte
and Macron, was equally dismissive, saying in Paris that the militias
that “infested” the Government of
National Accord (GNA) had to be
removed.
During his meeting with Macron,
Haftar ruled out talks with Sarraj,
making it clear, that as far as he
was concerned, Sarraj was incapable of delivering a truce. That was
a reference to determinations that
several forces fighting the LNA in
Tripoli do not answer to Sarraj.
Even if Sarraj agreed to a ceasefire,
such group would almost certainly
continue to shell LNA positions.
The rejections by Sarraj and
Haftar of the ceasefire call indicated the impotence of the main
European players in Libya and that
both Haftar and Sarraj think they
can defeat the other.
LNA supporters argue that Tripolitan views will change, that those
against Haftar will swing behind
him and the LNA once the capital
is taken.
The LNA supporters confidently
predicted that would happen
before the end of Ramadan. “It will
be a wonderful Eid in Tripoli,” a
top LNA official suggested. “There
will be no Wifaq (the GNA) and

no Ikhwan (the Muslim Brotherhood).”
Sources close to the LNA were
predicting a final push towards
central Tripoli, enabling the LNA to
take the Abu Salim and Hadba districts, on the southern side of the
cross-city highway, and dominate
the rest of the city.
The arrival May 18 of weapons
and vehicles from Turkey for GNA
forces in violation of UN sanctions
is thought to be the tip of the iceberg. Much more military gear and
weapons are expected, including
drones for both forces.
The willingness of Turkey and
others to pour arms into Libya
was one of the main reasons for
Salame’s conclusion that the country may be heading for a protracted
civil war.
However, it was not just those
doing the supplying that he
blames. In his briefing, he pointed
to the international community
— and, by extension, the United
Nations — for not being sufficiently
motivated to end to the flow of
arms into Libya.
“Some nations are fuelling this
bloody conflict,” Salame said. “The
United Nations should put an end
to it.” Not doing so would make the
arms embargo “a cynical joke,” he
said.
The United Nations had “to take
up its responsibility” and ensure an
end to the fighting and a return to
the political process, Salame said.
Michel Cousins is a contributor to
The Arab Weekly on Libyan issues.
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Turkish involvement in Libya raises
regional security concerns in Egypt
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

G

rowing Turkish involvement in Libya will destabilise North Africa, threaten
to lengthen the Libyan
conflict and harm Egypt’s national
security, analysts said.
“Turkey is stepping up its military support to militias controlling
Tripoli,” said Ahmed al-Quwesni,
a former assistant to the Egyptian
foreign minister. “This will have a
heavy toll on Egypt’s security and
stability in North Africa as a whole.”
Turkey on May 18 sent a large
shipment of military equipment to
Islamist militias controlling Tripoli
and fighting the Libyan National
Army (LNA), triggering concern in
Egypt. The militias said they received weapons and armoured vehicles from Turkey.

The Islamist militias in
Tripoli are suspected of
involvement in facilitating
the movement of foreign
jihadists from Syria and Iraq
into Libya.
This was not the first time Ankara
offered support to Islamist militias,
which are accused by the LNA and
some international powers, including Egypt, of links with terrorist
groups.
The Islamist militias in Tripoli
are suspected of involvement in facilitating the movement of foreign
jihadists from Syria and Iraq into
Libya to transform the North African country into a base for militant
attacks in Africa and the southern
Mediterranean.
Last December, a Turkish ship
arrived in Khoms, Libya, carrying
fire arms and an estimated 4.8 million rounds of ammunition manu-

factured by the Turkish companies
Zoraki and Retay, Libyan media reported.
Eleven months earlier, the Greek
Coast Guard seized a Tanzanianflagged ship heading for Libya and
carrying chemicals that could be
used to make explosives. The ship
was loaded in the Turkish ports of
Mersin and Iskenderun, its lading
bill indicated.
In September 2015, Greek authorities seized a freighter carrying an
undeclared shipment of weapons
en route from Turkey to Libya.
Such Turkish arms supplies are
apparent violations of the UN arms
embargo on Libya and confirm international concerns over Ankara’s
support for Libya’s Islamist forces.
The May 18 arms shipment came
shortly after Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan vowed to back
the government of Tripoli. In a
phone conversation with the head
of the Tripoli-based government,
Fayez al-Sarraj, Erdogan said Turkey would do everything in its power to aid Sarraj and his government.
The Turkish involvement in Libya
comes within a context of a regional
and international battle for influence.
Unlike other Middle Eastern
states, Turkey and Qatar have positioned themselves as champions of
political Islam, backing Islamist militias for ideological as well as strategic reasons.
The concern in Cairo is that Turkey’s moves are designed to besiege
Egypt and undermine its security
through the support of the banned
Muslim Brotherhood movement.
“Turkey wants to control and set
Egypt’s immediate vicinity in fire,”
said Rami Ashour, a lecturer at
Nasser Military Academy, the academic arm of the Egyptian military.
Apart from Libya, Turkey tried to
forge closer ties with Sudan before
the downfall of the Omar al-Bashir
regime. Ankara especially tried to

On the alert. Egyptian Army soldiers stand guard on their armoured personnel carrier in Cairo.
have control over the southern entrance of the Red Sea by signing a
deal with al-Bashir regarding the
Sudanese Red Sea island of Suakin.
The deal was considered a direct
threat to Egypt, which hopes to
secure navigation in the Red Sea
heading into the Suez Canal.
Turmoil in Libya has been specifically harmful to Cairo because of
the long border between Egypt and
Libya. Weaponry that was found
with Islamic State militants fighting the Egyptian Army in Sinai were
from Libya, Egyptian officials said.
Cairo has deployed an impressive
amount of resources to secure its
Libyan border, including the construction of military bases in the
Western Desert. There is concern
that the measures will mean little if

the situation in Libya does not improve.
Egypt has not directly commented on Turkish involvement
in Libya but Egyptian Foreign Minister Sameh Shoukry repeatedly
denounced foreign interference in
Libyan affairs.
On March 5, he said the international community is fully aware
of the financing offered militias in
Libya. He added that those offering
the financing were known to everybody.
“How can we honestly fight terrorism when the international community turns a blind eye to support
offered by some countries to illegitimate parties?” Shoukry asked
at a press briefing in Cairo with his
Algerian and Tunisian counterparts.

(Reuters)

Egypt, which backs the LNA and
its Field-Marshal Khalifa Haftar,
is concerned that continued Turkish support to Islamist militias
would protract the conflict in Libya,
threatening various interests, especially those of Libya’s neighbouring
countries, analysts said.
“Turkey wants to lengthen the
conflict in Libya by providing the
militias with arms,” said Hassan
Salama, a professor of political science at Beni Suef University. “Apart
from harming the security of Libya’s
neighbouring states, protracted
conflict in the country will open the
door for terrorists from every part of
the world to come in.”
Hassan Abdel Zaher is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.

For Egypt, the Africa Cup of Nations is about more than just football
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

H

ost cities are getting a
facelift as Egypt’s preparations for the Africa Cup of
Nations enter final stages.
The Egyptian Football Association has unveiled the tournament
mascot, an effigy of a pharaoh
called Tut. It is a 12-year-old football
champion who represents a new
generation of ambitious Egyptians,
the tournament’s organising committee said.
Outfitted in the red shirt and
white shorts of the Egyptian national football team, Tut is a representation of Tutankhamun, a pharaoh of
the 18th dynasty.
The Africa Cup of Nations starts
June 21 with a game between Egypt
and Zimbabwe, two of the four
teams in Group A. The tournament
wraps up with the championship
match July 19 in Cairo.
Egypt, which has hosted the Africa Cup of Nations four times previously, since its start in 1957, wants
to prove that it is secure, stable and
able to organise major events. The
Egyptians have won the cup six
times, including when it was the
host in 1959, 1986 and 2006. The
other time Egypt hosted the Africa
Cup of Nations, 1974, it finished
third.
The tournament comes at a crucial time for Egypt as it works to
return to the African fold after decades of absence. Egyptian authorities view the Africa Cup of Nations
as an opportunity to expand Cairo’s
influence across the continent.

“The championship is a very important gateway into Africa,” said
sports commentator Hassan al-Mistikawi. “Egypt will use the tournament to reach out more to African
peoples, using football’s magic.”
Cairo is also competing with other
African capitals to be the meeting
place for African leaders, decision
makers and businessmen. Egypt
has hosted several major African
events, including investment conferences, youth and cultural gatherings and defence consultation
meetings.
Experts said Egypt’s neglect of its
ties with Africa caused it to be isolated, lose its leadership role in the
continent and lose markets in an
area it considers its backyard.
This trend started to be reversed
since Abdel Fattah al-Sisi became
president in 2014. He has made several visits to other African countries
to build relationships.
“We are more than capable of
organising the competition and in
the best form,” said Ashraf Rashad,
a member of the Youth and Sports
Committee in the Egyptian parliament. “We will organise a tournament the whole world will talk
about.”
The stadiums of the six cities that
will host matches have been reconditioned. Spectators’ benches have
been renovated, the pitches modernised and the stadiums equipped
with electronic gates. New roads
were created and transport lines
added to ease movement to and
from the stadiums and training facilities.
Twenty-four teams have qualified for the competition, the largest
number in the Africa Cup of Na-

A new opportunity. Executive Director of the 2019 Africa Cup of Nations Mohamed Fadl (3rd R) and a
delegation of the African Football Confederation inspect the Stadium of Alexandria, last February.

(AFP)

tions’ history. This poses challenges
for Egypt, especially in being able to
secure the matches.
Egyptian tour operators have
drawn up plans to use the tournament to attract tourists, especially
from Africa.
The tournament organising committee formed a group that is cooperating with tour operators in

designing special packages for fans
from the 24 countries participating.
Apart from the matches, packages include visits to Egypt’s historical and touristic sites in each host
cities. Some of the cities possess
strong tourist draws, including the
Suez Canal city of Ismailia and the
Mediterranean city of Alexandria.
“We expect strong interest in the

tournament from African tourists
and fans,” said Kamel Abu Ali, the
head of the tourism subcommittee
of the competition. “We want to
take advantage this opportunity to
attract more tourists to our country.”
Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian
reporter in Cairo.
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Syria’s position
on Iran-US
standoff signals
change of course
Sami Moubayed

Beirut

S

yria’s position on the standoff between Iran and the
United States was mild,
to say the least, especially
when compared to other Iran allies. Rather than fan the conflict
and aggressively side with their
Iranian allies, the Syrians called
for “dialogue,” saying that regional
confrontation was in nobody’s interest.
Omani Foreign Minister Yusuf
bin Alawi had travelled to Tehran,
however, while Iraqi Prime Minister Adel Abdul-Mahdi sent one
delegation to Iran and another to
the United States, hoping to find
common ground between the two
countries.

As the war in Syria fizzles
out, thanks to massive
Russian support for the
Syrians, Damascus might
be trying to reposition
itself as a mediator in
regional conflicts.
Other regional allies were less
diplomatic, such as the Popular
Mobilisation Forces, a broad coalition of Iraqi Shia militias, whose
military commanders began preparing for retaliation after a muchpublicised meeting with Iranian
Major-General Qassem Soleimani.
Other military groups, such as Hezbollah, Hamas and Islamic Jihad,
showered Iran with praise, saying
they fully supported the country in
any confrontation with the United
States or Israel.
Syria’s reaction was a surprise to
all the above. For starters, a state-

ment only came out of Damascus
May 17, 12 days after the crisis started with the dispatch of US aircraft
carriers and bombers to the Gulf.
The Syrians said nothing when
four oil ships were sabotaged near
the Strait of Hormuz May 12, raising
red flags throughout the Arab Gulf.
Two of the attacked tankers were
Saudi ships and another belonged
to the United Arab Emirates. Syrian
media did not gloat, as customarily expected because of Saudi support for the Syrian opposition since
2011.
On the contrary, a “source” at the
Syrian Foreign Ministry — rather
than the foreign minister or any
top official — called on “all parties” to show “self-restraint.” It did
not mention Iran by name or the
United States or any Gulf state. The
Foreign Ministry statement condemned any action that leads to
“impairing maritime transport in
the Arab Gulf.”
The term “Arab Gulf” was noteworthy, upholding a universal Arab
consensus to call it by that name,
rather than the “Persian Gulf,”
which Iran insists on using.
Iran had threatened to close the
Strait of Hormuz, a strategic sea
passage through which one-third
of the world’s liquefied natural gas
flows, along with 20% of oil. By
calling for it to remain open, Syria
was either urging its Iranian allies
to reconsider their position or hinting that Damascus could play the
go-between with Tehran.
It is yet to be seen whether this
relatively calm position was crafted
in coordination with the Iranians,
or independently of them, with the
Russians and Saudis.
Before the Syrian crisis started,
the Syrians boasted of being what
they described as “agents of stabilisation in the Middle East.” They

Intricate context. Syrian Foreign Minister Walid Muallem speaks during a news conference in Damascus.

(AP)

had the ear of non-state players
such as Hezbollah and Hamas and
that of the Iranians. During the
Lebanese civil war, for example,
they helped release US hostages
held by Iran-backed militias in Beirut, and, later, in Baghdad as well.
During the bloody Iran-Iraq War,
Syria served as a backchannel for
Arab states that were bankrolling
Saddam Hussein and refusing to
have direct talks with the Iranians.
In 2007, the Syrians talked the Iranians into releasing 15 British sailors held hostage after venturing
into Iranian waters.
Over the past eight years, however, Syria lost much of that influence, along with any desire to put
out flames in the region. It became
very difficult to mediate in any
conflict, since none of the regional
players was talking to Damascus.
As the war in Syria fizzles out,
thanks to massive Russian support
for the Syrians, Damascus might be

trying to reposition itself as a mediator in regional conflicts, especially
after relations were re-established
last December with several Gulf
countries, such as the United Arab
Emirates and Bahrain.
Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif went to Damascus in April, trying to mend
relations with Ankara after Russian President Vladimir Putin suggested revisiting the 1998 Adana
Agreement, which would re-establish security and military contacts
between Damascus and Ankara, as
a prelude to diplomatic relations.
Days later, a Russian presidential
envoy landed in Syria, hoping to
normalise relations with Saudi
Arabia.
Despite the high rhetoric, there
is very little appetite for war in either the United States or Iran. Even
Gulf states that have an axe to grind
with the Iranians, such as the Saudis and Emiratis, don’t want a mili-

tary confrontation. However, in the
Middle East, anything can happen
and things can easily slip out of
control. They have in the past.
The closing of the Strait of Hormuz — if it happens — sounds
painstakingly similar to the closing
of the Straits of Tiran by Gamal Abdel Nasser 52 years ago, which triggered the Six-Day War of 1967.
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu would love to see a military confrontation between Iran
and the United States and so would
hardliners in the Arab world. It is
up to regional heavyweights, such
as Saudi Arabia and Egypt, to see
that such a potentially destructive
conflict does not happen. They can
do the talking with US President
Donald Trump, while nudging the
Syrians to talk to Iran.
Sami Moubayed is a Syrian
historian and author of “Under the
Black Flag” (IB Tauris, 2015).

Viewpoint

Proxy conflict in Syria could escalate amid rising US-Iran tensions
James Snell

In Syria, Iran’s militias
not only prop up the
Assad regime, they
have also established
influences among
Syrian communities.

A

s the drawn-out confrontation between
the United States and
Iran continues and
becomes seemingly
more intense, the
thoughts of many have turned to
war.
Politicians in both countries and
generals in one have threatened
open conflict. Meanwhile others
have deplored the possibility. In
Syria, as elsewhere, deploring
possible direct conflict misses
something significant: the war
being fought between groups allied to Iran and the United States
— and the growing proxy conflict
this represents and could spur.
Iran’s network of militias in Syria is extensive. Hezbollah, Iran’s
Lebanese ally, has contributed
tens of thousands of troops to the
defence of Bashar Assad, Syria’s
president and Iran’s client.
As depicted in “The Shia Mapping Project,” an interactive map
produced by the Washington
Institute for Near East Policy,
Iran’s militias fit into a pattern
of Shia military-religious activity. In Syria, groups in Iran’s orbit
include Iraqi militias that crossed
the border to fight for Assad and
Afghan fighters, some of them
children, sent to the regime’s aid.
Last year, with the capitulation
and reconciliation of much of
Syria’s southern rebels, Iranaffiliated proxy forces took their

place near Syria’s border with the
Israeli-occupied Golan Heights,
extending their and Iran’s reach
and influence in southern Syria.
Groups of this kind permeate
Syria’s war and have featured in
wider proxy conflicts. Israeli air
strikes have targeted Iran’s proxies
and allies in Syria. US have fought
Iranian proxies who encroached
on a base occupied by Syrian
rebels armed by the Americans,
and, separately, on territory of the
Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic
Forces.
With the United States reportedly planning to send thousands
more troops to the Middle East to
increase pressure against Iran and
to counteract Tehran’s increasing
regional strength, the possibility
of violence between the United
States and Iran’s proxies, as well
as Iran itself, has been greatly
talked up.
Hezbollah Secretary-General
Hassan Nasrallah said that “if
America launches war on Iran,
it will not be alone in the confrontation, because the fate of
our region is tied to the Islamic
Republic.”
This suggests willingness on
the part of Iran’s proxies and allies
to fight the United States and to
continue guaranteeing the Assad
regime’s survival in Syria.
Willingness to fight, however,
is not the same as the capacity to
do so.

The capacity of these groups is
being lessened by US sanctions
reimposed after the United States
withdrew from the nuclear deal
it and other world powers signed
with Iran.
The Washington Post reported
that this seems to be seriously affecting Hezbollah’s finances and
its capacity to act in Syria and
Lebanon.
Analyst Ryan O’Farrell said:
“Hezbollah has been cutting benefits, asking for donations and is
probably looking to expand [its]
international business empire,
though the latter is more difficult
given anti-terror financing regulations and the time it takes for
returns to come in.”
Nonetheless, sanctions are
incapable of weakening Hezbollah and other proxy forces irretrievably. They are resilient and
have substantial traction in the
communities from which they
come and whom their members
live among.
“Most of Iran’s proxies are
financed by both Iran and more
self-sustaining business networks, so while capabilities may
be constrained, I don’t think the
Trump administration is going to
see the kind of hard cut-off it’s
looking for,” O’Farrell noted.
In Syria, Iran’s militias not only
prop up the Assad regime, they
have also established influences
among Syrian communities,

entrenching themselves vis-a-vis
Israel and increasingly dominating local affairs.
Phillip Smyth, author of “The
Shia Mapping Project,” said the
success of the United States’
sanctions policy remains to be
seen.
“I think it depends on the sanctions,” he said. “It also depends
on what the American response
is. There are a lot of other issues
that one has to deal with in order
to see how it affects different
groups that are there.”
In Syria, the short-term goal of
Iran’s proxies is clear: the survival
of the Assad regime in the face of
internal and external pressures.
Sanctions and international pressure will not alter or diminish
this activity or the militias’ and
proxies’ commitment to it.
Much of the talk about direct
violence between Iran and the
United States seems overheated.
Even the recent increase in fighting rhetoric and plans to move
more forces into contentious areas
are unlikely to lead to direct war.
However, indirect warfare is
already being fought and, despite
the success of US sanctions in
making life leaner for Iran’s
proxies in Syria, nothing yet seen
threatens to diminish their capacity to defend the Assad regime
and entrench themselves.
James Snell is a British journalist.
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ISIS: What’s Next?

Debate

An ‘international’ tribunal for ISIS fighters?
US-backed militia dominated by
Kurds, has had custody of several
thousand ISIS members since
Rashmee
the beginning of the year. The
Roshan Lall
SDF began an insistent call for an
international court in March soon
after the fall of Baghouz, ISIS’s
weden has begun
last redoubt.
moves to establish an
Failing to establish a court, the
international tribunal
SDF said, each country should
to try Islamic State
speedily repatriate its citizens
fighters for crimes they
because the militia was hardare suspected of having
pressed to hold large numbers
committed in Iraq and Syria. The
of foreigners. The SDF’s plea for
moves, however, have been limaction did not seem to have had
ited to talks about talks and only
immediately discernible effect.
it seems among Europeans.
There have been scattered casThere have been quiet discuses of repatriation to Europe — sevsions among Sweden and other
en Swedish children of dead ISIS
European countries and invitaparents, for instance — but,
tions issued for a meeting June
in general, there’s been little
3 in Stockholm. As of mid-May,
attempt to take back adult
Swedish Minister for Home AfEuropeans involved with
fairs Mikael Damberg was
the extremist group,
able to list only three
whether as fighters
confirmed summit
Today, Nuremberg
or as wives and
participants — Britcould be a style, if
mothers. There
ain, France and the
not the template, for
was little moveNetherlands.
establishing a
ment on the issue
That’s not very
proper trial process
of an internamany for a tribufor 21st-century
tional tribunal
nal, which aspires
crimes against
right up to the
to be international.
humanity.
end of March when
The Islamic State
a French Foreign
(ISIS), after all, drew
Ministry spokesman
its fighters from 80
crushingly described it as
countries.
a “complex operation (whose)
However, enthusiasm for a
implementation would give rise
collective solution will gather
to legal and practical difficulties.”
pace. Belgian Prime Minister
However, the French seem to
Charles Michel mooted the idea in
be coming around to the idea or
February and, in April, Austria’s
at least they are planning to go
now-sacked far-right interior
to the Stockholm summit. That
minister, Herbert Kickl, said “trimight be the start of a viable
bunals in the region” should be
effort but there’s always the
a “pan-European project.” Kickl
chance it will yield nothing more
added that Sweden, Germany and
than a few news releases and
Finland were supportive.
platitudes. Notably, the United
This suggests at least eight EuStates has not expressed support
ropean countries are somewhat
for the idea and it’s hard to see
or very taken with the idea of an
the Trump administration signing
international ISIS court. If all goes
on to a multilateral endeavour.
according to the Swedish plan,
Another problem with setting
there would be an Iraq-based triup an international tribunal is the
bunal that is properly funded and
public perception of motivation.
staffed and has both the authority
Suspicion has been expressed
and capacity to conduct a trial
about European nations’ sudprocess.
den interest in doing justice by
Can this come to pass? More to
the point, should it come to pass?
ISIS fighters. On account of their
The second question is more
apparent inclination to leave
easily answered than the first.
ISIS-fighter citizens in the Middle
The need is obvious. The SyrEast, all the better to mitigate
ian Democratic Forces (SDF), a
potential security threats at

S

Complex process. A woman accused of joining ISIS (C) holds a red file lid in front of her face as she
enters the courtroom in Munich, April 9.
							
(DPA)
home, it’s argued the tribunal is a
cynical attempt to keep suspected
terrorist sympathisers away from
Europe. That may, admittedly, be
a factor.
Even so, there is a belated
recognition in some European
capitals of the need to deal with
citizens who fought for ISIS. As
Damberg explained, a legal process is best pursued in the region
the European fighter was arrested. It is “closer to witnesses…
A local court in a Swedish small
town does not really know realities in Iraq or Syria, actually, and
it is difficult for them to gather
any evidence in the region.”
All of this is true but it raises
a further question: Will Europe
want its own laws to apply thousands of kilometres away?

Germany and much of Europe
are opposed to the death penalty.
Belgium imposes only a 5-year
prison sentence for joining ISIS.
If a hypothetical ISIS fighter
were convicted by a hypothetical
tribunal, what procedures would
be followed for his or her release
from prison? Would the fighter be
repatriated to Europe?
In the circumstances, a tribunal may take time — and many
summits — to be set up, if it
happens at all, but the precedent for it to be established is
clear. After World War II, there
came the year-long Nuremberg
trials — flawed, contentious —
but deliberately meant, as US
President Harry Truman wanted,
for the victorious Allied forces to
“determine the innocence or guilt

of the accused after a hearing as
dispassionate as the times will
permit.”
Today, Nuremberg could be
a style, if not the template, for
establishing a proper trial process
for 21st-century crimes against
humanity. One possibility would
be for the UN Security Council
to set up an ad hoc tribunal for
ISIS, al-Qaeda and other jihadist
groups and for it include Muslim jurists among international
judges.
Justice would not only be done
but, crucially, seen to be done.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
Her blog can be found at www.
rashmee.com and she is on
Twitter: @rashmeerl.

Has ISIS been truly defeated?

F

Tallha
Abdulrazaq

ollowing the rout of
the Islamic State at the
hands of the US-backed
and mainly Kurdish Syrian Democratic Forces
in Baghouz, Syria, both
the Pentagon and the White House
declared victory over the terrorist
group.
The so-called caliphate of the
Islamic State (ISIS), which ruled
over approximately 11 million people and covered territory the size
of Britain in 2014, has been rolled
back, decimated and dismantled.
However, while the territorial
caliphate has been destroyed, can it
truly be said that ISIS has been defeated ideologically or even to the
point it can no longer undertake the
kind of land-grabbing operations it
has been attempting for more than
half a decade?
Arguably, the answer to this is a
resounding no and Iraq provides
an example of how fallacious any
argument of ISIS being degraded as
a deadly force can be.
Standing in the ruins of once
proud Iraqi cities, Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi announced in
December 2017 that ISIS had been
defeated in Iraq and that operations
against the group would be intelligence-led counterterrorism strikes

rather than armed units clashing
against one another in open battle.
It is now 2019 and the Iraqi Army
and allied pro-Iran Shia jihadi
militias continue to be bled slowly
by ISIS ambushes, raids and bomb
and gun attacks. Suicide bombings
in Qayrawan, just south of Sinjar, in
late March are evidence of continued ISIS activity.
One must bear in mind that ISIS
rose from more humble means than
the land-conquering, ambitious
terror group that it morphed into.
Following the US-led invasion of
Iraq in 2003 and after it was clear
that the Iraqi regime under Saddam

Hussein had nothing to do with
al-Qaeda, Salafi jihadists flocked
to Iraq and joined the fight against
the occupying US troops, eventually creating al-Qaeda in Iraq under
infamous terrorist Abu Musab
al-Zarqawi.
ISIS evolved out of this al-Qaeda
offshoot, particularly after expanding its operations into Syria following the chaotic power vacuum
caused by the Syrian uprising
against the dictatorship of Bashar
Assad.
ISIS began life as a group specialising in guerrilla and asymmetric
warfare and, with the loss of the

Room to grow again. A discarded ISIS flag lies on the ground in
the village of Baghouz in Syria’s eastern province of Deir ez-Zor,
March 24. 					
(AFP)

and there is simply no other way
territorial caliphate, it will revert
to describe the myriad Hezbollah
to this form of war to fight for the
offshoots and other Shia jihadist
“spiritual caliphate.”
groups that are as bad as ISIS yet
After being the only Islamist terenjoy support from the Syrian, Iraqi
ror group to have created its own
and Iranian governments and are
proto-state, ISIS will have sigtherefore deemed untouchable.
nificantly enhanced its credibility
This sectarianism is comamong other extremists seeking
pounded by a lack of security
to wage war against the West or
and economic opportunity,
anyone deemed to be “colcreating a perfect storm
laborating” with them.
Losing their
of radicalisation and
This much appears
extremism that ISIS
to be clear judging by
caliphate can be
will continually
ISIS leader Abu Bakr
used by ISIS
feed off.
al-Baghdadi’s latest
propagandists and
UN Envoy for
propaganda video
chalked up to a test
Iraq Jeanine
address released
from God to punish
Hennis-Plasschaert
April 29, in which
the global lack of
called for “widehe claims dozens of
faith showed by
based international
groups have pledged
Muslims.
support” to prevent
allegiance to him as
ISIS from regaining a
“caliph” in places as far
foothold in the country.
away as Mali, Burkina Faso
The only way the ISIS
and Sri Lanka, where hundreds
threat is ended is by ending
of people were killed in a series
the meddling of a hateful, sectarof attacks on Easter Sunday
ian theocracy in Iran, halting its
claimed by ISIS.
influence over events in Iraq and
Such people will be attracted to
Syria and the provision of opporjoin ISIS’s ranks. Losing their calitunity for those most vulnerable to
phate can, in fact, be used by ISIS
recruitment by ISIS agents. Once
propagandists and chalked up to a
discrimination is no longer an issue,
test from God to punish the global
the reasons for feeling aggrieved
lack of faith showed by Muslims
will no longer exist, drying the well
in supporting their warped experiof hatred that feeds ISIS’s horrific
ment of a state.
ideology. That is the only way to
Another consideration is that the
defeat it.
underlying rampant Iran-sponsored
sectarianism in Iraq and Syria is yet
Tallha Abdulrazaq is a researcher at
to be addressed and this is a key
the University of Exeter’s Strategy
issue that steadily feeds ISIS with
and Security Institute in England.
recruits. Savagery begets savagery
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Lebanon

Lingering economic woes cast huge
uncertainties over Lebanon’s future
Simon Speakman Cordall

Tunis

A

draft policy statement in
February predicted a “difficult and painful” time
for Lebanon because, after nine months of wrangling over
forming a new government, it outlined measures that would halt the
country’s slide further into debt.
That proposal was still a work in
progress at the end of May. After
12 sessions, Lebanon’s cabinet adjourned until May 27, the day a multimillion-dollar Eurobond matures,
as works on a fiscal reform plan to
reassure foreign donors while providing the ground for growth is
hoped to be agreed upon.
The task ahead is daunting. Retired soldiers picketed the central
bank over rumoured reductions to
their pensions, the same institution
whose staff members recently suspended a strike over fears of cuts in
benefits.
That the Lebanese economy is
failing is unlikely a surprise. In 2011,
the Financial Times warned that,
despite that year’s 8% growth in
GDP, Lebanon’s reliance on domestic consumption and hard currency
remittances from the diaspora imperilled the country’s financial future.
This year, with much of the region
in chaos, hard currency remittances
relatively stagnant and foreign reserves dwindling, the Financial
Times’ warning is looking prescient.
Like much in Lebanese politics, attributing responsibility for
the financial situation is far from
straightforward.
“There is a deep disagreement
today on who bears the cost of the
austerity,” Ayham Kamel, head
of Middle East and North Africa
research at Eurasia Group, told
Bloomberg News. “Is it the finan-

cial sector, the government and the
public sector or politicians and their
related enterprises?”
Despite the long-running nature
of the difficulties assailing the Lebanese economy, some are attributing
part of the responsibility for the difficulties on the August 2017 pay increase given public sector workers.
At the time, the pay rise was estimated to cost the country around
$800 million per year.
However, this was an undervaluation because, with retirement benefits and end-of-service indemnities
factored in, the cost outstripped
government estimates. Also, the
tax hike that accompanied the wage
rise garnered lower than anticipated
revenues.
Lebanese Foreign Minister Gebran Bassil, posting on Twitter in
April, stated: “If a reduction is not
implemented, no salaries will be left
for anyone.”
Irrespective of any wage rise,
Lebanon’s books don’t add up. The
Ministry of Finance said the country had revenues of $12.5 billion last
year but spent more than $16.5 billion. This included $2 billion in subsidies to the state-owned electricity
company. In addition, servicing its
debt increased an annual 8% to $5.5
billion in 2018.
Lebanese Prime Minister Saad
Hariri’s plan is to cut nearly $800
million in spending to reduce a
budget deficit that reached 11% of
GDP last year. The country’s public
debt, estimated to reach more than
160% of GDP in 2019, is projected to
rise to nearly 180% of GDP by 2023,
the International Monetary Fund
said.
Growth is vital in offsetting the effects of such cuts. However, confidence that reforms, needed to spur
growth, would be enacted is low.
US bank JPMorgan recently revised
its 2019 forecast for Lebanon’s economic growth down 1.3% for 2019
and cautioned against “significant

Critical test. Lebanese Finance Minister Ali Hassan Khalil listens during a news conference at the
Government House in Beirut, May 24. 								 (AP)
downside risks” surrounding any
fiscal reforms.
“[D]elays in the execution of
much needed reforms could dent
confidence against the background
of large fiscal and external deficits
and high debt,” JPMorgan Securities Chief Economist Giyas Gokkent
wrote in a note.
At stake is the $11 billion in international funding for Lebanon secured at the CEDRE Conference in
April 2018, all of which is dependent on the government following
through with reform.
Some hope exists that the country’s debts will be met in the short
term. A source told Reuters the
government should be able to meet
the May 27 $650 million Eurobond
deadline by drawing upon a for-

eign exchange transaction with the
central bank, an unusual method
of financing but one the Lebanese
government has relied on previously. How the government will
meet further bonds due this year is
uncertain.
However, problems exist. Both
the central and commercial banks,
which hold more than 85% of the
country’s debt, recently demanded
reforms to reduce public spending
and address corruption endemic in
Lebanon in return for continuing to
fund the government.
Beyond short-term measures,
the position is far from clear and
restoring international confidence
in Lebanon’s economy will prove vital. Following the drawn-out budget
process and with optimism low, the

cost of insuring Lebanon’s debt has
climbed to its highest level since
January 22, when the country was
ostensibly without a government.
That the forthcoming budget will
likely be the most austere in Lebanon’s history has been assumed.
Which sections of Lebanon’s society
will bear the brunt of those cuts is
unclear.
“We have our salaries and we
have arranged our lives accordingly,” Abbas Awadeh, head of the
employees’ syndicate at Lebanon’s
central bank, told Al-Monitor. “Any
salary cuts will definitely affect my
family and my life. That’s what we
are defending.”
Simon Speakman Cordall is a
freelance writer.

Viewpoint

Lebanon’s contested gas fields with Israel under discussion
Makram Rabah

Regardless of any
parties’ intention,
efforts to resolve the
gas dispute greatly
benefits Lebanon
economically and
politically.

T

he Lebanese, who
largely hold the view
that their past and
future are dictated from
abroad, tend to remember many of the foreign
diplomats who pass through the
country. One such dignitary is
David Satterfield, the former US
ambassador to Lebanon and acting
US assistant secretary of State for
Near Eastern Affairs.
Satterfield’s frequent recent
Beirut visits, aimed at establishing
backchannels with Israel to help
resolve a land and maritime border
dispute, underscore the United
States’ efforts to stabilise the region and exert crippling economic
pressure on Iran and its subsidiaries, primarily Hezbollah.
The border dispute, which centres on 850 sq.km of oil-rich territory between the two countries,
should, in theory, be easy to solve
through the same mechanism
through which Israel’s withdrawal
from southern Lebanon was negotiated in 2000. However, fears of
a confrontation between Hezbollah and Israel have complicated
the process and made direct talks
between the two states difficult.
Satterfield’s shuttle diplomacy
has been effective. He has convinced both sides to agree to a
US mediation role and indirectly
engage in talks to work through
areas of contention. Once the issue
is resolved, both Lebanon and
Israel will be able to drill peacefully
in blocks 8 and 9 of their newly discovered oil and gas fields.
Satterfield’s good offices give

insight into the Trump administration’s approach to dealing with
Lebanon, which failed to reclaim
full sovereignty of its land or
address the thorny problem of Hezbollah’s ever-growing arsenal.
However, over the issue of the
border and gas field demarcation,
the Lebanese state at least has
agreed to play by the international
community’s rules with respect to
the border dispute, publicly calling out Israel rather than merely
employing fiery rhetoric.
Satterfield’s diplomatic efforts,
however, also come at a price for
Lebanon, which the US administration has repeatedly warned of the
consequences for not fully abiding
by its sanctions against Hezbollah.
One of the United States’ top
priorities in Lebanon is to ensure
that Hezbollah does not receive
funds from future oil revenue,
which could help Iran weather the
economic storm the United States
has unleashed upon it.
This clear red line was drawn
by Satterfield’s boss, US Secretary
of State Mike Pompeo, during his
visit to Beirut in March. Lebanon’s
stability, Pompeo said during the
trip, directly hinges on it complying with the sanctions.
Lebanese House Speaker Nabih
Berri took those threats seriously.
Knowing that Lebanon has more
to gain by doing this demarcation
dance, Berri convinced his allies in
Hezbollah to play along.
Hezbollah’s outlook on the gas
dispute with Israel, however, is
very sinister. Having committed to
defend all of Lebanon’s precious oil

Opening backchannels. US Deputy Assistant Secretary of State
David Satterfield (L) speaks during his meeting with Lebanese
Prime Minister Saad Hariri in Beirut, May 14.
(AP)
fields, Hezbollah Secretary-General
Hassan Nasrallah would like to
see the dispute resolved and block
9 drilled so he can assume quasi
guardianship over the functioning
oil rigs. This would allow Nasrallah
to bolster his shattered image as
the protector of Lebanon’s sovereignty and bearer of economic
prosperity while holding the country’s people and future hostage.
Regardless of any parties’ intention, efforts to resolve the gas
dispute greatly benefits Lebanon
economically and politically. Not
only does it send a clear message to
the international community that
Lebanon is functional as a state,
it, more importantly, reminds

the Lebanese that their country’s
security cannot be outsourced to a
militia whose armament and directives come from Iran.
While diplomacy might fail,
especially as it involves Israel, by
coming to the negotiating table,
Lebanon is giving itself an important safety net. This could prove
more powerful than Hezbollah and
its ballistic missiles, which sooner
rather than later need to be properly addressed.
Makram Rabah is a lecturer at
the American University of Beirut
and author of “A Campus at War:
Student Politics at the American
University of Beirut, 1967-1975.”
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The problem with the US
administration’s approach
towards Palestinian issue
Kelly Kennedy

Washington

A

s the Trump administration prepared to release
what has been billed as
the “Deal of the Century,”
two authors of new books about
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict said
the plan cannot succeed because
it makes the same errors as previously proposed solutions.
Those include not consulting
the Palestinian people and treating the Israelis and Palestinians as
if they have power parity, said human rights attorney Noura Erakat,
author of “Justice for Some: Law
and the Question of Palestine,” and
Khaled Elgindy, who wrote “Blind
Spot: America and the Palestinians, from Balfour to Trump.”
The United States has announced
it would lead an economic conference in June in Bahrain aimed at
helping Palestinians improve their
financial situation. Officials are
expected to release some details
about the overall peace plan during the conference and some said
it could include Israel’s annexation
of the West Bank as well as an end
to the two-state solution.
The Palestinian government has
dismissed the possibility of a solution without seeing it but that’s the
point: Palestinian leaders have not
been consulted about their own future. Palestinian Authority leaders
said they will not attend the Bahrain conference.
Both Erakat and Elgindy said
many Palestinians feel they have
not been consulted and that their

government does not represent
them. The two spoke at a Middle
East Institute book forum May 21
in Washington.
The Palestine Liberation Organisation needs consensus-building
internally before it can fight for
what it wants with Israel, Elgindy
said.
“It’s hard for allies to support
Palestinians when they have little idea what the goal is,” he said.
“Until we have that, I think we’re
going to have to get used to living
with uncertainty. We live in this
very amorphous area where [the]
two states [option] isn’t going to
happen but one state isn’t going to
happen, either. We don’t have critical mass on either side.”

Both Erakat and Elgindy
said many Palestinians feel
they have not been
consulted and that their
government does not
represent them.
The idea of success seems to be
pumping money into the Palestinian economy until the people capitulate but that started with a predeal campaign of ending aid that
had essentially kept people from
starving, Erakat said.
“This is the duress that’s being
sold to us as the ‘Deal of the Century,’” she said. “Palestinians have
limited sovereignty, so they’ll never be able to negotiate.”
Richard LeBaron, a non-resident
senior fellow at the Rafik Hariri
Centre for the Middle East who
participated in multilateral negotiations involving the region in the

1990s, wrote in the Atlantic that
resolving economic issues in the
Palestinian territories is not a new
idea.
“The fundamental difference between this group and its predecessors is that the prior efforts were
seen primarily as confidence building for bilateral peace agreements
between Israelis and Palestinians,
which would result in a Palestinian state,” LeBaron wrote. “[White
House adviser Jared] Kushner and
his colleagues won’t even use the
term ‘two-state solution,’ which
was the mantra of all US negotiators in the past.”
He said the Trump administration has differed in that it offered
punitive measures to the Palestinian territories, such as reducing access to US government officials and
cutting aid, while rewarding Israel
by moving the US Embassy to Jerusalem and recognising Israeli sovereignty over the Golan Heights.
This led Palestinians to believe
the United States is not an “honest
broker,” LeBaron wrote.
The peace process has been a
“death by a hundred cuts,” Elgindy
said, adding that the law was used
not to help the weak and most vulnerable but to attack the poor.
Outside negotiators apparently
believed Palestinian internal politics could be ignored or manipulated, while hinging negotiations
on the idea that Israel and the
Palestinian territories were equal
players, Elgindy said, adding that
they are not because the occupier
will always have more power than
the occupied.
“The peace process failed because it was totally detached from

Low hopes. Noura Erakat (L) and Khaled Elgindy talk about their
new books about the Palestinian peace process during an event at
the Middle East Institute in Washington.
(Middle East Institute)
reality in terms of the occupation,”
Elgindy said. “The constant pressure on Palestinian leaders did
make them more pliant but also
made them too weak to serve as
peace partners.”
Erakat said she sees several
ways forward: The Palestinian territories need stronger leadership
to negotiate without the help of
Americans, who favour the Israelis, and to offer something better

to Israelis than what they came up
with themselves.
“The way forward has to be a
form of pressure on Israel, rather than appeasement,” she said.
“There’s no parity. Here I think the
most obvious way forward is that
we have to shift the way we think
about things.”
Kelly Kennedy is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Washington.

Viewpoint

For Palestinians, economics do not come first
Adli Sadeq

The correct approach
should have been
exactly the opposite
order — coming to a
balanced political
settlement first on
which to build the
economic aspect that
would guarantee
stability.

T

he conference, or more
accurately the economic
workshop, that the US
administration has asked
Bahrain to host in June
on “stimulating investments in the Palestinian territories”
as an improvised step must be considered a useless leap in the air. This
holds true despite that all Palestinians, in their various political hues,
quickly rejected such a conference.
The Americans, in accordance
with their plans and not with those
of the Arabs and Palestinians, chose
to start with what they should have
ended with. Perhaps this error in
setting priorities points to one of
two possibilities. The first and most
likely is that the United States was
unable to arrive at an explicit Arab
consensus on steps to implement
US President Donald Trump’s plan
to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict so it resorted to this approach as
a test balloon.
The second possibility is that the
US administration has set a date that
it is not willing to postpone for announcing the full version of its “Deal
of the Century.” Thus, the official announcement of the deal would precede the Bahrain conference and is
meant to secure commitments from
regional and international parties to
participate in fulfilling the economic
requirements of the deal.
This second possibility is unlikely
because it is difficult for any Arab
capital to deal with a settlement plan
that nullifies the establishment of a
Palestinian state and removes East
Jerusalem from the settlement plan.
The Arabs have no reason to
be optimistic that the Americans
will produce elements that would
encourage them to support Trump’s
efforts, given his previous unilateral
decisions that blatantly discarded

basic elements of any settlement and
international resolutions.
The likelihood of the improvisation hypothesis can be defended by
saying the conference dealing with
the economic aspects that Washington wants to use as the foundation
for the “Deal of the Century” illustrates the adage of putting the cart
before the horse.
Conflict resolution cannot be
based on luring people whose rights
have been recognised by the whole
world with promises of financial
aid and investments. The correct
approach should have been exactly
the opposite order — coming to a
balanced political settlement first on
which to build the economic aspect
that would guarantee stability.
The current American approach to
the Palestinian issue mimics the Oslo
approach, which based the political
settlement on security considerations. There, too, the opposite would
have been right because security
flows from politics. No wonder that
the Oslo Accords failed.
The correct approach would
have been for both sides to reach a
strategic agreement and then move
to establish security measures that
would protect the agreement. When
the Oslo Accords collapsed, the
peace process evaporated, except
for security coordination between
the Palestinian Authority and Israel
without any political content.
Based on this experience, the
American approach in Bahrain can
be viewed as nothing more than
a tactical diversion because those
who want to talk about encouraging investments must first consider
whether there is an investment
environment available.
How can any participant in the
proposed conference explain how
investment will take effect in Gaza or

in the West Bank under occupation
conditions? Which aspect should
come first, removing the occupation
and lifting the siege or the distribution of roles among those parties
willing to invest? The answer to that
last question shows that the conference move is an improvisation.
Let’s suppose that the Americans
intend to present the deal in all its
details after Ramadan, then the
Arab parties have the right to ask:
On what basis will the Americans
launch their project?
All Arab governments have publicly stated their adherence to the
original terms of reference of the
peace process and to international
resolutions. If the American claims
that there is a behind-the-scene
positive Arab response to their project are true, who will be convinced
that the Arab leaders will change
their positions as soon as the Trump
administration presents its project
and, contrary to what they have previously stated, will declare acceptance of the American proposal?
It seems that Trump’s envoys
and the US president himself are
unaware of the repercussions of a
positive official Arab response to a
distorted American project to solve
an Arab issue into which Arabs have
put a lot of effort, work, money and
sacrifices.
It is also clear that consideration
of the internal stability of the Arab
countries has never crossed the
minds of the Americans. Trump’s
administration naively thinks that,
feeling the danger of the Iranian
expansionist project, the Arabs in
the Gulf will flock to accept Trump’s
deal, like the man who dashed
against Scylla while endeavouring to
avoid Charybdis.
The workshop, dedicated to stimulating investment in the Palestinian

territories, is of no use before creating an investment environment. This
will not occur without a balanced
political solution.
The internal logic and style of
the American deal is dictatorial,
based on dictating options. Such
an approach does not help create
a regional political environment
that would help Arab governments
accept the logic of dictation. None
of the Palestinian social or political
factions will dare go along, through
direct or indirect contacts, with the
American proposal that ignores the
fundamentals of the Palestinian
cause.
When Trump decided to recognise
Jerusalem as the capital of Israel
and announced the relocation of the
US Embassy there, the Palestinian
Authority found itself in a corner.
Trump had acted with disdain
and arrogance and had not even
bothered to follow it up with amendments, not even verbal or temporary
ones, such as saying that he did not
mean East Jerusalem.
On the contrary, he reiterated his
recognition of Israeli sovereignty
over the whole city of Jerusalem
and even leaked that his “Deal of
the Century” does not stipulate the
establishment of a Palestinian state
and that Washington will not seek
the cooperation of the Palestinian
Authority. This means that official
Palestine is excluded and social
Palestine is targeted by investing in
its suffering to pass a distorted settlement.
In such circumstances, how can
Palestinian Authority President
Mahmoud Abbas be expected to
renew contacts with the US administration?
Adli Sadeq is a Palestinian writer
and political analyst.
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S-400 purchase could redefine Turkey’s geostrategic role
pressure Turkey. Earlier in May,
the US Senate Armed Services
Committee unveiled a defence
budget that aims to ban the sale
Yavuz Baydar
of F-35 jets to Turkey.
The proposed 2020 National
Defence Authorisation Act would
prohibit funding to transfer the
ith the Turkish
F-35 or related equipment and
government
intellectual property to Ankara
pressing
“unless the secretary of defence
ahead with its
and secretary of state can conpurchase of a
firm Turkey has not accepted the
Russian S-400
Russian system and certify they
defence system, the United
will not purchase the system in
States’ patience seems to have
the future,” official sources said.
run out.
These steps mark a steep escaA report by CNBC stated:
lation in the showdown between
“Turkey has a little more than
Turkey and the United States. All
two weeks to decide whether to
earlier disputes between Washcomplete a complex arms deal
ington and Ankara, includwith the US or risk severe penaling those in 1964 or 1974
ties by going through with
regarding Cyprus, pale
an agreement to buy a
in comparison. While
missile system from
Erdogan is being
those rifts may
Russia.”
squeezed into a
have led to partial
“By the end of
corner externally:
sanctions, this
the first week of
whether he chooses
time Turkey’s
June,” the report
to soften to US
decades-long
added: “Turkey
pressure or acquire
membership in
must cancel a
the S-400 system,
NATO is at stake.
multibillion-dollar
there will be
Turkish Presideal with Russia
consequences.
dent Recep Tayyip
and instead buy
Erdogan’s adminRaytheon’s US-made
istration’s obstinate
Patriot missile defence
attitude on the issue can be
system or face removal
likened to a cat no longer able to
from Lockheed Martin’s F-35
unwind a ball of yarn because it
programme, forfeiture of 100
has unravelled too far.
promised F-35 jets, imposition
Erdogan’s initial push to
of US sanctions and potential
highlight the S-400 purchase
blowback from NATO.”
was apparently aimed at gaining
The report, based on anonyleverage and a strong bargaining
mous US sources, was not
position. However, as with other
denied.
recent moves, it seems to have
The US moves, which conbackfired, causing deep damage
stitute no less than a full-on
to the Foreign Ministry’s diplothreat to Turkey, were followed
matic arsenal.
by another concrete measure to

W

Risky gamble. Turkey’s Defence Minister Hulusi Akar speaks to reporters in Ankara, May 21.
Erdogan’s pro-Russian stance
has emboldened the so-called
Eurasianist flank in state structures, pushing Erdogan, whether
knowingly or not, into a trap.
Erdogan is also being squeezed
into a corner externally: whether
he chooses to soften to US pressure or acquire the S-400 system,
there will be consequences.
“To be clear, this is a terrible
place to be in,” wrote Aaron
Stein, director of the Foreign
Policy Research Institute’s Middle East Programme in Wash-

ington. “However, if Ankara
chooses to deepen its partnership with Russia, bad could turn
into grievous, as legacy defence
cooperation with the United
States could then be called into
question. Most important, the
Turkish-Russian entente further
undermines Ankara’s position
within NATO and, therefore, the
very notion of collective defence
and burden-sharing among the
29 member-states.”
The impasse leaves Erdogan
with these two choices. If he

(AP)

does choose to ignore US threats
and use his opposition to the
Americans as a populist tool
to ride the wave of nationalism ahead of local elections in
Istanbul in June, it will be clear
that Turkey’s geostrategic role
has been radically redefined.
And with the United States’ lack
of patience, this could indeed
happen very quickly.
Yavuz Baydar is a Turkish
journalist and regular columnist
for The Arab Weekly.

Why Turkish opposition’s Imamoglu could win more votes in new election

A

John Lubbock

lthough Turkish opposition candidate
Ekrem Imamoglu was
officially confirmed as
mayor of Istanbul after
the March 31 election,
he faces a rerun following an appeal
by Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan’s ruling party.
However, in the month since the
first vote, Imamoglu’s popularity
has, if anything, grown and he could
receive more votes than last time.
Imamoglu created a broad coalition of support to narrowly win
the vote in Turkey’s biggest city
and financial centre. He capitalised
on economic dissatisfaction and
overcame a media heavily biased in
favour of the government.
His calm reaction to a series of
recounts, recriminations and objections after the vote won the bespectacled 49-year-old broad respect and
it may be that Imamoglu increases
his winning margin in the second
election.
At first glance, Imamoglu, from
the Republican People’s Party
(CHP), might appear to be a slightly
boring technocrat, with a human
resource management degree and a
background in construction, but he
has used the perception of mildmannered approachability to his
advantage.
Rather than compete with the
big rallies staged by the Erdogan’s
Justice and Development Party
(AKP), he concentrated on being
seen as approachable. The contrast
between his approach and Erdogan’s
aloof populism is striking and has
endeared Imamoglu to many.
The way he handled the pressure
of the election result, winning by
0.17% and facing recount calls from
the AKP, also set him apart from
Muharrem Ince, the CHP candidate
for president in 2018. Ince promised
to “fight until the bitter end” but
ended up conceding on election

In his conciliatory approach
night via a WhatsApp message to a
to politics, Imamoglu is slightly
journalist. Ince disappeared without
reminiscent of 1980s Turkish Prime
making a televised statement until
Minister Turgut Ozal, who attemptthe next day, prompting speculation
ed to initiate dialogue with Kurdish
that he had been abducted or had
been drinking.
separatists and with the Armenian
With the Istanbul municipal
government before dying of a heart
election being rerun on June 23,
attack in 1993.
Imamoglu has a bigger profile and a
Imamoglu, who paid his respects
bigger platform to build on to score
at Ozal’s mausoleum on the 26th ana more convincing victory.
niversary of his death, may be cultiSince April 2, Imamoglu’s Twitter
vating this comparison. He recalled
followers have increased from 1
meeting Ozal as a child in Trabzon
million to 2 million. He easily passed
and praised him for bringing “a
big figures from the ruling AKP such
new dimension” to politics. Today
as Foreign Minister Mevlut CavusoTurkey is in a similar situation and
glu, Treasury and Justice Minister
“needs to breathe,” Imamoglu said.
Berat Albayrak and the man he beat
Imamoglu has also taken a stand
to become Istanbul mayor, Binali
for political transparency. He
Yildirim, the low-profile former
broadcast local political meetings on
prime minister and close Erdogan
social media, with many videos beally. On Instagram too, Imamoglu
ing watched hundreds of thousands
has almost 3.5 million followers,
of times. In one meeting, AKP politian increase of 118% within the last
cians refused to set up a committee
month.
to look at the crisis of drug addicLike Erdogan, Imamoglu is a
tion. After a backlash by viewers,
big football fan, with connections
the AKP changed its mind.
to Trabzonspor, the team of his
Imamoglu also broadcast regular
hometown Trabzon. Supporters of
press briefings throughout election
the Istanbul team Besiktas, whose
night and in the days afterward,
followers are anti-government,
showing his persistence in fighting
chanted for Imamoglu to be mayor
for a fair outcome to the vote.
as he sat in the director’s box.
Imamoglu’s conciliatory approach
Imamoglu has been the mayor
saw him publicly offer a hand of
of Istanbul’s Beylikduzu district
friendship to Yildirim, when both
since 2014. He supported popuattended the commemoration of
lar initiatives, such as courses
Ozal’s death. During a visit to the
to strengthen the bond
Grand Bazaar, Imamoglu
between fathers and
hugged an AKP supRather than
their children. He
porter who refused
compete with the big
had events such
to shake his hand,
rallies staged by
as “rememberunderlining the
Erdogan’s Justice and
ing Ataturk with
difference between
Development Party,
prayers,” reaching
his kinder attitude
Imamoglu
across the secular/
to opponents and
concentrated on
religious divide
Erdogan’s authoribeing seen as
that Erdogan’s party
tarianism.
approachable.
has been pushing a
He said after atwedge between for 17
tending Ozal’s memoriyears.
al “if they don’t embrace,
Some of the more extreme
I’ll embrace. I’m good at
government supporters, such as
hugging. Nobody can escape from
former Ankara Mayor Melih Gokcek
my hugs.”
and pro-government newspaper
A favourite AKP line of attack is
Yeni Akit, attempted to use Imaaccusing CHP politicians of being
moglu’s attendance at Orthodox
anti-religious but this has also been
Christian events to smear him as
blunted by Imamoglu, a practisbeing not sufficiently Muslim.
ing Muslim who scheduled Friday

Mild-mannered approachability. Main opposition Republican
People’s Party (CHP) mayoral candidate Ekrem Imamoglu (C) greets
his supporters during a gathering in Istanbul, last April.
(Reuters)
prayers into his campaign. This
probably will not stop the more extreme end of pro-government media
claiming that Imamoglu is responsible for the cancelling of a religious
book festival during Ramadan and
similar events.
Erdogan and the AKP have attempted to suggest that Imamoglu
is a lame duck leader because of the
disputed vote. Imamoglu’s supporters made fun of this suggestion,
with some even taking live ducks to
his rallies.
As usual, wild commentary has
been flowing from the imaginative
brains of correspondents with news
outlets such as Yeni Safak, whose
commentator described Imamoglu’s
win as a project of secretive powers.
As Erdogan loses support among
those affected by the economic situation in Turkey, government media
are increasing the ferocity of their
attacks on the opposition.
The lira plunged against the dollar on news of the election was to
be rerun. As Erdogan seeks to hold
onto power, government interference in the democratic process risks
pushing the economy into a deeper
crisis, which will likely increase the
popularity of opposition figures
such as Imamoglu.

Imamoglu has made effective use
of social media, which is one of the
few avenues open to him to get his
message across but, if he is to build
on his success and challenge for the
presidency in 2023, he will need
to find ways to reach beyond the
metropolitan areas that are usually
more sympathetic to the CHP. It still
seems more likely, given Turkey’s
political history of new parties being formed from the splintering of
governing parties that Turkey’s next
leader will come from the AKP.
Using the hashtag
#herşeycokguzelolacak (#everythingwillbefine), social media users
reiterated their support for Imamoglu after the decision to rerun the
election. With the Istanbul municipal election being rerun in June,
his increasing popularity after the
March vote has given him a bigger
profile and a bigger platform, which
he may be able to build on to score a
more convincing victory.
John Lubbock is communications
coordinator for Wikimedia UK,
an independent charity that is
partly funded by the Wikimedia
Foundation. This article first
appeared on ahvalnews.com and is
republished with permission.
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Debate
Iran’s brinkmanship leading the region to the brink
pro-Iran Iraqi militias to target US
interests in Iraq.
Pompeo’s visit was accompanied by information circulated
Ali al-Amin
among Iraqi officials that Iraqi authorities were given a clear message from the US administration
he sabotage operation
that “any attack by pro-Iranian
at the Port of Fujairah
parties on Washington’s interests
gives an idea about
would be answered by direct achow Iran might retions in Iran.”
spond to US sanctions
This message, however, was
that are strangling
followed by a position attributed
the Iranian economy. Iran has
to US President Donald Trump,
not claimed responsibility for the
reported by CNN, that Washingoperation that targeted four comton was expecting a call from
mercial ships at one of the world’s
Rohani.
largest refuelling ports.
The operation did not result in
Iranian reactions to the messignificant damage to the vessels
sage were defiant and meant to
involved or cause casualties. It
escalate the conflict. Some leaders
does, however, highlight the tools
in Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary
that Tehran will adopt in its conGuard Corps, who openly oppose
frontation with Washington.
dialogue with Washington, pubTehran is trying to avoid a
licly shared the message and
direct military confrontation
referred to it as a sign that
with Washington but it
Iran’s position is strong
will go the extra mile in
and that Trump is tryThe incident in
military and security
ing to woo it but, of
Fujairah confirmed
actions that would
course, Tehran is
that Iran’s
be practically
not moved, even
brinkmanship policy
impossible for its
though it wishes
has run its course and
foes to trace back
to top this Amerithat, no matter how
to it. Through this
can affection
surprising its actions
policy, Iran aims to
with an agreeare, they have become
raise the cost of any
ment that would
quite predictable.
confrontation with
guarantee it the
it by showing that the
benefit of its achieveArab Gulf and even its arments in the region.
eas of influence in the region
Iran’s leaders know better
are not safe for Washington
than to trust Trump’s assurancand its allies.
es about dialogue and his refusal
The operation came hours after
to fight. In fact, the US warships
the appearance of al-Quds Force
and military land bases sprouting
commander Qassem Soleimani in
like wild mushrooms all around
Iraq. It was the first announced
Iran — in the Gulf states, Iraq,
visit by an Iranian official two
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Azerbaijan
months following Iranian Presiand elsewhere — do not reassure
dent Hassan Rohani’s visit to Iraq
Tehran. Add to that the fact that
and less than a week after a trip to
the US conditions for lifting the
Iraq by US Secretary of State Mike
embargo are, in the eyes of the
Pompeo to Baghdad.
ideology governing the regime,
Pompeo assured Iraqi officials
conditions of surrender.
of Washington’s readiness to
On the other hand, the Iranian
support Iraq as long as it does not
regime, as it closely monitors US
allow Iran to break the embargo
military preparations, finds itself
by using Iraqi territory and the
exposed and vulnerable, given

T

Risky gamble. Port officials take a picture of a damaged Andrea Victory ship at the Port of Fujairah,
May 13.											
(Reuters)
the absence of friends or allies. It
realises that Russia and China are
scrambling to secure gains Washington has been waiving at them
and that those gains come from
Iran’s share in the region.
Syria, for example, is Washington’s gift to Russia, provided
Moscow drives Iran out of Syria.
China is a candidate for tremendous investments in the region
with Iran out of the picture.
In its confrontation with the
Arab world, the Iranian leadership
is good at only igniting wars and
dividing societies. It is unable to
offer any other project and, therefore, will not be able to react to
the challenges imposed by Washington on its regional role and
national economy except through
more secret manoeuvring to avoid

direct confrontation. Iran’s margin for manoeuvring, however, is
shrinking as Washington widens
its trade sanctions against it.
The incident in Fujairah confirmed that Iran’s brinkmanship
policy has run its course and that,
no matter how surprising its actions are, they have become quite
predictable.
The Iranian regime needs to
know that the option of sabotage is a double-edged sword,
especially since the countries
through which Iran can move easily because of its proxies are the
countries that can no longer afford
to withstand the consequences of
its policy.
The Iranian regime might
suggest that suicide is one of its
options but experience has dem-

onstrated that this option is only a
propaganda weapon that worked
in the context of Lebanon, for
example, except that, in Lebanon, Iran was safe from painful
consequences and could invest in
causing disasters for others.
Today, Iran can no longer play
that game because the whole
world is willing to tolerate any
American or Israeli military strike
in the heart of Tehran.
Despite all that is said about the
withdrawal of the Houthis from
the ports of Hodeida in Yemen, it
reveals that the Iranian leadership
is willing to offer gifts to Trump to
appease him while it parades and
makes a lot of noise across the
Arab region.
Ali al-Amin is a Lebanese writer.

Tehran regime cracks down on artists amid US-Iran showdown
recognise the election and accused
the regime of “stealing the people’s
vote.”
Both prior to and after the
Ali Alfoneh
election, Sasy Mankan supported
Karroubi, which gave the elderly
clerical candidate a youthful image
ranians’ priorities are not
and the pop singer the aura of a
always easily understandpolitical opposition figure.
able. Just as Washington’s is
After a short period of calm
warning of a devastating war
following the house arrest of Karagainst Iran, the regime in
roubi and Mousavi and the regime’s
Tehran appears more occupied
forceful suppression of their “Green
with summoning a female singer
Movement,” Sasy Mankan, too,
to court and using its full energy to
spent time in jail. He then moved
fight against a pop song.
to Malaysia in 2012 and later to the
There may, however, be a rationUnited States. From Los Angeles,
ale behind the regime’s attempt to
he made it to the top of Iran’s pop
divert public attention: an emboldmusic chart with his latest hit:
ened Iranian public, which takes
“Gentleman.”
greater chances in expressing politiOne looks in vain for political dissatisfaction with the state of
cal messages in the lyrics but by
affairs and a political elite who fear
describing sexual attraction, desire
losing control.
and not the least because of its
The latest absurd chapter in Iran
catchy melody, the song is spreadstarted with Iranian pop singer
ing like wildfire at schools all
Sasan Heydari-Yafteh — also
over Iran.
known as “Sasy Mankan” —
Worse from the viewpoint
who has become the face
of the regime, schoolof Iran’s musical revoluAs the war’s
children, even those in
tion.
drumbeats grow
kindergartens, along
Born in Ahvaz
louder, Iranians sing
with their teachers,
in 1988, the same
and dance, which the
appear in videos
year Iran’s 8-year
regime can’t interpret
online singing and
war with Iraq
in any other way than
dancing to “Gentleended, Sasy
offering a bold public
man.”
Mankan and the
challenge to the
The widespread
generation he
government’s
phenomenon
made
represents are too
authority.
Ali Mottahari, a conyoung to remember
servative politician and
the revolution of 1979
deputy speaker of the parliaor, for that matter, the war,
ment, call to arms. He summoned
both of which constitute the
the minister of education to parliaheroic epos of the regime.
ment and demanded the dismissal
What that generation does
of headmasters at schools where
remember is the divisive 2009
the videos were made. The minister
presidential election, in which the
of education asked for the assisincumbent Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
tance of the police and the judiciary
won a second term in office. Presito deal in the state of emergency.
dential contenders Mehdi Karroubi
It is not known what measures
and Mir-Hossein Mousavi did not

I

A sound of resistance. Members of an Iranian band play music on a sidewalk in Valiasr Street in
northern Tehran, May 8. 									 (AFP)
the police have taken to suppress
the dancing kindergarteners and
schoolchildren but, whatever they
may be, more videos appear online,
which testify to the inefficacy of
those measures.
As if the Sasy Mankan crisis was
not enough for conservatives,
Negar Moazzam, a female singer
and dancer, made it to the top of
the most seen online videos in Iran
by dancing and singing in front
of tourists visiting the village of
Abyaneh near Kashan. Prior to the
dancing performance, Moazzam’s

Instagram account had 180,000
followers and after she uploaded
the song and dance clip, the video
went viral.
Ali Esfahani, chief prosecutor of
Isfahan province, opened an investigation into reports of “a woman
singing solo.” The Iranian criminal
code has no specific law barring
women from singing solo in public
but authorities have frequently
suppressed such performances
to uphold the regime’s preferred
morality.
The regime’s reaction to the

song-and-dance videos online is
not that odd. As the war’s drumbeats grow louder, Iranians sing
and dance, which the regime can’t
interpret in any other way than
offering a bold public challenge to
the government’s authority. In a
way, the regime fears Sasy Mankan
and Moazzam more than it fears
the hawkish John Bolton, the US
national security adviser.
Ali Alfoneh is a senior fellow at
the Arab Gulf States Institute in
Washington.
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Washington tamps down Iran
showdown but flashpoints still likely
Kelly Kennedy

Washington

A

fter a month of escalation
in the US pressure campaign against Iran, officials
in Washington sought to
tamp down language suggesting
the Trump administration sought
war, even there were report of more
US troops headed to the region.
“I don’t think the crisis is over,”
said Dalia Dassa Kaye, director of
the Centre for Middle East Policy
at the RAND Corporation. “The
escalation was quite severe in the
last few weeks with the ramp-up of
military forces in the region.”
Even as both sides increase military preparedness and the US Congress argues about whether the
threat is real and what the potential response should be, Kaye said
she does not think “a full-out war
between Iran and the US is going to
break out anytime soon.”
Two days after US Acting Defence Secretary Patrick Shanahan
met with congressional leaders
May 21 to dissipate fears of war, the
Associated Press reported that the
Pentagon presented plans to the
White House to send 10,000 troops
to the Middle East.
US President Donald Trump announced the deployment of 1,500
troops. “We want to have protection in the Middle East. We’re going to be sending a relatively small
number of troops, mostly protective,” he said May 24.
The announcement was made
the same day US Navy Vice-Admiral Michael Gilday, director of the
Joint Staff, accused Iran’s Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC)
of direct involvement in the May 12
attacks on tankers off the United
Arab Emirates.
“The attack against the shipping in Fujairah, we attribute it to
the IRGC,” Gilday said. He accused
Iran-backed “proxy” forces of the
May 19 rocket attack on Baghdad’s
Green Zone.
“We’re not going to war,” Shanahan said after briefing Congress.

Our biggest focus at this point is to
prevent Iranian miscalculation. We
do not want the situation to escalate: This is about deterrence, not
about war.”
The Associated Press reported
that US Representative Ruben Gallego, a Democrat from Arizona
who served in the Iraq War, left
the hearing worried that administration officials would use the war
authorisation for fighting al-Qaeda after the September 11, 2001,
attacks to take military action
against Iran.
“What I heard in there makes it
clear that this administration feels
that they do not have to come back
and talk to Congress in regards to
any action they do in Iran,” he said.
Other officials said they received
little information in the hearings
about a plan moving forward.
The Senate Foreign Relations
Committee rejected a proposal
from Democrats that would have
required congressional approval
before the Trump administration
could act against Iran.
US Senator Lindsey Graham, a
Republican who represents South
Carolina, posted on Twitter: “It
is clear that over the last several
weeks Iran has attacked pipelines
and ships of other nations and created threat streams against American interests in Iraq.”
Gallego, also on Twitter, said he
had seen the same information as
Graham and came to a different
conclusion.
The tensions started with the US
withdrawal from the Iran nuclear
deal, Kaye said, adding that naming the IRGC a terrorist organisation pushed Iran into a corner.
The friction escalated after US
President Donald Trump seemingly warned of an attack. “If Iran
wants to fight, that will be the official end of Iran,” Trump wrote on
Twitter on May 19. “Never threaten
the United States Again!”
The next day, he sought to make
clear that the United States had not
reached out to Iran.
“The Fake News put out a typically false statement, without any
knowledge that the United States

was trying to set up a negotiation
with Iran,” he tweeted. “This is a
false report. Iran will call us if and
when they are ever ready. In the
meantime, their economy continues to collapse. Very sad for the
Iranian people!”
That evening, Trump said talks
had not been set up with Iran and
that he’d like to hear from the Iranians “if they’re ready.”
This comes as a poll indicated
half of Americans asked said the
United States will go to war with
Iran within the next few years,
Reuters/Ipsos said. The poll stated
that 49% of respondents said they
disapprove of how Trump is handling relations with Iran and 39%
said they approve of his policy.
About 60% of those asked said the
United States should not carry out
a pre-emptive strike on the Iranian
military.
US officials have said Iran was
responsible for attacks on oil pipelines and oil tankers in the Arabian
Gulf. A missile landed in Iraq’s
Green Zone several kilometres from
the US Embassy. Officials said it was
fired from an area known to have
Iran-supported sectarian violence.
“Even though both sides say
they don’t want war, I still see potential flashpoints ahead,” Kaye
said.
She said, what one side sees as
defensive measures, the other sees
as offensive and aggressive action.
Also, there are “serious deadlines” ahead, with Iran issuing a
60-day warning to Europe to help
Iran avoid sanctions or it will also
pull out of the nuclear deal while
the Trump administration move
towards “zero” exemptions for
countries buying oil from Iran.
“Iran will continue to want to
[send a] message to the US that
there are costs for these actions,”
Kaye said.
She said she worries that European countries won’t be able to salvage the nuclear agreement, which
she said is a way to avoid war. Iran
can achieve higher levels of uranium production within months,
Kaye said.
IRNA, Iran’s state-run news

Aware of threats. Senator Lindsey Graham speaks to reporters
after a classified members-only briefing on Iran on Capitol Hill in
Washington, May 21. 			
(AP)
agency, citing Behrouz Kamalvandi, spokesman for Iran’s Atomic
Energy Organisation, said the
country quadrupled its uraniumproduction ability in response to
pressure from Washington but that
it would only be enriched to the
limit set in the 2015 nuclear deal.
“They have not violated the
agreement yet and I think that’s
good news but I’m quite pessimistic about where things are going,”
Kaye said.
Ultimately, she said she’s sceptical about sanctions helping the
United States talk with Iran.
“I don’t think the Iranians are going to have a lot of incentive to go
back to the negotiating table,” she
said, explaining that the United
States pulled out of the agreement,
making the Trump administration
an unreliable partner.
However, Iran must be questioning the true goal: Does the Trump
administration want a better deal
or do they want regime change?
“If there’s ambiguity, that hurts,”
Kaye said. “President Trump has
sent these mixed signals.”
The Iranians may need to see
concessions before they go to

the negotiating table, she added.
Those could be in the form of continued waivers for the oil sanctions, particularly for India and
Turkey.
“I’m sceptical that this administration will be providing relief,”
she said.
Kaye said she doesn’t envision
Iran participating in unilateral negotiations, saying officials prefer
international negotiations.
“If we’re going to get something
moving again, the Iraqis or Kuwaitis could provide some cover for
us,” she said. “There’s a possibility
that some communications channels could be reopened.”
That said, Kaye said she doesn’t
believe there will be a “full-out
war,” even if there is a miscalculation or intended attack by either
side.
“My prediction would be like
what you’re seeing in Israeli strikes
in Syria,” she said. “The messaging there is very specific: We’re
not trying to get rid of [President
Bashar Assad].”
The United States could retaliate
against specific groups but probably not in Iran, Kaye said.

Viewpoint

Trump and Netanyahu share similar bluster but want no war with Iran

P

Gregory
Aftandilian

art of the bromance
between US President
Donald Trump and Israeli
Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu is their meeting of the minds when it
comes to Iran.
Trump’s denunciation of the 2015
Iran nuclear agreement, calling it
the “worst deal ever negotiated,”
and his withdrawal from it fit perfectly with Netanyahu’s assessment
of the deal, which he disparaged in
an address before the US Congress
that year.
The Israeli leader in 2018 praised
Trump enthusiastically for pulling
out of what he deemed was a very
flawed deal. They both say Iran is
pursuing malign activities in the
region that should be stopped.
Both leaders have essentially
called for regime change in Iran and
have threatened it with military
force. At the Warsaw conference in
February, put together by the Trump
administration to build an anti-Iran
coalition, Netanyahu tweeted that
countries are “sitting down together
with Israel in order to advance the
common interests of war with Iran.”
In more recent days, Trump
warned: “If Iran wants to fight, that
will be the official end of Iran.” This
comment came after a couple of

weeks of rising tensions between the
United States and Iran based in part
on meetings between Israeli and US
officials in which Israeli intelligence
reportedly warned Washington that
Iran or pro-Iran proxy forces were
planning to strike US interests in
Iraq.
Beneath the surface of this blustering is the reality that war with Iran
would not be quick, easy or costfree. Although the Iranian military
is no match for the Americans or the
Israelis, a war could have consequences that neither Netanyahu nor
Trump would want to deal with.
First and foremost, the Israeli
security establishment is concerned
about retaliatory rocket attacks by
Hezbollah at Iran’s behest, the New
York Times reported.
Hezbollah has an estimated
130,000 rockets, many of which
could hit Tel Aviv. A prolonged Hezbollah barrage of such rockets could
severely disrupt the Israeli economy
because tens of thousands of citizens
would have to seek shelter for many
hours a day. In addition, Israeli
retaliatory strikes would be likely to
cause hundreds of civilian casualties
in Lebanon, which would probably
bring about condemnations from the
international community, as was the
case in 2006.
Second, whatever tacit understanding Israel has developed with
Egypt and some Gulf Arab countries
over their mutual antipathy with
Iran would be severely tested. As
the 2006 conflict between Israel and

Hezbollah demonstrated, any Arab
military engagement with Israel,
even by a non-state actor such as
Hezbollah, can sway public opinion
in the Arab world in favour of the
belligerent because of its posture of
“standing up to Israel.”
Third, a military conflict would not
likely just be confined to Hezbollah, because Iranian proxies in Gaza
such as Palestinian Islamic Jihad,
and Iranian proxies in Iraq could
unleash their own rockets against
Israel. Although Israel, with US assistance, has developed sophisticated
air defence systems, including its
much-vaulted Iron Dome, nothing is
foolproof.
All of this would pose a political
problem for Netanyahu. While such
a conflict would initially result in
a “rallying around the flag,” over
time citizens in Israel would begin
to question his mantra of “keeping
Israel safe,” especially if there were
significant Israeli civilian casualties.
As for Trump, he campaigned
against the United States getting involved in Middle East wars, a stance
that resonated with the American
people who questioned why so much
blood and treasure were spent in
Iraq.
Trump even charged that his 2016
opponent, Hillary Clinton, was “trigger happy” for her vote as a senator
giving US President George W. Bush
the authority to go to war against
Iraq as well as her position as secretary of state under President Barack
Obama for supporting US military

intervention in Libya.
Hence, while trying to act tough
against Tehran, Trump does not
want his legacy to be a war with
Iran that could lead to a quagmire,
especially if air strikes do not deter
Iran and the situation escalates to
the point where ground troops are
required.
For this reason, Trump has reportedly tried to rein in his more hawkish aides, such as national security
adviser John Bolton and Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo, both of whom
have been advocates for regime
change in Iran.
Understanding the political fallout
of a potential war, Trump was quick
to deny reports that Bolton ordered
the Pentagon to revise contingency
plans to possibly send 120,000
troops to the Gulf. He told Fox
News, his sympathetic media outlet
watched by millions of his followers,
that “I don’t want to fight [Iran].”
Perhaps more important, Trump told
Acting Defence Secretary Patrick
Shanahan, on May 15, that he did not
want to go to war with Iran.
Although this back and forth,
hawk and dovish message by Trump
on Iran seems confusing, it boils
down to wanting Iran to change but
doing so without getting involved
in a military engagement that could
have unforeseen consequences.
For Trump, economic sanctions,
especially those hitting the oil sector, might do the trick because it has
the potential to bring about regime
change without firing a shot as angry

Iranians take to the streets. However, it is unclear whether the people’s
wrath will be directed at the regime
or Washington.
The good news for both Trump
and Netanyahu is that Iran and its
proxies seem to want to avoid a war
because of their own calculations.
Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei has emphasised that
Iran does not seek a war, while Hadi
al-Ameri, a paramilitary commander
who represents pro-Iran militias in
Iraq stated, as reported in the Wall
Street Journal: “If war is ignited,
everyone will be burned.”
Even Hezbollah, perhaps because
it has suffered many casualties in
the Syrian civil war, does not seem
eager for a fight. It has also suffered
from a reduction of Iranian financial
contribution and it may figure that
if destruction of Beirut follows a
rocket barrage on Tel Aviv, its own
position in Lebanon could be jeopardised.
Hence, while bluster from Netanyahu and Trump on Iran will continue, they are probably hoping that
the situation does not come down
to an actual war because even with
sophisticated military prowess at
their disposal, war has unintended
consequences that could hurt each
leader politically.
Gregory Aftandilian is a lecturer in
the Pardee School of Global Studies
at Boston University and a former
US State Department Middle East
analyst.
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Deradicalisation

Debate

This European country’s deradicalisation plan actually works
isolation felt by the town’s Muslim
population.
Vilvoorde is thought to have supplied at least 28 extremists to ISIS
Stephen Starr
at the height of its brutal reign over
eastern Syria and north-western
Iraq. Clearly, something was wrong
espite its citizens’
in this sleepy Flemish satellite
links to terrorist attown.
tacks in recent years,
Led by Vilvoorde Mayor Hans
Belgium has created
Bonte and supported by an acaone of the most sucdemic specialist and a prominent
cessful deradicalisamember of the local immigrant
tion programmes ever attempted.
community, the deradicalisation
From 2012-14, no other country
programme set specific targets.
in Europe witnessed as many of its
It worked to reclaim religious
citizens joining the Islamic State
vocabulary that had been rein(ISIS) in Syria and Iraq per capita
terpreted in a macabre way by
as Belgium. Labelled by some as
ISIS and other extremist groups.
a “city of jihads,” Vilvoorde, an
Islamic cultural practices co-opted
industrial town of 44,000 people
by ISIS recruiters to justify their
on the northern outskirts of Brusviolent ways and used to radicalise
sels, struggled with the spectre of
the town’s at-risk Muslim youth
extremism assailing its youth.
had to be reimagined with the help
Vilvoorde is home to a large imof Muslim scholars.
migrant community — almost half
Also crucial was Bonte’s profesthe population — many of whom
sional background of working as
are unemployed. The families of
a youth counsellor in Brussels’ inapproximately three-quarters of
famous Molenbeek district, where
school-going children in the town
terrorists responsible for attacks
originate from outside Belgium.
in Paris and Brussels in 2015 and
Earlier this decade, a large
2016 originated.
number of children, many
Bonte’s sensitivity and
from working-class
experience working
backgrounds, fell
with marginalised
out of the educaSince introducing
young people,
tion system at 14
the deradicalisation
coupled with the
or 15 years old.
programme in 2014,
political clout of
Social workers
Vilvoorde has not
his mayoral office,
in Vilvoorde
reported a single
were essential to
reported how the
additional case of its
tackling Vilvoorde’s
teenage sons of
residents leaving for
extremism probimmigrants found
Iraq or Syria.
lems in a nuanced,
themselves under
inclusive but effective
extreme pressure to
way.
get the latest phones and
“The most important thing
designer clothes. Many were
to prevent radicalism in youth
drawn to petty crime. Disafgroups is opening your doors and
fection was endemic among the
windows and your hearts, to the
town’s youth.
offer that is there from the Muslim
Undoubtedly, the relentless
community itself, to help secure
targeting of Vilvoorde’s Muslims
society, because they are the real
by right-wing populist political
victims,” he said at the European
parties, such as Vlaams Belang
Parliament in March 2017.
(Flemish Interest), added to the

D

A model to follow. A view of a street in Vilvoorde, Belgium. 					
Since introducing the deradicalisation programme in 2014,
Vilvoorde has not reported a single
additional case of its residents
leaving for Iraq or Syria. The programme was so successful that authorities in US cities facing similar
extremist concerns adopted tactics
based on Vilvoorde’s model.
The main reason for its success
was community outreach. When
someone spots an individual who
appears to be on the path to radicalisation, family, friends and community leaders collectively step in
to steer them away.
All of which begs a rather obvious question: Why haven’t other
European towns and cities followed Vilvoorde’s lead?

It’s not so straightforward.
In countries with visible rightwing political groups, deradicalisation plans are often discredited
before funding can be raised or are
abandoned before they have been
seen through to their conclusion.
Oftentimes, those behind deradicalisation projects are forced to
spend time defending their work in
the media rather than community
outreach efforts.
When the number of terrorist
incidents ballooned in Europe in
2015-16, it became harder for deradicalisation advocates to secure
funding or public support. Most
Europeans want strict punishment
for the extremists responsible for
terror attacks in France, Germany

(AFP)

and elsewhere. That makes it
harder for programmes such as
the type in Vilvoorde to command
wide support.
As is the case everywhere, of
course, extremism — in its nationalist, separatist or jihadist manifestations — is a symptom of other ills,
be they poverty, social exclusion,
identity issues or domestic difficulties. The sooner states and
societies of Europe realise this fact
the sooner we can all consign the
threat of homegrown terrorism to
history.
Stephen Starr is the author of
“Revolt in Syria: Eye-Witness to
the Uprising” and has lived in Syria
and Turkey since 2007.

Why deradicalisation programmes are needed for the far right

N

Suddaf Chaudry

ew Zealand faced
its darkest day following attacks on
two mosques that
killed 50 people in
Christchurch. The
assaults led many to question why
politicians haven’t been focusing on the steady rise of far-right
groups.
The alleged gunman was
groomed in Australia, influenced
online by prominent far-right Canadian Stefan Molyneux. The man
charged with the attacks spewed a
far-right conspiracy theory regarding the extinction of the white
nation titled “The Great Replacement.” This racist rhetoric has been
shared by politicians from Iowa to
Hungary, with little criticism.
He left a 74-page anti-immigrant
manifesto but there has been no
distinctive discussion globally in
addressing this threat.
A study of 200,000 articles in 80
different languages found onequarter of stories about attacks by
far-right perpetrators mentioned
the word “terrorism.” This has a
detrimental effect on public perceptions on terrorism.
Erin M. Kearns, from the University of Alabama, reported in a
study titled “When Data Don’t Matter: Exploring Public Perceptions
of Terrorism” that, from 2006-15,
far-right extremists, such as white
supremacists and anti-government
militias, were responsible for approximately 50% of all terrorist attacks in the United States. Kearns’s
research stated that discussing
white supremacist discourse in
the mainstream is sympathetically
distorted.

for Countering Extremism in the
This distortion is channelled
United Kingdom, said far-right
through language and approach.
activists were “organised, profesThis was evident in the recent New
sional and actively attempting to
Zealand attack after which media
recruit.”
outlets in the United Kingdom and
Jessica Shepherd, from the ComAustralia portrayed the suspected
mission for Countering Terrorism,
attacker as a “bullied schoolboy”
said academic papers that will look
or an “angelic” boy with a childat the far right, Islamism, the far
hood photo of the attacker.
left and online extremism would
The British Broadcasting Corbe presented to the British home
poration came under fire when
secretary this year.
it referred to the Christchurch
The number of far-right susincidents as shootings rather than
pects being monitored cannot be
terror attacks. This appears to indimade public because the activity is
cate there is a position to minimise
happening covertly and deemed a
the threat rather than confront the
very danger these alt-right groups
security risk.
pose.
Gareth Rees, head of Counter
The warning signs are there.
Terrorism Policing National IntelEuropol said there were five rightligence Unit, said: “Extreme Right
wing recorded terror plots in the
Wing (XRW) investigations are purUnited Kingdom in 2017.
sued by our officers with exactly
Mark Rowley, the former head
the same level of resource and
of Britain’s Metropolitan police’s
vigour as other forms of ideology.
counterterrorism unit, said in
In addition to our enforcement
an interview with the Guardian
activities, we have been working to
“the UK had not woken up” to the
raise the awareness of XRW ideolthreat that the far-right represents.
ogy and behaviour with partner
The Global Terror Index report
agencies, government bodies
in 2018 stated that the threat of
and communities. This raised
far-right political terrorawareness is reflected in
ism is on the rise. There
the increase of XRW
White supremacist
were 66 deaths from
Prevent referrals
discourse can only be
terrorism caused
from 10% of all
tackled if
by far-right groups
referrals in 2015-16
governments institute
and individuals
to around 18% in
effective
from 113 attacks
2017-18.”
deradicalisation
from 2013-17. Of
Observers said
programmes that are
those, 17 deaths
the minimalso readily available for
and 47 attacks ocist approach in
Islamist terrorists.
curred in 2017.
condemnation of the
There were 12
attacks and the excesattacks in the United
sive cautionary language
Kingdom, six in Sweden and
adopted have complicated
two each in Greece and France.
qualitatively analysing the farIn the United States, there were 30
right phenomenon.
attacks in 2017 that resulted in 16
There appears to be a governdeaths. Most of the attacks were
ment focus on the Islamic State
carried out by lone actors with
and other terror outfits from the
far-right, white nationalist or antiMiddle East. However, far-right
Muslim beliefs.
rhetoric juxtaposed with techSara Khan, lead commissioner
nologically adept and younger

Irrational trend. Far-right supporters shout slogans in the eastern
German city of Chemnitz, last November.		
(AFP)
supporters is making the extreme
right-wing terror a major threat.
A major concern is whether
Western governments will institute a policy in which Islamophobia cannot go unchecked. In the
United Kingdom, the ruling Conservative Party is the only political
party that has not adopted the All
Parliamentary group definition of
Islamophobia.
Muslims need more than global
outpouring when dealing with

such heinous attacks such the
one in Christchurch. They require
an ardent legislative policy that
tackles hate crime head-on. White
supremacist discourse can only be
tackled if governments institute
effective deradicalisation programmes that are so readily available for Islamist terrorists.
Suddaf Chaudry is a journalist who
focuses on the Middle East and
South Asia.
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Economy
Bad political timing for Tunisia’s economic slump
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

N

early every economic indicator that matters for
Tunisians struggling with
a depressing social crisis
worsened in the first quarter this
year, government statistics indicate.
Declining economic indicators are
threatening to deprive secularists in
government and their Islamist allies
of a credible economic narrative as
they face voters in elections late this
year.
Anaemic growth, a widening trade
deficit and the high jobless rate remain impediments to reviving Tunisia’s economy.
Youth unemployment rates, especially among university graduates,
are at levels below those before 2011,
suggesting the inability of secularists and Islamists in eight successive governments to turn around the
economy, which is expected to be
the main issue in elections in October and November.
Since he took over in August 2016,
Tunisian Prime Minister Youssef
Chahed has repeatedly said that resolving the economic crisis was a
priority for the government.
Islamist Ennahda Movement President Rached Ghannouchi boasted
shortly after the release of the economic data May 16 that “Ennahda’s
backing of Chahed made his government the longest lasting cabinet in
eight years. We had a government
each year before him.”
The data released by the government-run National Statistics Institute showed that Tunisia’s GDP
growth rate was at 1.1% the first three
months of the year, the lowest figure
in three years. The economy grew
2.7% in the same period last year.
The announcement of the disappointing rate led economists to
predict a growth rate of 2% for the
5-year period ending in 2019.
The forecast average does not
match the promise of a 5% growth
rate for the period made by Islamists
and secularists who formed a coalition government in 2015. Achieving

that level of growth was the main
argument for maintaining government stability to address demands
for a better standard of living, low
inflation, more jobs and curtailing
the decline of the national currency.
Except for the services sector,
powered by tourism industry — Tunisia expects a record 9 million foreign tourists this year — all main
sectors related to job creation posted
dismal numbers. They included exports to increase foreign currency
earnings and boost the value of the
falling dinar, official figures indicate.
Services grew 2.9% in the first
quarter versus the same period last
year. Farming slumped to a 0.7%
contraction after an exceptional agricultural season last year on the back
of strong olive and date harvests.
The manufacturing sector, which
is the key for industrial exports and
job creation, showed contraction of
0.6% after a brief hike in 2018 and
2017 when it inched up 0.3% and
0.5%, respectively.
The industrial sector outside manufacturing edged up 0.8% in the first
quarter this year compared to the
same period last year, the institute’s
data show, while the textile and
leather industry shrank 0.5% and
the mechanical and electrical components business slowed 0.9%.
Former Trade Minister Mohsen
Hassan, a leading figure in the newly
formed secularist Tahya Tounes party, which is widely seen as Chahed’s
party, said the government was not
to blame for the dismal economic
growth.
“We cannot take the government
to task for this growth rate. This
rate can be explained by the effect
of monetary policy on consumption
and investment,” he said, referring
to interest rate moves by the Central
Bank to tame inflation.
The Central Bank of Tunisia raised
interest rates for the third time in a
year to fight inflation while what is
predicted to be the country’s worst
growth decade in 50 years closes.
It raised the key interest rate 100
basis points to 7.75% in February to
address inflation in accordance with
measures backed by the International Monetary Fund. The move came

Pakistan to get
Saudi oil on credit
as of July

Declining indicators. Tunisia’s Central Bank Governor Marouane
El Abassi speaks during a news conference in Tunis, last February.

(Reuters)

after the government-run National
Institute of Statistics data for 2018
indicated that the country posted
meagre growth, low productivity,
high inflation rates and a weakening
currency.
The rate moves hit consumption
and investment, two main planks
of growth, as entrepreneurs and
consumers saw borrowing rates skyrocketing.
“The government’s policy must
give absolute priority to tackling the
trade deficit and to taking all possible measures to trim that deficit
because the situation is becoming
worse,” said Hassan.
The trade deficit widened to $2 billion for the first quarter versus $1.6
billion in the same period last year,
prompting former Finance Minister
Hakim Ben Hammouda to describe
the widening deficit as a “descent to
hell” with dire consequences for the
country’s economic sovereignty.
That deficit jumped from $4 billion in 2016 to $6 billion last year.
The latest average forecast by independent economists put the gap for
this year at $7.6 billion.
Such a deficit leads to depleting the country’s dwindling foreign
currency reserves and more depreciation of the dinar’s value and

high inflation rates.
Tunisia in the past had relied on
stable earnings from tourism and
phosphate exports as well as expatriate remittances. As the deficit
widened, the country has been increasingly forced to borrow to plug
the deficit.
“The scope of the deficit pushes
the country towards foreign debt.
It is a vicious cycle in which the
economy has been trapped in recent
years,” said Ben Hammouda.
“Our country is experiencing its
most difficult and dangerous economic crisis in its recent history. After a significant economic respite in
2014, the country relapsed into the
square of deep economic crises to
witness deep and serious deterioration beyond all expectations,” said
political analyst Zied Krichene.
Central Bank Governor Marouane
El Abassi blamed the country’s economic stalemate on missing bold
economic reforms in recent years.
“Tunisia is not an oil-producing
country. It is not a phosphate leading exporter either. It is a country
that has been built on hard work and
perseverance,” he said. “Only hard
work, production and economic productivity can pull Tunisia out of its
economic crisis.”

Unemployment down in Egypt but maintaining trend is a challenge
Amr Emam

Cairo

T

he unemployment rate in
Egypt is moving down significantly but maintaining
the trend is a daunting mission with Cairo needing to boost
economic growth and attract foreign
investments, economists said.
The Egyptian unemployment rate
dropped to 8.1% in the first quarter
of 2019, the lowest in 20 years. Approximately 10.6% of the national
workforce of 28 million was unemployed in the first quarter of 2018.
“The fact that more people are
working is good for the economy because a drop in the joblessness rate
means more demand in the market,
more production and more social
and economic stability,” said Yumn
al-Hamaqi, an economics professor
at Cairo University.
“Nonetheless, maintaining the
decrease in the number of the unemployed is even more important.”
The lower joblessness rate is part
of overall improving economic indicators two-and-a-half years after
Egypt initiated aggressive reforms
that included liberalisation of the
Egyptian pound, elimination of
most subsidies and the introduction
of new taxes.
The reforms, which have been
hard on Egyptian consumers, especially those with limited incomes,
led to a rise in foreign currency reserves and in exports, as well as a
drop in imports and a drop in the
inflation rate.
Economic growth rose to 5.3%,
from 4.2% last year. Foreign currency reserves totalled $44 billion

in March, a marked increase from
$17 billion before initiating the reforms in 2016. The basic inflation
rate dropped in March to 8.9%, from
9.2% a month earlier.
Economists attribute the drop
in the joblessness rate to national
megaprojects that include the construction of new cities, thousands
of kilometres of roads, electricity
plants and bridges. The construction
sector employs 14.1% of the Egyptian workforce. Other sectors are
also demanding additional labour.
Egypt also started reclaiming tens
of thousands of hectares of land to
use in agriculture, which is also seeing an increase in its workforce. Gigantic fish farms in the Nile Delta and
near the Suez Canal have also provided employment opportunities.
The drop in imports is incentivising local demand-driven production, which is causing industrial projects to hire more workers.

Briefs

In February, the Central Bank of
Egypt reduced its interest rate 100
basis points, contributing to increased market activity.
The tourism sector is also picking
up. It is seeing tens of thousands of
workers who had lost jobs because
of the tourism recession return to
work.
Still, there is uncertainty over
whether Egypt can maintain the
drop in the unemployment rate and
continue to generate jobs.
Egypt needs to create 700,000-1
million jobs every year to meet the
demands of a growing employment
base. To generate this huge number of jobs, economists said, Egypt
needs to raise the economic growth
rate, reduce inflation and attract
more investment.
“The investments will translate into more jobs for the nation’s
workers,” Hamaqi said. “The rise in
economic growth will also help the

An eye on the future. A mechanical engineering student from Helwan
University checks a solar-powered vehicle in Cairo.
(Reuters)

government specify more funds for
development projects, which, apart
from the private sector, create a
large number of jobs.”
Egyptian Prime Minister Mostafa
Madbouli, speaking May 2, said the
government had a plan to raise the
economic growth rate to 8% in fiscal year 2021-22. Finance Minister
Mohamed Maait referred to a government plan to bring the annual
inflation rate to 6-7% in fiscal year
2020-21, from 10% in the current fiscal year, which ends June 30.
Egypt is also trying to raise its industrial growth rate to 10.7% in fiscal year 2020-21, from 6.3% in the
current fiscal year.
The success of the plans, economists said, would mean lower unemployment, more jobs and more
social and political stability. However, other factors could determine
whether Cairo is able to put its economic growth plans into effect.
Egypt’s ability to raise exports
depends on the condition of the
international economy. Its ability
to attract investments and initiate
development projects depends on
security and political stability.
“We must put all these things into
consideration but equally important
still is the need for taking actual
measures to attract investments by
facilitating investment procedures
and offering real incentives,” said
Ashraf al-Arabi, a member of the
Economic Affairs Committee in the
Egyptian parliament.
“So far, the focus has been on formulating investment laws, which is
good, but is not everything we need
to convince investors to come here.”
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

A Pakistani official said Saudi oil
will start flowing to Islamabad as
of July, with payments deferred for
three years.
Abdul Hafeez Shaikh, Pakistani
Prime Minister Imran Khan’s adviser on finance and economic affairs,
said the buy-now-pay-later deal
with Riyadh, reached last October,
would enable Pakistan to overcome
a balance of payment crisis.
Shaikh thanked Saudi Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin
Abdulaziz for “activating the deferred payment for petroleum products” of $275 million per month.
The value amounts to $3.2 billion
per year.
The crown prince visited Pakistan in February.
(The Associated Press)

Egypt raises
electricity prices
to spur economic
recovery
Egyptian Electricity Minister Mohamed Shaker announced a further
price rise, the latest austerity measure aimed at getting the country’s
economy on track.
The price hike, which is due to
go into effect in July, is tied to a $12
billion bailout loan from the International Monetary Fund that Cairo
secured in 2016.
“The overall increases do not exceed 14.9%,” Shaker said at a news
conference.
Electricity prices were raised an
average of 26% last July and 40% in
July 2017.
(Agence France-Presse)

UAE gives 6,800
foreign investors
permanent residency
United Arab Emirates said it will
grant 6,800 foreign investors permanent residency under a “Golden
Card” system after they invested
a combined $27 billion in the Gulf
state.
Typically, foreigners have renewable visas valid for only a few years,
often tied to employment, but the
government announced plans last
year to ease its visa policy.
“We launched a new ‘Golden Card’
system to grant permanent residency
to investors and exceptional doctors,
engineers, scientists and artists,”
Dubai ruler Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid al-Maktoum said on Twitter.
“The first batch of 6,800 investors
with [$27 billion] worth of investments will be granted the ‘Golden
Card,’” he said.
(Reuters)

Saudi Aramco to
buy liquid natural
gas from US
company
Saudi Aramco will begin buying
liquid natural gas from a US company under a 20-year agreement.
Saudi Arabia’s state-owned
oil company said it would buy 5
million tonnes of liquid natural
gas per year from Sempra Energy,
which has headquarters in San
Diego.
Aramco will make a 25% equity
investment in an LNG export facility under development in Port
Arthur, Texas, as part of the deal.
(Associated Press)
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Despite drop in
poverty, Morocco
struggles with
social inequalities
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

I

ncome inequality in Morocco
is the highest in North Africa,
the NGO confederation Oxfam
warned in a report.
Despite healthy GDP growth over
the last decade, Oxfam said, the
gap between Morocco’s richest and
poorest widened. In 2018, Morocco’s three richest people had a combined $4.5 billion in wealth but 1.6
million Moroccans lived in poverty.
One in eight Moroccans were
considered economically vulnerable and risk falling into poverty.
It would take 154 years for a Moroccan minimum monthly salary
employee to earn what a billionaire
reaps in one year, Oxfam said.

Oxfam in Morocco called
on the government and
institutions concerned to
tackle inequality by
creating a “sustainable
and inclusive
development” model.
Abdeljalil Laroussi, Oxfam’s advocacy and campaign manager in
Morocco, said such inequality was
“the result of inadequate public
policies and encouraged by international institutions.”
“Since independence, Morocco
has adopted growth models that
are deepening inequalities and putting a large part of the population in

a situation of extreme vulnerability,” Laroussi said.
“Because inequalities slow down
the fight against poverty, undermine growth and exacerbate social
tensions, it is urgent that politicians
and businesses tackle the problem
head-on. Citizens can also act to reverse the trend by challenging public decision makers.”
Even though the poverty rate
declined in Morocco from 15.3% in
2001 to 4.8% in 2014, territorial inequalities would take 25 years to be
halved, data from the Office of the
High Commissioner for Planning
indicated.
Oxfam’s report blamed the country’s failing education system and
labour market, meant to be catalysts for bridging inequality, for the
negative trends.
Mehdi Alioua, a sociologist at
the International University of Rabat, said social inequalities exist in
Morocco because of a lack of social
responsibility and effective socioeconomic reforms that would allow
Moroccans to prosper.
“The government needs to reform many sectors, including social
security, health care and education,
to narrow the gap between the poor
and the rich,” said Alioua.
Morocco’s unemployment rate
dropped to 9.8% in 2018 from
10.2% in 2017. From 2000-17, the
country posted an average annual
GDP growth of 4.4%.
Oxfam in Morocco called on the
government and institutions concerned to tackle inequality by creating a “sustainable and inclusive

Making ends meet. Old men work as street cleaners in the Moroccan city of Assilah.
development” model that benefits
everyone rather than just the elite.
Several institutions and foundations have been created to help
eradicate poverty and exclusion.
The National Initiative for Human
Development (INDH), begun by
Moroccan King Mohammed VI in
2005, has created 44,000 projects,
17,000 actions and 9,400 incomegenerating activities to reduce social disparities in rural and urban
areas.
Last September, King Mohammed VI introduced the third phase
of INDH (2019-23), aimed at improving human development indicators
in education, health and training
and improving basic infrastructure
in poor regions.
Disparities are evident in big cities with the existence of shantytowns, which the government had
hoped to eradicate by 2010 with its
“Cities without Slums” project.
Abdelahad Fassi-Fihri, minis-

ter of National Planning, Urban
Planning, Housing and Urban Policy, said Casablanca has more than
36,000 barracks, despite 15 years of
large financial investment to eradicate them.
Alioua said Moroccans’ standard
of living has improved but not in
line with the country’s GDP growth.
“Unfortunately, the situation is
worrying in Morocco because political parties’ programmes favour
other things than debating a sound
social welfare system that would
help fight inequalities and boost
the middle class in our society,” he
said.
Protests over unemployment and
worsening living conditions in the
northern Rif region and the eastern town of Jerada in recent years
have pressured the government to
implement social and economic reforms.
Alioua said most Moroccan politicians, lawmakers and wealthy in-

(Saad Guerraoui)

dividuals educate their children in
private schools and are treated in
private hospitals, widening the social gap.
Oxfam’s report revealed that 82%
of corporate tax revenue in Morocco comes from just 2% of companies, with the country losing $2.45
billion in tax revenue because of
the tax practices of multinationals.
Asmae Bouslamti, head of the
Oxfam-Morocco governance programme, said fiscal justice was a
great way of achieving social cohesion.
“Fiscal justice helps to correct inequalities by redistributing wealth
when it is badly distributed initially
and to raise the resources needed
to finance infrastructure and public services that benefit the entire
community,” she said.
Saad Guerraoui is a contributor
to The Arab Weekly on Maghreb
issues.

Morocco works on ‘digital transformation’ of agriculture
Mohamed Alaoui

Rabat

T

he Moroccan government
is coordinating efforts
with partners around the
world to digitise the agricultural sector to increase crop
production and cope with a drought
that has affected the country in recent years.
In a forum in Meknes under the
theme “Digital Transformation for
a Promising Agricultural Sector
Providing Employment for Rural
Youth,” Moroccan Agriculture Minister Aziz Akhannouch said digitisation was a means for achieving sustainable development.
Despite Morocco’s success in the
digital transformation in the agricultural field it is still at the beginning of the road.
“We are determined to meet the
challenge of digitisation for a modern, competitive, comprehensive
and sustainable agriculture with our
potential and resources to achieve
this goal,” said Akhannouch.
Agriculture is an essential component of the local economy and officials in charge of the strategic sector
are keen to use technological development to improve the agricultural
and food production chain.
Akhannouch said that Morocco
has “the potential to become an important centre in the digitisation of
agriculture, given the infrastructure
of high-performance communications and access to information and
data thanks to the Mohammed VI
satellites.”
The digital transformation in agriculture would improve the sector’s appeal and open employment

opportunities for young people in
a job market that has become more
dependent on technology.
During the 14th session of the International Agricultural Fair, Akhannouch said that top international
companies have improved performance, especially in focused agriculture, so that “today we are talking about digital farms that can be
managed and monitored remotely.”
Sixty countries participated in
this year’s fair plus there was a special pavilion for the United Nations.
Organisers said the meeting has
gained a reputation as the top agriculture fair in Africa and one of the

most important agricultural events
in the world.
Mohamed Hourani, president and
CEO of Hightech Payment Systems,
said digitisation affects all sectors
and society and that the agricultural
sector should take advantage of the
available technology.
Hourani said current challenges
are linked to demographic growth,
with the world population projected to reach 10 billion by 2050. “This
means that we have to provide
enough food and meet the challenge of urban sprawl that is eating
up agricultural land,” he said.
To encourage young people to

become involved in developing
Moroccan agriculture, Akhannouch
called for the creation of a bridge
between youth and the agricultural
sector through digitisation.
The Moroccan government aspires to create a generation of digitally savvy citizens many of whom
decide on agriculture as a choice for
life and work because it offers attractive opportunities.
Jean-Marc Chappuis, assistant
director of the Swiss Federal Office
for Agriculture, said digitisation can
help agriculture to play a key role in
fighting hunger and providing better protection and sustainable use

Significant potential. A Moroccan farmer checks an olive tree at a field in Meknes. 		

(AFP)

of natural resources. “Digital transformation can benefit Moroccan agriculture and small farmers through
the use of innovative solutions,” he
said.
As a long-time partner and investor, Switzerland has promised to
help Morocco to consecrate the digitisation of agriculture, especially as
it has made great strides in the processing of data and digital applications related to the sector and food
industries.
Swiss investments in Morocco
have exceeded $5 billion since 2014
and Swiss companies provide 9,000
direct jobs to Moroccans.
Rabat is trying to strengthen technical capacities at all levels for small
and medium-sized farm owners and
agricultural cooperatives, as well as
small rural commercial, industrial
and service enterprises.
Morocco’s
Agricultural
Loan
Group recently signed a protocol
with the French Development Agency for opening a $56 million credit
line aimed at financing agricultural
projects with a strong contribution
to sustainable development.
The aim of the protocol is to support the Bank of Morocco’s policy of
financing sustainable investments
in various fields, such as sustainable irrigation techniques, renewable energies and waste management.
At the operational level, the sugar
company Cosumar Group is promoting two projects to develop the
sugar production chain in Morocco.
One of the projects is called Taysir,
which is designed to facilitate operations in sugar beet and sugar cane
cultivation.
Mohamed Alaoui is a Moroccan
writer.
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Georgie Anne Geyer’s final journey

S

Oussama
Romdhani

yndicated columnist
Georgie Anne Geyer, a
foreign correspondent
who travelled the world
over for decades, has
made her final journey.
Geyer died May 15 in Washington
at the age of 84.
“Gee Gee,” as she was known to
her friends, including this writer,
was a female reporter who left her
mark in a previously male-dominated world of foreign correspondents.
Born in 1936, she graduated
from Northwestern University in
1956 and obtained her first major
journalistic job at the Chicago
Daily News three years later. In her
1983 autobiography, “Buying the
Night Flight,” she explained what
it was like entering the field of
journalism as a woman in that era:
“I was 27. And I was clearly a
woman,” she wrote. “All the correspondents were men in their 50s
and 60s.”
Fluent in Spanish, Geyer put
much of her focus on South
America. She interviewed former
Cuban leader Fidel Castro and
wrote a book about him.
She was also attracted to the
Middle East and North Africa,
interviewing many of the region’s
leaders, including Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein, Palestine Liberation Organisation leader Yasser
Arafat, Tunisian President Zine
el-Abidine Ben Ali, Libyan strongman Muammar Qaddafi and Iran’s
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.
As a woman reporter, Geyer said
she expected no special treatment
while mingling with revolutionaries and guerrilla leaders in the
Middle East and Latin America and
was never inhibited by the danger.
However, in recent years, she
said such adventures were becom-

Ottoman Empire in Turkey and
ing increasingly too dangerous
many more,” she wrote. “The great
for foreign correspondents. “One
universities of ancient times, from
of my specialities was getting
Damascus to Baghdad, saved the
to these guerrilla groups,” she
universal works of Greece for all
told the Chicago Tribune in 2017.
“Today, I couldn’t do that with
of us.”
[the Islamic State] ISIS or al-Qaida.
Geyer grew especially fascinated
They’d kill me.”
with Tunisia, which she described
In much of her work, Geyer
as “a heartbreakingly beautiful
conveyed the views of Middle
enclave of 10 million people,”
East leaders but never without
and the role of its first president,
a healthy dose of scepticism. In
Habib Bourguiba, in fashioning
Qaddafi, for example, she could
the country’s pragmatic outlook.
see the sociological handicaps of
She followed the country’s turmoil
“a desert boy, raised in a tent.”
and saw conclusions from develWhen she interviewed Khomeiopments there to the rest of the
ni in December 1978, she was
region.
unconvinced by his democratic
“Security with authority or depledges or support for women’s
mocracy without security? This is
rights. “Anyone who knew
the underlying question in much
even a little bit about
of the Arab world today and
the ayatollah’s highly
Tunisia spells it out for
conservative form
us,” she wrote in 2015.
The renowned
of Islam would
Still, she saw an
columnist who
realise the early
enduring streak of
travelled the world
Persians learned
moderation in much
over for decades has
how to ‘disof the Arab region as
left her mark in a
simulate’ or lie
a reason for hope.
previously maleto strategically
“Today you could
dominated world of
protect the faith
add Jordan, Moforeign
from invaders. So
rocco, Tunisia, Dubai
correspondents.
I did not take any
and especially Oman to
of this very seriously.
an imperfect but impresAnd I was surely right,”
sive modern list of Islamic
she wrote.
countries that choose moderate,
By telling it as it is from her
step-by-step development over
conservative perspective, Geyer
reviewing troops,” she wrote the
was not afraid of being perceived
same year.
as politically incorrect or controAfter 1975, Geyer began writing
versial, both in Washington and
a syndicated column for the Los
abroad.
Angeles Times and then for the
She interviewed Arafat several
Universal Press Syndicate.
times from 1977 to 1980. Her porMy last time meeting with
trayal of him was not always flat“Gee Gee” was two years ago in
tering, although she was accused
Washington’s National Press Club,
of anti-Israeli bias by pro-Israel
where she handed me a picture of
organisations.
herself that she insisted on signUnlike some Orientalist minds in
ing. I could see how emotional she
the West, she did not see fanatiwas about it.
cism as representative of the Arab
The brave reporter who had
or Islamic world’s intellectual
survived a serious bout with canhistory.
cer seemed already to be saying
“There have been great liberal
goodbye.
Muslim societies across history:
Al-Andalus in Spain, the Mughal
Oussama Romdhani is Editor-inEmpire in India, the (more-or-less)
Chief of The Arab Weekly.

Leaving
a mark.
Syndicated
columnist
Georgie
Anne Geyer.

(Uexpress)

Dangerous job. A 2017 file picture shows a video journalist
running for cover behind a wall amid fighting in the region of
Altun Kupri, about 50km from Erbil. 			
(AFP)

Journalists in Iraq
shackled by arbitrary
laws and insecurity
Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

J

ournalists are often at risk
while reporting on armed
conflicts but in Iraq they have
been deliberately attacked,
arrested and intimidated by armed
groups, government militias, tribes
and political parties for addressing
sensitive topics such as corruption.
Sheer difficulties and tremendous obstacles face journalists in
their daily assignments and quest
for information, especially when
investigating corruption allegations
involving prominent political or religious figures and powerful groups,
said Mustafa Naser, president of
the Association for Defending Press
Freedom in Iraq.
“Although technically Iraq has a
democratic political system, it lacks
an effective and clear legal framework that ensures press freedom
and allows journalists to access and
publish information freely,” said
Naser, who said he has been threatened more than once on the job.
He said his disclosure of the
whereabouts of the Iraqi military
after their sudden withdrawal from
Mosul that was followed by the
city’s invasion by Islamic State militants in 2014 almost got him killed.
“It was a big challenge, a perilous
adventure that almost destroyed
my life and career. The mere fact of
investigating the conditions of the
pullout was sufficient to draw my
death warrant,” Naser said.
He told how he was forced to
scrap information about weapons
the army left behind and withdrawal orders given to the troops on the
grounds that it jeopardised national
security and exposed him to legal
prosecution.
“I had no choice but to cut out
the information. I received death
threats and was really scared for my
life,” Naser said.
Iraq is among the world’s most
dangerous places for journalists,
ranking 160th out of 180 countries,
in the 2018 World Press Freedom Index, released by Reporters Without
Borders (RSF) in April.
RSF said Iraq has no law on access
to state-held information and investigative reporting on corruption or
embezzlement exposes journalists
to serious threats. While journalists
work in a much-politicised environment in which the media are often
regarded as political tools, killings
of journalists generally go unpunished and investigations, if opened,
produce no result.
The Association for Defending
Press Freedom in Iraq recorded 231
violations against journalists in the
country from May 2018-19. These
included assassinations, death
threats, prison sentences, physical attacks, arrests, confiscation of
equipment, prosecutions, banning
coverage and arbitrary dismissals.

Naser said journalists are worried
by a proposed cybercrime law that
penalises them for showing disrespect for “national or religious symbols.”
“The draft cybercrime law is a police legislation full of traps,” Naser
said. “It provides for six types of
penalties.
“If passed it will further tighten
the noose on journalists, especially
that there are no judicial authorities that can deal with cybercrimes,
which is a totally new concept and
this is where the danger lies.”
The proposed legislation stipulates prison sentences, including
possible life imprisonment, for online posts that endanger “the independence, unity or integrity of the
country, or its economic, political,
military or security interests.”
RSF said the measure’s vague
wording is alarming and liable to
discourage the emergence of a free
and independent press.
Iraqi journalist Rabi’ Nader
stressed the importance of having a
media law “to curb the chaos plaguing the world of journalism and the
so-called social media press.”
“Nonetheless,” Nader said, “the
proposed legislation necessitates
crucial amendments to prevent it
from becoming a tool (in the hands
of authorities and political parties)
to suppress the freedom of expression.”
“In addition to adequate laws,
we need a certain mature political
mentality for free press to work in
Iraq. The big political powers don’t
want press freedoms to be part of
the democratic experience, which
is a main obstacle for professional
journalism in Iraq,” Nader added.
The Iraqi Observatory for Human
Rights said in a statement May 3 —
World Press Freedom Day — that
restrictions imposed on media freedom are as strict as those which
existed before 2003 under Saddam
Hussein’s dictatorship.
“At least ten attacks on journalists and local press institutions occurred in the first quarter of 2019. It
is an alarming indicator in a country that is supposed to have moved
from a dictatorship to democratic
rule,” the observatory stated.
Incidents in which tribal gunmen
kidnapped journalists and attacked
press institutions for criticising
prominent members and politicians
of the tribe are common across Iraq.
In some cases, the media outlet had
to make apologies and pay financial
reparations to the tribe.
RSF said the number of journalists held hostage worldwide totals
60 people and is 11% higher than
this time last year. All, but one, are
being held in three Middle Eastern
countries — Syria, Iraq and Yemen.
They include six foreign journalists.
Oumayma Omar, based in
Baghdad, is a contributor to the
Culture and Society section of The
Arab Weekly.
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Jews flock to Tunisia’s
Djerba in another
illustration of
religious tolerance
Francis Ghilès

Djerba

T

he annual pilgrimage to El
Ghriba synagogue on Tunisia’s southern island of Djerba offers an opportunity for
the government of the region’s only
democracy to reaffirm it remains a
land of tolerance and openness.
Tunisian Prime Minister Youssef
Chahed visited El Ghriba on May
22 in the company of Tourism Minister Rene Trabelsi, who hails from
Djerba’s Jewish community. The estimated 1,000 Jews of Djerba have
their own living district and schools.
Rabbis from several European
countries as well as other foreign
guests, some of whom were born
in Djerba, joined 5,000 Jewish pilgrims.
Security was very tight, as elsewhere in Tunisia. Security measures
implemented since the terrorist attacks of 2015 on the beach resort of
Sousse and the Bardo National Museum ensured that the risk of a repeat incident is kept to a minimum.
Many experts see security risks in
Tunisia today as no greater than in
major European cities.
However, Tunisian authorities
might have erred in showing off the
security measures. Pictures of men
in balaclavas all around gave the unnecessary impression of a country
under siege.
Nothing could be further from the
truth in Tunisia today. Despite the
civil war raging in neighbouring Libya, Tunisian counterterrorism forces have retaken the initiative since

the 2015 terrorism incidents, which
had claimed the lives of scores of
foreign tourists. Security forces are
better-trained and better-equipped
and maintain close cooperation with
European and US counterparts.
Djerba, which hosts many tourists
in hotels strung out along the coast,
is an island where many of the inhabitants are from the very tolerant Muslim Ibadi minority. Djerba’s
Muslim majority inhabitants are
generally conservative, well-educated and excellent businessmen
and have lived alongside their Jewish neighbours.
Tradition has it that Jews arrived
in Djerba after the first destruction
of the temple in Babylon more than
2,500 years ago. As elsewhere in Tunisia, Muslims defended their Jewish friends and neighbours during
the six months of German occupation during the second world war,
often hiding them in olive oil processing plants or farm buildings.
Trabelsi, speaking May 23 at a
news conference, wondered whether French authorities would allow
such a religious gathering in France
in view of the incidents targeting
Jews in recent years there.
Asked whether he counted himself as Arab and Jewish, he answered
that he did.
“Living together” is the political
message that Tunisian authorities
wish to send to the world. This is
a message that many do not seem
interested in. The growing beat of
boots on the ground in the region
makes the message of Tunisia all but
inaudible, as illustrated by the small
number of Western media reporting
on the pilgrimage. In the hotels, foreign tourists were largely unaware

Candles of hope. A Jewish pilgrim lights a candle on the second day of the annual pilgrimage to El
Ghriba synagogue in Djerba, May 22.								
of the pilgrimage.
Most visitors to Tunisia and some
of the rabbis at the pilgrimage said
they were surprised to hear of the
behaviour of Muslims during the
second world war. They were nonplussed when reminded that the
Holocaust was enacted by Christians, amid the deafening silence of
many rulers at the time.
Tunisians, as did Algerians and
Moroccans, treated the Jews as fellow human beings, which was not
the case of millions of Europeans.
This is to the North Africans’ eternal
credit.
There is no Tunisian name on
the memorial to the Shoah, the Yad
Vashem, in Jerusalem, however. The
pretext for refusing to inscribe the
names of brave Tunisian Muslims
being that the Tunisians were not
risking their lives while protecting
Jews. This is a historical lie that does
little credit to Israel. The Jews, of all
people, should know that falsifying
history is a dangerous game.

Trabelsi expressed confidence
that the number of tourists who visited Tunisia would continue to grow
since the sector’s collapse in 2015-16
and noted that Russian tourism had
grown from zero to 725,000 in four
years.
Tunisia remains an expensive
destination because Tunisair treats
its passengers with high prices and
frequent cancellations. Tunisia is
in negotiation over an Open Skies
Agreement with the European Union. The agreement, which is yet to
be ratified, excludes Tunis-Carthage
International Airport, the main
point of entry into the country, for
five years.
The various attractions that
Djerba offers, besides the unique
Jewish traditions and places of
worship, showcase the many assets
that could help Tunisia’s tourism
escape the low-cost trap. There is
no reason Tunisia earns a fraction
of what Morocco does for every foreign visitor.

(AFP)

During the pilgrimage, the media
and invited rabbis were treated to
extracts of a film on the history of
the architecture of synagogues aired
on French-German Arte television
channel by film-maker Celia Lowenstein. It is a superb documentary
of the central role of synagogues in
Jewish life and history, at times pure
poetry. Tunisian authorities seemed
unaware that the film on El Ghriba
had been selected in major North
American film festivals.
As this year’s Jewish pilgrimage
coincided with the Muslim holy
month of Ramadan, Muslims, Jews
and European visitors were treated
to an iftar dinner. Another illustration of Tunisia’s tradition of tolerance that many in today’s world
would gain to discover and that
Tunisian authorities would be well
served to better spotlight.
Francis Ghilès is an associate fellow
at the Barcelona Centre for International Affairs.

Turkey’s Ramadan ‘Dinners on the
Ground’ ruffle government feathers
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

A

bout 100 people gathered
in a small park on the Bosporus in Istanbul’s Uskudar
district recently to break
the fast together during Ramadan.
They sat on the grass in long rows
and spread home-made food, fruit
and sweets on blankets before them,
waiting for the muezzin’s call to signal the end of the day.
As the sun set, more people joined
them on the bank of the Bosporus.
Chatting and laughing, participants
opened water bottles and distributed hot soup and bread.

The simplicity of the
“Dinners on the Ground”
angered a political
establishment used to
going to “iftar in luxury
cars and living in luxury
houses.”
The idyllic nature of the gathering,
part of an initiative called “Dinner
on the Ground,” belied its political
significance in a country with a deep
gulf between supporters and critics
of Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan and his ruling Justice and
Development Party (AKP). A few
weeks ago, police broke up a “Dinner on the Ground” in Istanbul’s city
centre by force and detained several
guests.
Erdogan’s party has overseen the
rise of new elites, including observant Muslims who have taken the

place of Turkey’s traditional secular
upper class. The government said
this development reflected normalisation in a country with a population that is 99% Muslim.
However, critics accused the AKP,
a party with roots in political Islam
that has ruled Turkey since 2002, of
arrogance, corruption and of ignoring democratic standards to cling
to power. Earlier in May, Turkey’s
Supreme Electoral Council, under
pressure from Erdogan and the AKP,
ordered a rerun of a mayoral election
in Istanbul that had been won by an
opposition candidate in March.
“Dinners on the Ground,” organised across Turkey during Ramadan,
started eight years ago when activists sat to break the fast in front of
a five-star hotel in Istanbul where
members of the AKP’s Islamic-conservative establishment gathered
for a glitzy iftar gala.
Tens of thousands of people take
part in “Dinner on the Ground”
meetings, Zeki Kilicarslan, a prominent doctor, political activist and
co-founder of the initiative, said at
the Uskudar meeting. “From the
very start, we have been against discrimination and for freedom and the
rule of law.”
Celebratory iftar meals at the end
of each day during Ramadan are
part of Turkey’s national culture.
Municipalities and charities sponsor
iftar events to provide free meals to
the poor while more affluent Turks
meet for meals in hotels or restaurants. Erdogan recently spoke at
an iftar reception for lawmakers in
front of Turkey’s parliament building in Ankara.
At the “Dinners on the Ground,”

the general idea is to stress Islam’s
messages of solidarity, inclusiveness
and simplicity, said Bedri, a guest at
the Uskudar dinner. He said participants rejected the luxury of official
iftar occasions. “One iftar meal can
cost as much as the monthly minimal wage” of about $300.
People bring their own food to
the “Dinners on the Ground” and
expressly welcome everyone, including non-religious Muslims and
members of other religions.
Even though there are no corporate sponsors, no chairs or elaborate decorations and no speeches by
politicians, the modest meals attract
thousands. The biggest “Dinners on
the Ground” drew 15,000 people in
Istanbul in 2013, the year of the antigovernment Gezi unrest.
Ilhan Eliacik, a Muslim theologian
critical of Erdogan and the driving
force behind the “Dinners on the
Ground,” said the gatherings rejected discrimination based on religion
or class. “There is no hierarchy, one
has to find a place and sit down,” Eliacik told Medyascope.tv, an internet
television channel.
“We’re trying to say: Let’s sit
down and talk. Those who believe
and those who don’t, people from
the right and from the left, the pious
and the atheists.”
Sitting in front of a blanket filled
with plates of fruit, Turkish-style
pizza, dates and ayran, a yogurt
drink, Sibel, a 56-year-old translator, said she did not keep the fast
“but this is a table of solidarity.” She
described the meeting as a sign of
protest against “the misuse of religion” by the government. “We’re
really against the system,” she said.

Celebratory gathering. People at the “Dinner on the Ground” in
Istanbul’s Uskudar district. 			
(Thomas Seibert)
Some in Uskudar, pointing to
police action in Istanbul in May,
accused the AKP government of
spreading fear among citizens.
“People are afraid,” said one participant. “Otherwise many more would
be here tonight.”
Eliacik said the simplicity of the
“Dinners on the Ground” angered a
political establishment used to going to “iftar in luxury cars and living
in luxury houses.”
“Some people sit down on the
street and put dates, cheese and water on newspapers,” he said. “That
makes some people uncomfortable.

They don’t want to see that.”
Eliacik was among eight people
detained by police on Istanbul’s
Galatasaray Square on the first day
of Ramadan this year. Video of the
incident showed him being led away
by police and falling to the ground.
Speaking on Medyascope, Eliacik
called the events a “black day.”
Authorities said no public gatherings were allowed in the part of Istanbul’s centre chosen for the “Dinner on the Ground” despite letting
the events go ahead there in previous years. Eliacik and the others
were released a day later.
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Tunisian film director Nacer Khemir finds inspiration in heritage
Mokhlis
al-Saghir

T

unisian director
Nacer Khemir is
one of the few Arab
film-makers to
truly possess
encyclopaedic
culture, presenting
films with fresh questions and
original ideas. He is one of the
foremost film-makers to have
found inspiration in Arab oral
and poetic traditions through
pioneering cinematic works
inspired by “One Thousand and
One Nights” or the lives and
ideas of Arab philosophers such
as Ibn ‘Arabi and Ibn Hazm.
Before being a film-maker,
Khemir is a sculptor, visual
artist, writer and poet. He
infuses his films with a deep
beauty that makes viewers
contemplate the soul of the
images, with the idea that it is
the soul that makes bodies and
objects move, come alive and
painfully or joyfully perform the
dance of life.
One of the issues that
Khemir’s films touch on is
religion, manifesting it as love,
spiritual elevation and love for
others, with no room for
violence or rejection of the
other. From “Baba’Aziz” to “The
Search for Muhi al-Din ibn
Arabi,” Khemir’s films show an
alternative Islam — the Islam of
Ibn Arabi or that of Baba’Aziz.
Khemir said Islam “is of great
importance as a civilisational
reference point. Developing and
conceiving of it as a political
point of reference demonstrate
retrogressive thought. Those
seeing religion as politics are
selling something and whoever
sells something does not own
it.”
In an interview with The Arab

Weekly, Khemir said he regretted the existence of such
“labyrinths,” saying they lead to
“losing the path of modernity.”
“My interest in Sufism was
philosophical and aesthetic,” he
said. “Aesthetics in our civilisation has a strong relationship
with Sufism. The great sheikh
Ibn Arabi offered solutions to
overcome religion as barrier
because it is above different
sects and factions.
“When we look at political
Islam and its terms of reference,
we find that it does not build for
the ‘fulfilled man’ but rather
exploits and converses with the
unfulfilled man. It seems that
Arab cinema did not take an
interest in these subjects,
despite their importance, since
it did not take root in its own
cultural milieu but rather took
its cues most of the time from
Western points of reference.”
“Today’s war is not only
economic, religious or intellectual, it’s also a war of narratives
as in who will impose their story
upon the other,” he said. “We
should not forget that the ‘One
Thousand and One Nights’ is
narrative reference present in
the imaginary of all of humanity,
influencing writers from Japan
and the whole world, while most
Arabs looked at it with contempt

“Today’s war is not
only economic,
religious or
intellectual, it’s also a
war of narratives as
in who will impose
their story upon the
other.”
Tunisian director
Nacer Khemir

and disdain.”
The problem lies within the
Arabs’ and Muslims’ understanding of the reality of their
cultural references and how they
deal with them, added Khemir.
He said he sees it as “a state of
schizophrenia that makes the
Arab man, unbeknown to
himself, despise his most
valuable possessions when he
was the one to have enriched the
very Western thought from
which he seeks his truth.”
In addition, public education
is built on wrong bases that
preclude Arabs from understanding and dealing with
civilisational problems, as
Khemir put it. Current education
drives young people into a “dead
end.”
Khemir said cinema is an
important tool that can revive
heritage, which can be compared
to a spring that must be freed
from lingering residues and
deposits polluting its source.
Before being a means for
entertainment, cinema must be a
“civilisational catalyst,” he said,
and developing education using
digital technology and writing is
not enough. Khemir concluded
that “our biggest problem is not
developing our relationship with
our culture.”
“The problem is that the
formation of the post-independence generation in Western style
and references has led to this
generation losing touch with its
natural tributaries,” he said.
“After independence, the
intelligentsia did not confront
such a thing but rather accepted
it, personified it and became it.
Then they wedged us into a maze
of mimicry and imitation instead
of creativity. They then thought,
along with the Left, that the
solution could only be political.”
The solution, the director said,
is in “work, thinking and
creation that are greater and
larger than politics.”

A different take. Tunisian director Nacer Khemir.
About his experience in poetry
and the plastic arts and how they
intersect with cinema, especially
in portraying the desert, Khemir
said: “The desert is the universe,
a vast beauty, it’s the Arabic
language, the abstract and the
absolute. In this desert, I can
meditate on questions of
humanity and aesthetics,
because it is a space for reflection and a space for the formation of our culture and heritage.”
“We gave up on a legacy that
has grown too heavy for us to
carry, and we tried to catch a ride
on the West’s wagon. With time,
we discovered that we did not
have a place in the vehicle of the
other,” he said.
“I’d rather walk on foot, step
by step, instead of getting on
someone else’s wagon, because I
would not know to which station
it would take me. Besides, I
believe that our vision of life is
linked to poetry. Poetry here is
not just words but also as an
exploration of life’s essence in

(Al Arab)

architecture, in painting and in
cinema as well.”
Such is the experience Khemir
presents in his many works,
which include books “Sheherazade,” “The Amorous Cloud,”
“The Bewitcher of Geniuses”
and “The Alphabet of Sand.”
It includes his first movies
“The History of God’s Country”
(1975), “Wanderers of the
Desert” (1975), “The Dove’s Lost
Necklace” (1989), and the short
film “Searching for One Thousand and One Nights,”
“Baba’Aziz” (2005), “Searching
for Muhi al-Din” (2013) and his
latest film “Whispering Sands.”
His films have received awards
in major European and Arab
festivals, such as the Nantes and
Saint-Martin Festivals in France,
the Valencia Festival in Spain,
the Locarno Festival in Switzerland, the Fajr Festival in Iran and
the Barcelona Film Festival.
Mokhlis al-Saghir is a Moroccan
writer.

Moroccan film tackles taboo of unmarried mothers
Fiachra Gibbons

Cannes

M

aryam Touzani never
forgot the day a young
woman knocked on the
door of her home in
Tangier asking for work.
“She was from a village and she
was heavily pregnant. My mother
had no work for her but was afraid to
let her go… She wasn’t in a good way
and had clearly nowhere to go,” the
Moroccan actress and director said.
Sex outside marriage is illegal in
Muslim-majority Morocco and, at
the time, a single mother who tried
to give birth in a hospital would be
thrown in jail.
“The girl had been going door-todoor, so my mother took her in for
a few days until we worked something out but there was no solution.
She had been going from town to
town after running away from her
family, working as a cleaner and
hairdresser until people noticed her
predicament and then she would
have to move on.
“So she stayed with us until she
had the baby,” said Touzani, whose
powerful new film “Adam,” at the
Cannes Film Festival, was inspired
by the woman’s heartbreaking dilemma over what to do with the
child.
“She wanted to give up her baby
straight away to give him a chance of
a decent life and to restart her own
and become a respectable woman
again,” Touzani said.
However, when the baby arrived,

things weren’t so simple.
“Because she gave birth over a
bank holiday weekend, she had to
keep the baby until the adoption office opened. I was with her as she
tried to suppress the maternal extinct, to put distance between herself and the child. It was painful to
watch and really shook me,” Touzani said.
“Little by little I saw her resistance
break” and the pain grow as the bank
holiday ended. “I went with her to

give the baby up,” Touzani said.
The hell that woman went through
came home to Touzani when she became pregnant while filming “Razzia,” a huge hit in Morocco in 2017,
which she wrote and starred in.
“When I felt the baby move inside
me, I began thinking of her and I understood and straight away I started
to write. It poured out of me,” she
said.
Already talked of as an Academy
Awards foreign-language contender,

“Adam” shines a light on a hidden
woman’s world in the conservative
North African country.
In the film a village girl who flees
to Casablanca, played by Nisrin Erradi, is reluctantly taken in by a widowed baker (Lubna Azabal) hiding
her own grief.
While Touzani does not go there
in her touching, intimate tale, unmarried mothers are pariahs in Morocco, she said, often regarded as
prostitutes. “It is the worst thing

A moving story. Moroccan actress Lubna Azabal (L), Moroccan film director Maryam Touzani (C) and
Moroccan actress Nisrin Erradi pose during a photocall for the film “Adam” at the 72nd edition of the
Cannes Film Festival, May 20. 				
				
(AFP)

that can happen to a woman,” she
said.
Until 2004 their children’s birth
could not even be registered, meaning they had no legal status. “They
simply didn’t exist,” Touzani said.
The shame is so intense that “children are often sold or abandoned”,
adding to the country’s army of
street children.
“There are so many terrible stories,” Touzani said.
The writer-director has not shied
from touching on raw nerves in
her homeland. Her husband Nabil
Ayouch’s banned feature “Much
Loved” was based on a documentary of the same name she made about
prostitution.
It was branded “an affront to moral values and Moroccan women”
shortly after its premiere at Cannes,
with actress Loubna Abidar forced
to flee to France after being attacked
in the street in Casablanca.
“Razzia,” in which Touzani played
the lead, also touched on taboos.
But she said she is convinced
many who condemned the films in
public were secretly pleased they
had brought issues out into the
open that Morocco needs to deal
with.
“There is a facade that everything is all right on the outside even
if people are tormented inside. It
is good to let in some air and light,
and people are relieved and happy
things are being spoken about,” Touzani said.
“I am not at all afraid for ‘Adam.’ In
any case, nothing comes from fear.”
(Agence France-Presse)
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The Ahwazis’ struggle is also cultural
Mohamed
Hemamsi

T

he Arab minority of
the Ahwaz region in
Iran has long
suffered from
Iranian regime’s
systematic marginalisation. They
consider themselves deliberately
forgotten or made invisible.
Ahwazi writer Yousef Azizi has
refused to submit to a regime
with a long record of ideologically driven injustice and
marginalisation of minorities. He
was critical of the silence of the
international community about
this injustice. Despite being
imprisoned by the regime, Azizi
has not backed down and
continues to defend his rights
and his people.
Azizi is a writer, translator and
political activist. He was born in
1951 in Khuzestan province in
south-western Iran and has long
fought for the province’s
independence. He has worked in
journalism for three decades and
has published 25 books and
hundreds of articles in Persian
and Arabic. He writes about
political and cultural affairs in
Iran.
The Arab Weekly met with
Azizi on the sidelines of the 29th
Abu Dhabi International Book
Fair during a panel discussion
organised by the Arab Centre for
Geographical Literature.
Azizi, who was awarded the
2019 Ibn Battuta Prize for diary
writing, used the opportunity to
remind of the plight of the
Ahwazi Arabs.
From 2005-08, Azizi was
summoned to the Iranian
Ministry of Security and the
Revolutionary Court of Iran
several times. His trial at the 15th
Division of Tehran’s Islamic
Revolution Court lasted from
September 2007 to April 2008.
He was sentenced to five years in
prison for organising demonstra-

tions in Ahvaz. The uprising of
April 15, 2005, is a prominent
milestone in the Ahwazis’
struggle against the oppressive
policies of the Iranian regime.
Azizi said the persecution that
he suffered showed the deliberate marginalisation of the Arab
minority in Iran. He pointed out
that other minorities in Iran,
including Azeris, Mazanderanis,
Kurds, Balochis and Turkmen,
are subjected to the same
persecution and warned of Iran’s
plans to “Persianise” the region.
The Arab minority in Iran must
contend with discrimination and
arbitrary restrictions in education, employment, access to
adequate housing and cultural
and linguistic rights. Since 1928,
the Iranian government has used
systemised demographic policies
intended to change the demographics in the minorities’
regions.
Often this would lead minorities to peacefully protest to
demand inclusion in Iranian
society and authorities many
times responded with repression
and violence.
Azizi’s book, “Behind the Sun:
Diary of an Ahwazi Writer in
Iran’s Secret Cells,“ chronicled
the suffering of the Arab minority. Azizi said that what he details
in the book is a small part of the
tragedies and catastrophes that
Ahwazis have faced for nine
decades.
Azizi warned that the Ahwazi

“Thanks to
technology, the
Iranian regime’s
project to isolate us
linguistically and
culturally from our
Arab milieu has been
thwarted.”
Yousef Azizi
Ahwazi writer

Arabs are in danger because the
Iranian regime is trying to
“Persianise” the region. He said
Khuzestan province is important
to Iran because the region “has
oil, which accounts for 80% of
Iran’s revenues. So Iran wants
the Arabs to either emigrate out
of their ancestral land of Arabistan or alternatively become
‘Persianised.’”
“Nine decades ago, we lost our
national state and self-rule,”
Azizi said. “We could not
emancipate ourselves because of
the Iranian regime clamping
down on us on every front — economic, political and cultural. We
have been fighting for survival
for the last nine decades.”
He said he was hopeful that the
Ahwazis would someday free
themselves from the Iranian
regime. Azizi said factors for
achieving that were already
available, notably the region’s
awareness of legitimate rights
and its rejection of racial and
nationalistic oppression.
Technology and the information
revolution have contributed to
exposing Iran’s colonial designs
for the region.
“Culturally, we did not come
out of a vacuum. We have a long
literary and cultural history. We
have scholars, poets and writers
whose works are still printed and
published in different Arab
capitals,” added Azizi.
What threaten the Ahwazis’
Arab identity, Azizi said, are the
regime’s efforts to “Persianise”
Khuzestan. For example, Azizi
said that in schools “nothing was
mentioned of our literature,
culture and history. We are
taught only Iran’s history.”
Azizi explained that “when an
Ahwazi child starts school at the
age of 6, his Arabic tongue is cut
off and he is prevented from
learning in Arabic. This was the
standard practice in both the
shah era and the current era of
the Islamic Republic, which
publicly claims that Arabic is the
language of the Quran and of
Islam. Despite the bans and the
persecution, the Arabic language

A story of resilience. Ahwazi writer Yousef Azizi.
is the region’s second language.”
For the past four decades, the
Iranian regime has not allowed
the Arab minority to learn
Arabic. “We were fond of our
language and loved it thanks to
our individual efforts,” explained
Azizi, adding that he continues
to translate Arabic literature,
poetry, fiction and thought. He
also writes fiction and publishes
research and other scholarly
work.
Azizi noted that the Ahwazi
elites, notably the young people
among them, master Arabic
thanks to their own efforts but
also master Persian because they
must. He described the elites as
“ambassadors of Arab literature
in Iran since they translate
Arabic novels to Persian.”
Azizi pointed out that the
Ahwazi people are exposed to
Arab culture through technological developments and traditional
media, as well as modern means

(Al Arab)

of communication. “Thanks to
technology, the Iranian regime’s
project to isolate us linguistically
and culturally from our Arab
milieu has been thwarted,” he
said.
Azizi said Ahwazi writers who
write in Persian enjoy support
and resources but those who
write in Arabic are denied
support. “Even though the
[Iranian Writers] Association has
always been part of the opposition, I can say with confidence
that most of its member writers
and poets are racist towards
Arabs,” he said.
Azizi reminded that the Arab
Ahwazi elite needs moral
support from Arabs, including
invitations to conferences and
cultural, artistic and cinematic
events, to integrate and open up
to its Arab environment.
Mohamed Hemamsi is an
Egyptian writer.

Citerne Beirut injects new life into performing arts
Samar Kadi

Beirut

B

“

eirut is a dynamic city
with lots of cultural activities going on but still
there isn’t really a specialised space for performing arts,”
said Omar Rajeh, founder and artistic director of Citerne Beirut, summing up the idea behind creating a
space dedicated to contemporary
dance and theatre.
“There might be interesting spaces for the visual art, very few for
cinema, less for music and theatre
but almost non-existent for contemporary dance. Definitely, Beirut
needs such a space like Citerne Beirut,” Rajeh said.
When he returned to Lebanon
from London, where he studied
dance and choreography, Rajeh
founded Maqamat Dance Theatre in
2002 and launched the Beirut International Platform of Dance (BIPOD)
festival two years later.
Citerne Beirut was inaugurated
in April during BIPOD 2019. It was
designed as a multipurpose space
suited to dance, music and theatre.
“We need to build a whole infrastructure for contemporary dance,”
Rajeh said. “Citerne Beirut is much
more than a new music and cultural venue. It symbolises the next
chapter of the country’s journey in
the performing arts, showing us the

way forward and inviting us to push
boundaries.”
“It is also aimed to engage Beirut
in the contemporary performing
arts, whether dance or theatre, locally and internationally,” he added.
The venue is to serve as an introductory platform for rising artists
to present their creations and talent with the support of Maqamat.
With the space, lighting and sound
equipment, marketing and administrative assistance provided, young
artists get a chance to expose their
work.
“Otherwise, it would be extremely difficult for them to present their
work in Beirut individually because
of high expense,” Rajeh said.
“We receive a lot of performance
proposals by young artists with
whom we are trying to work closely
to design a monthly programme. We
are here to support them on many
levels, whether it is in rehearsals,
co-producing their performances or
even networking.”
At BIPOD festivals aspiring artists receive international exposure,
which may advance their careers,
Rajeh explained. “We had some 40
international festival directors attending the festival this year. They
saw the work of these young artists
and have invited some of them to
present their work in their own festivals,” he said.
“We hope to create a kind of
sustainability for the artists. One
Lebanese artist will be performing

offered by Maqamat to young experienced artists to help them embark
on a more professional career.
“We don’t work with beginners,”
he said. “We select artists who already had some kind of training and
experience. Some have started an
international career and are touring
everywhere such as choreographer
Bassam Bou Diab and dancer Guy
Nader, who has won many international prizes.”
Citerne Beirut’s modern and unusual metal construction, which
looks like a cistern, was built and
equipped with the large support of
Saadallah and Loubna Khalil Foundation and contributions from foreign cultural centres and European

embassies, including those of Norway and Germany.
“It is important to engage the government, individuals and people interested in investing in this country
culturally but since our government
has been in a coma for many years,
we had to fill the gap and find solutions,” Rajeh said, stressing that it
is the job of the government to help
young artists and give them exposure.
During BIPOD 2019, Citerne Beirut hosted the eighth Moultaqa
Leymoun, an initiative that has
established itself as a platform for
emerging and established Lebanese
and Arab choreographers to meet
with directors of international festivals. More than 18 choreographers
and dancers from Lebanon, Tunisia,
the Palestinian territories, Jordan
and Iran participated in this year’s
edition.
The establishment of Citerne Beirut “is a dream not only for us but
for all the artists in the country. To
have an active and dynamic space
where we can express our vision,
ambitions and how we want performing arts to be,” Rajeh said.
“It is also meant to put Beirut on
the international cultural map in
terms of contemporary dance by
opening more interest from international festival directors to come
here.”

Multipurpose space. A view of Citerne Beirut space for performing
arts.						
(Citerne Beirut)

Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly
Travel and Society section editor.

in London soon. She was selected
after the director of the festival saw
her work last year.”
This year’s BIPOD began with
the local premiere of Rajeh’s work
“#minaret.” Inspired by the minaret of the Great Mosque of Aleppo,
which was an iconic landmark of
Syria’s largest city but now lies in
ruins, the work had its international
premiere at the 2018 Romaeuropa
Festival and is now on a global tour.
Dancers participating in the 10day festival were from Lebanon,
Spain, Australia, Bulgaria, Switzerland, France, Germany, Iran, Jordan
and the Palestinian territories.
Rajeh said contemporary dance
classes and intensive training are
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Agenda
Tunis:
Through May 31
The 37th Tunis Medina Festival
takes place in the Municipal
Theatre of Tunis, Dar Lasram,
Dar Hussein, Tahar Haddad
Club and the new Opera Hall
of the Culture City. The festival
includes concerts by Salatin
al-Tarab, Amina Srarfi troupe,
Leila Hjaiej, Lotfi Bouchnak and
others.
Amman:
Through June 5
Ramadan at The Boulevard is
an event that features artisanal
products exhibitions, traditional
food, live entertainment, music
and children’s workshops.
Dubai:
June 12
Harpist Catrin Finch will take
the stage as part of this season’s
Dubai Opera’s Music in the
Studio.

Hikers in Um Bogma.

(Antoine Naggar)

Founded by Jamel Debbouze, Le
Marrakech du rire is a comedy
festival that brings together actors from around the world.

Um Bugma’s
mysterious
charm on
Sinai Trail
Marc Espanol

Um Bogma

W

alking through the
manganese-rich mountain of Um Bogma,
which is a 4-hour hike
from the South Sinai village of Abu
Sahow, Egypt, a ghost town that
dates to the times of the British
mandate arises amid the path.
Named after the mountain, the
area covered by Um Bogma is said
to be bigger than the city of Saint
Catherine by the local Bedouins of
the Hamada tribe and it preserves
most of its infrastructure and facilities, although they have fallen
into disrepair. However, the site has
been almost forgotten for several
decades, frozen in time.
Um Bogma is starting to carve out
a place on the map thanks to the
award-winning Sinai Trail, a 550km,
a 42-day hiking trail that crosses
South Sinai. The ghost town has be-

come one of the key spots along the
trail as it crosses the traditional land
of the Hamada, who, despite scarce
information documenting the history of the place, say they know its
origins.
“The story says that a Bedouin
found manganese [in the mountain]
and gave it to a British man, who
took it with him to send it to the
United Kingdom, where they found
out that it was of a very good quality,” said Antoine Naggar, a member
of the tourism company Wild Guanabana and facilitator of trips in the
area. “Then, they sent engineers to
study how they could exploit it and
[finally] built the town.”
Ahmed Shams, an external consultant to the School of Archaeology at Oxford University, pointed out
that the British established the mining company that would exploit Um
Bogma in the early 20th century but
the start of the World War I forced
them to halt their plans.
“The exploitation of the manganese mines, which required some

A camel grazes near the remains of an old building in Um Bogma.

(Thibault Adeline)

Marrakech:
June 12-16

Oman:
During June and July
Taking place annually in Dhofar
province, the Salalah Tourism
Festival hosts street shows, concerts, games, fireworks, cultural
activities and food stalls for
locals and tourists.
Rabat:
June 21-29
The 18th Mawazine Festival
takes place in Rabat and features
international and local musical
performances.

Hikers prepare to camp in Um Bogma.
facilities, was delayed during the
war and reached the production
stage from 1918 onward. So, it is
safe to say that the mines and consequently the town became in full
operation post-WWI and during
the British mandate in Egypt,” said
Shams, the founder of Sinai Peninsula Research.
Um Bogma is on high and rugged tablelands facing the biggest
sand desert in South Sinai, called El
Ramla, and the plateau of Hadabat
el Teeh, a natural divide between
North and South Sinai, said Ben Hoffler, who helped establish the Sinai
Trail.
“All around Um Bogma are deep
gorges that cut deep down through
spectacular granite,” he said. “These
are both narrow and twisting gorges
with oases of palms and pools and
waterfalls after rain.”
“Um Bogma is like a high island
surrounded by these beautiful
gorges.”
Shams said that, during the British mandate, the lease by the Egyptian government covered 225 hectares acres, a 10km cableway and a
17km railway to transfer ore from
the mines to the seaport of Abu Zenima. Shams said 853 Egyptians and
26 foreigners worked in the mining
town and produced 55 tonnes of ore
in 1921.
The British legacy in the area
reaches the nomenclature of surrounding natural spots. “The British gave places around Um Bogma
numbers as names, and today the
Bedouin still use these,” explained
Hoffler, who said an oasis known
as “Arbatashar” (“Fourteen”), is an
example.
The British company continued
operating in Um Bogma until the
1950s, when it became an Egyptian
public company, likely nationalised

(Antoine Naggar)

by Egyptian President Gamal Abdel
Nasser. During the next two decades, the mines were operating and
the town expanded until its current
size.
It was with the Israeli occupation
of the Sinai Peninsula following the
1967 war that Um Bogma was abandoned.
“The Israelis mentioned that it
was economically infeasible to operate the mines due to the difference in the nature of Israel’s market
economy and the Egyptian socialist
economy at the time,” Shams said.
Among the hikers, who are using
the trail in increasing numbers, Um
Bogma appears as an astonishing
place wrapped in mystery.
“A mining ghost town in the middle of the desert is not something
you see every day,” said Barbara
Rogers, a Swiss hiker who had recently been in the town. “[The
place] is a bit spooky because there
is nothing there anymore.”
“When you are up there, you first
see the mine itself with the old cable cars that used to carry the manganese out of the mine and walking
past that you get into the old town
and walk through the old abandoned homes,” recounted Sarah
Nour, another hiker. “Exploring that
is a lot of fun but best of all is the
breathtaking view from up there.”
“Going to Um Bogma feels like
walking into a post-apocalyptic
world,” said Hoffler, “you find antique telephones and typewriters
and old paperwork and WWII helmets and beer bottles.
“It is like the clocks stopped and a
moment in history was frozen,” said
Ben Hoffler, who helped establish
the Sinai Trail.
Marc Espanol is a Catalan journalist
in Egypt.

Carthage:
July 12-August 23
The International Festival of
Carthage is one of the oldest
arts and cultural events in North
Africa, drawing a mix of local
and international performers
to Tunisia over several weeks.
Performances take place at the
Amphitheatre of Carthage.
Byblos:
July 12-August 24
Byblos International Festival in
the ancient Phoenician port city
of Byblos, north of Beirut, features international rock bands
and pop singers. This year’s
schedule includes French singer
Mark Lavoine, Mashrou’ Leila
and Queen Symphonic.
Beiteddine:
July 18-August 10
The annual Beiteddine Art Festival, in the Chouf mountains,
includes a variety of performances from opera and concerts
to theatre and art exhibitions.
The festival welcomes more
than 50,000 visitors as well as
numerous star performers.
Cairo:
November 20-29
The 41st Cairo International
Film Festival will include world
cinema projections, seminars,
workshops, debates and tributes.
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